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ERRATA

Ps 26,
Pe

line

16,

27, Summary,

Pe 64,

omit the word

"same."

line 5, "steadily" for"steady."

line 12, "But they were framed,"

Pe

6G, line 6 from bottom,

Pe 72,

line

6,

should read,

omit the word "more."
"exiles from

alas

ae ee
Pe

instead of,

"it was framed."

= 411 -

England."

*tr

The subject which we are ebout to discuss is of vital interest
to the student of English Church History.

If it is important for him to

imow the osrly phases and developments of that history reaching doym into
the

Roman

tno

tendencies,

then

it

causes,
us

as

period

of English History;
persuasions,and

is truly

essential

events,

the

and

if it is necessary for

movements

for hin

personalities

Anglican

to be
out

during

the

acquainted

of which

him to

subsequent
with

grew the

the

the

centuries-old

important

observe

centuries;

lace-rork

pattern inom

of
to

Churche

It is the focal point in all English Church History.
tendencies

devolopmonts

m tured

since

find

at thet

their

cause

Many of

time,and,perhaps,all
in that

period.

the

tie are

referring to thet contury, the Sixteenth, which has been made wique by
the

acts

and personalities

of Nenry VIII , Edwsrd

VI, liary Tujor,

end

Elizabeth.

Out of this century we shall single out that poriod which saw
Protestantism definitely ostablished within and as part of the Church of
England.
understand

It is frequently called the
the

events

of the

"Settlement of Elizabeth."

Elizabethan reign, we must ‘take

into

But to
account

the Preparation for the introduction of Protestantism into the Church
under Henry VIII and Edward VI
same

ee nl

Thus this

In thus
thet

as well as the Counteraction against the

under Harye

lc

a kk

R

PREFACE
* * &

Part

sekes;Part

II

paper will

into two parts:

Part I:

Preparation

Part II:

Resumption

and Counteraction

stating the scopé of the paper, it will be recognized

is to receive

I will

fall

be divided

more

into

consideration

three

than Part

Sections:

Sec.

I.

I,

For

the

convenience

Reign

of

Henry VIII;

Seo.

II, Reign of Edward Vi;

Part II is divided into two

Sec. III, Reign of Wary Tudor.

Sections.

Section Ir 1558 to 1570,

which may bo called the "mild" years of her reign during which Protestantian
became

firmly established;

commmication
For

shall we

conturies
more

to her
be

back

important

and Section II;

death,

which

in position
to

its

must

yoars

to trace

original

suffice

were

evory

source.

for

our

1570 to 1605,
marked

cause

Tho

mere

from her ex=

by harsher

and

measures.

circumstance, perhaps,

mention

of

sore

of the

purpose.

In giving sources the author and title will be stated in full
the

first time thoy are quoted.

to thereafter,

large,

same author and book are referred

only the author will be given.

41l footnotes
too

If the

a now

series

Appended

to

ere numbered
is
the

started
paper

successively,

with

are

each

the most

part

thought,

of populer

to

give

a more

opinion,

complete
of

picture

govermental

lest these become

section.

documents,

wnich ere to serve as supplementary material.

but,

mostly

primary

sources,

They have been chosen for
of the time,
policies,

etc.

of the mode

of

SS EEE

eee

TNTRODUCTILON*®
«=

The Church of England occupies a unique position among the
Churches of Christendom.
it is Catholic,
Some

hold

that

there
it

Thero are some who would mintain stoutly that

are othere who

is an irrational

ere no less

political

convinced

compromise,

it is Protestant.

a form cf

Christi=

enity which has not the courage to call itself one thing or the others to
some

again

it represents,more

true

tradition

of primitive

Hend
deseribe

its

Lutheranism

doctrinel
and

than

any
eee

religious

bedy, the

Christianity.

in hand with this
stand

Catholicism

Church of England?
and say,

accurately

goes the furtner difficulty to define or

and

characteristics.

stand

for,

but what

We know what
is the

teaching

Calvinian,
of the

“There is no great theologien to whom we can appeal,

‘lore you can find what we teach.'"
How did this

etate

of affairs

(1)

erise?

that are its causes?

a general vmy it may be said that the answor to these

quostions

timos

woy,influenced

and

conditions

rulers

of England

within

who

and without

in their

the

orm peculiar

realm,tried

to

solve

wore then erising throughout the Catholic Church.
the turn of the Fifteenth

to the Sixteenth

At that time the
and other

causes, was

the rich and eble
common

peoples

moral

le

them resent its

restrictions,

Headlam:

it was also

its

claims

Church of Engle

to

p. 1

problems

by
which

Century.
to the Renaissance

losing its hold upon. the censciences

peoplo;

lies in te

We are now speaking of

Church throughout Europe,due

of princes and
of

losing the faith and confidence

The effect of its decline

class was to make

the

In

of spiritual

interference
overlordship,

power upon the former

in temporal matters,
to tax and to

its

dissolve

—

TS ASI

AEESS A

A

allegiance.

The revolt of the princes ws

revolt against

the Church,

tho world rule

of tho Pope.

‘The revolt

of the people

on tho other hand,mms essentially religious.

to the Church's
and

essentielly an irreligious

fearless

porrer,butsto

Church

its weslmessos.

to help

them.

They did

not wont

lese

Reformation.
Pope

end

Wo hear

stoutly

of men

of mind quite

like

wainteining

Occaem,

that Eoly

of faith end life,;end that in secular
to the

state.

(35)

Reformation,"

in the vernecular
with

traveling

its attonding advance

liberating

influence

And ‘we recognize

some time before the German
infallibility

Scripture

was

‘the infallible

affairs the Church was
called

and

In addition humanism,

extent, prepsred

for

Luther's

tho

the

Bible

"the new learning,"

in Hebrew and Greek, with its

upon men's minds

briefly was

source

subordinate

expounded

end conceptions,

was being introduced

almost universally into the ccuntry's highest schools.
That

of the

"the ‘morning star of the

brought

in rosoarch

(2)

the

preachers

to the people.

comtrol,

denying

‘There is John Vycliff

whose

relicious

religious.

All this was partioviarly truco in England.
of such a frame

They objectedsnot

‘They wanted a deeply righteous

but more == but thoy wanted to bo assured that it ms

tho development

against

groundwork.

writings.

The

(4)

soil was

These writings

thus,to

proved

some

influential,

especially at Oxford and Cambridge Universities.

As « result "the Oxford

Reformers"

Erasmus

in the

as

nome

of

on the monks
extortion

(5)

some

scholarship,

as

absurdities,

of the

and morality,

courts,

He

Se

Qualben p.

306

4.

During

timo

Ge Wells:

Outline

education ras

5.

Trevelyan:

and the

"Germany"

of Hist.

of Honry

VII

III,

many

series

images and

then,

began

of bitter attacks

relics,

worldliness

on the

of the

clergy.

of Eurore

vp.

schools

University

founded.
281
=

scholars vere

called

645f

95f )

Hist.

and the

grammar

ereatly encoursged.

King's College at Cambridge were
ch.

of

@

emong

students met at the White Horse Tavern to discuss Luther's

2.

of Enge

Colet and

on the worship

The tavern tws niclmamed

the

called,

religion

ecclesiastical

At Cambridge

works.

of them were

4

=

were

of Caen,

(Dearmer:

established

and

Eton College,

Everyman's Hist.

"Germans."

In spite

to the Reformation

of these aspersions,

<= Tyndalo

these men contributed no little

and Coverdale, who first gave her the Bible

in Tudor English,

Cranmer, who gave her the Prayer Book, and others.

The

conviction of some of these men may be sensed out of Tyndale's

sincerity and

words,

"If God

spare my life,

I will

onuse

a boy that driveth the plough

shall know more of Soriptures than thou dost.”
divine.

‘This remark he addressed to a

(7)

There was then during the early part of the Sixteenth century a
great deal

of heretical

feeling throughout the country.

careful not to misjudge
overt heresy,

the

situation.

and even these were

And yet, we must be

Comparatively few men were

guilty of

probably not willing to die for it.

the morning light is approaching,

True

but it is only so far noticeable by the gray

of dawn, the su of the Reformation
has not yet eppesred in its full morning
glory.

Indeod,

Lutheran

appear

1f we take’ the term "Reformation"

Church

has

of England;

rites

and

air

which

they and

birth.

not be
that

the

Church

it,

the

full

glory

forgotten

that

the

of that

Reformation never

did

in England.
It dare

Chureoh

clothed

in the sense with which the

ceremonies

Catholic doctrines
are

countless

Though abuses
is recognized

still

those

renerations

and wrongs

Pope

are

is

the

of Rome
before

still

and,

as

t-em had

are fiercely denounced,

as the one true

Church

supreme

doctrines

head

of the

it were,

of the

Church;

part

been breathing

of the
from

yet the Catholic

of England.

But at the same time it dare not be forgotten, that, though
Catholicism in its
in the heart
the

same

chief doctrines

of the nation,

and ceremoniés was

yet the English Church was

Italian Church.
6.

Ibid:

7.

G.

strongly entrenched
never imbued with

slavish loyalty to the See of Rome as, for example,
the Spanish or
The Englishnen,

due to their

geographic

ae

Maes 2h

(6)

Be

300

Pe Fishers

Hist.

of the

Chr.

Church

p.

346.

isolation upon

their island kingdom,

from earliest times had

strong national feelings and

often even antipapal inclinations,which diminished by no means as tine passed
on and they advanced from a second or even third rote nation to a recognized
power.
if not

Fow since

in the

inseparately,

Medieval

allied

mind

Church

institutions,

‘and State were two,

therefore,

the

English

closely,
people

would

selfevidently also foist their naticnalistic tendencies upon the Church.
This means

that Englend began to object

ever more vehemently to the "foreign

power", the Pope, not on religious grounds as much as on political.
If we then observe that Eenry

VII had

succeeded

(8)

in advancing

nationalism more than ever, we begin to see the spirit of the nation
at tho turn of the Fifteenth to the Sixteenth
ing had

done much

in England

to widen

for new end

politics,

as well

even

the

intellectual

redical

as religion.

ideas

The

abuses

Century.

horizon;

in the

(9)

Renaissance

there was

fields

learn=

fertile soil

of education,

end deficiences

of the English

Church were thorefore bound to become more evident to the cobbler as well
as ‘the students
helped

at Oxford.

All these movements,

trends

and net, horizons

grently to advance the already very pronounced naticnaliem of this

islend nation as well as antipapal
The

time

was

ripe

for

sentiments,

e Re-Formaticn

of the

Church,

i.6.,

an

adaptation of the Church to English notional thought end progress.
Church was out of step.
of a great

6.
arr

nation,

Englend's

if not

a world

rulers

seeing visions

power;realized

The

of being monarchs

the necessity

of a umited

At the end of tho Thirteenth. Century already the nobles of England had
united and forced the Pope to relinguish his "right" of “providing” the
bishops

for

vacancies.

It was

called

the

statute

punishment was to be exacted from anyone who would

of praemmire.

Severe

accept such an

onor submit ‘to the
of the Eing
office from the Fope except by permissi

:
jurisdiction of Rome or its legate.
by taking
the goverment
9. Henry VII had done much towards centralizing
only the
them
granting
judicial end other rights away from the barons;

land.

Henry VIII finished the job.

4n the

hands

whatever.

of the

Churoch,over which

Yet even then 1/5 of the land ws
the

govermment

had no

jurisdiction

D ae

people.

Thus

the

Churck

an uncontrolled element.

could not be

permitted

to

continue

as a discordant,

(Cf. Supplement III)

PRITZLAFF

MEMORIAL

LIBRARY

CONCORDIA SEMINARY
ST. LOUIS, MQ,
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PART

THE

I

PREPARATION

And

REACTION

(1509 = 1558)

SECTION
PROTESTAHTISH

fT

DURING

The

REIGH

or
ELHG

HENRY

The

(1509

=

ELGHITH

1547)

When Eenry VIII acceded
to the throne of England
he ms a Catholic;
end when he breathed his

last he ws

still a Catholic by faith, yety he was

not a good son of the Church in the estimation of the Pope.
he becane ruler
heretical

of a Catholio nation,

teachings

and

quite

ready

At his coronation

although a nation very alert to the
to

adopt

some

of ‘them;

and when the

churchbells of London announced the death of Henry, Protestentian (1) had
not gained as firm a
changes

hold

had taken place

on the

ccuntry as one might imagine;

in the external

government

yet vitel

of the Church.

King Henry was a Catholic monarch and proved it by trying
to stemp
out signe

cf heresy.

‘There were

oa considerable

number

of "burnings"

fron

1510 = 1527 4n which heretios paid the penalty for giving too much attention
to

“Vyoliff's

Wicket,"

Some were charged with

certain Bible

translations

and Luther's

writings.

eating meat in Lent, some with speaking
against pur-

gatory and prayers for the dead, some with possessing the Lord's Prayer and
in English.

Seldom

did ‘these

heresies

affect

the

authority

of

the

Creed

1.

We shall use this tern "Protestantian",for want of a better,;in attempting
to designate the movements of these times. They were not called —
Protestantiem

character.

in those

dayssnor were

they essentially

Protestant

Church from Rome and thus protest against her authority, the tern
applies.

in

tended to separate the
as these movements
Yet, in as fer

the Popee

(2)

It is difficult to get accurate statements on this matter, but it
seeme

cafe to say that

majority

if 6560 were burned,

of them abjured,

However,;after

shoring

some time heresy

London and vioinity,that

thelr

convictions

The vast

were

far

from

firm.

type had spread to such an extent in

impossible

to convict

any

one by

jury.

(16520 - 50) men like Tyndale, Barnes, Thomas

Garret

made

Luther

and prepared an English translation

(4)

it their

of this

it was

Indeed,before long

that

(3)

it was many.

object

to

Tyndale consulted with

spread heresies.

“with copious marginal glasses."

‘The notes were to a lerge extent an attack upon Church polity and abuses.

Liany copies reached the people;although Archbishop Warhem tried to buy the
whole

shipment
Dr.

and burn

Barnes

them.

openly

attacked

"Rejoice in the Lord alway"

text:

with

argued,

countercharged,

heresy.

theless

sympathizers

themselves

captured.

We have

in

the authorities

on the

He was duly and quickly

denl

by secretly selling Lutheran books.

liberated binyand

order

Thereupon

a good

(Dec. 24, 1625).

preeching

but in the end abjured.

Gerret had defied

perjuring

feast days then

The young fiery dootor, he was but thirty, disputed,

cherged

Then arrested

special

to hide
he made

of evidence

the

then vent to the length of

guilty

confession

Garret
wis never=-

perties.
of his

errors

and meekly

as to the type of heresy punished.

‘the

following is a sample.
Case of Elisabeth Sampson (1608}:;
She declared,
"ecour Lady of Willesden ms but a burnt—-tailed elf, and a burnt-tailed
.
:
stook,

and

if she might have holpen men and women who

pilgrimage,

she could not’ have

go ‘to

sufferei her tail to have been burnt;

for the one is but a burnt~tailed stock and the other is but a puppet;
and better it were

for the people to give their alms at hone

people, than to go on pilgrimage.
Se Ee
‘Sim Savior with kit lips'; and that she seid

she

ee
could

ee

as that which the priest ocoupleds and it was not the body of Chri

bread,
time.”

:

de

Je

for
Je

that Christ could not be both in heaven
A Hist. of the Engl. Church.
Gairdner:

Gairdner’:

ope

Oltes

De

55.

Quarto edition = 5000 coples — 1524.

end in earth
Iv, 526

Snquired from Wolsey,uhether he might be released from excommmioation.
In 1621 the King showed oll Christendom that he was a Catholic
prince end fully in sympathy with the steps taken to suppress heresy.

He

wrote a book called Assertio Septem Sacramentorun, dedicated to the Holy

Father and attacking
in far from gentle terms Luther and his writings.
Thereupon the Pontiff, though it camot be proved that he read the entire
book, conferred upon the “learnedest prince of Christendom" the title
"Defensor
others'

Fidei.”

Apparently Henry and the Pope were basking in each

gocd will.

different

Yet only a few years

later relations began to assume

aspects.

Honry found

it necessary,

so ‘he said,

to seek an annulment

marriage with his first wife, Catharine of Aragon.
Chorles V (5) had to refuse.
Henry.

The Emperor

wes

(1525).

dictating

The Pope being a tool of

This procedure eects, incensed

to him through

the

Pope.

glering proof thot the Pope was but a temporal prince.
vhat

right

matters?

had he to be
Thus

the highest

esked Henry

and

of his

authority in

England.

Several

tions which exhausted the Fing's patience.

It was another

If ‘that was ‘the case,

spiritual
years were

and

ecclesiastical

spent in negotia-

Henry decided to break with

Rome’ in order to be able to rule without any foreign restraint.
only efter realizing the Pope would not. comply.

He did this

But he moved warily.

He

first of all questioned the Pope's right to be the sole judge in this question
by

submitting

1t to the

of questionable
these

opinions

wuiiversities

character
had. been

of Europe

intention to break with. Rome.

events

It was

England.

in England were

Thomas

Cromrell,

By various means

However,

supported Henry.

some of them

cbtained

and

before

proof

of the

perhaps,

who

King's
had

originally suggested to the King that,by abrogating the jurisdiction of the Pope in the English

Church, Henry would be

free to deal as he liked in this

65. Catharine is the amt of Experor Charles V. He had sacked
Home shortly

before and had virtually made a prisoner of the Popes
a]

=

matter.

If this step was teken what would be more natural than to have the

Kirg declared Supreme Dead of the Church?

The logic of this seems to have greatly

appealed to the King.

Parlisment of 1629, with the House of Commons, conscientiously packed by
nominees of the sromm,
then with

this

great

shows in its transactions thet the King ws
goal

in mind

The Commons: at once preferred
against the

clergy.

If the

— separation

from

jurisdiction

for consideration a list of unheard

guiding
of Romes

of charges

(6)

clergy

recoived

these

charges

with bad

grace,

to be dismayed because of Henry's next thrust against them.

they had

reason

He indicted the

entire olergy of England under the statute of praemmire. Wolsey, though, by
now disgraced

Archbishop,

certain answers

had negotiated

for Henry at Rome

of the Fope to England.

without the Kirg's

consent

Henry wjustly

guilty of praemunires.

claimed Wolsey had,

The clergy declared

Technically they had thus

itself willing to pay a

large monetary fine, but the King was not even satisfied with that.
sired that

carried.

and contrary to lawy,entered England as a papal

logete; and the English clergy had submitted to it.
becone

and then

convocation acknowledge

He de-

him officially "Protestor and Supreme Head

of the English Churoh and Clergy."

But convocation simply could not be per=

suaded to accept this most vital change in the cutwerd goverment of the
Church, at least not in thet wy.
1551,

suggested

especial
allows,

the

wording:

single and

Protestor,

"of

Finally Archbishop Warham, on Feb. 11,
the

supreme

Church

and

lord,

and,

even Supreme Head we acknowledge

Clergy

of England,

whose

as for as the law of Christ

his Majesty to be."

The proposal

was greeted with total silence,which was then taken to be an assext.
6.

“hy
Bishop Fisher is reported to have complained to the House of Lords:
Lords, you see daily what bills come hither from the Common House, and
all

is to the

destruction

of the

Churoh.

For

God's

sake,

see rhat

a

realm the Kingdom of Boheme was, and when the Church went dom, then fell
the

glory
of the kingdom.

Now with the

Commons

is nothing but "Dom with

the Church's and all this meseemeth is for lack of faith only."
Ops

Gites

Ds 104.

Gairdner:
.

—

It was palpably Henry's intention-either to force the Fope into
granting him the amulment,or to make bimsel? Head of the English Church
and thus

be free

to deal with this

he forced the Com-ons to pass
Rome,

question

himself.

For

that

reason

also

a measure against the paying of amnates to

(7) yet he made
it clear to the nuncio that he could berely restrain

porliament

from enacting much more

had believed Henry

in the

first

sevore measure.

instance,he

In truth;if ‘the nuncio

must have

been

convinced;more

than every of parliaments evil temper then a month later by their complaints
and

proposals

document,

they

"The

forced

the

clergy

Submission of the Clergy"

chief rights and privileges.
We: have ample
complaint

to deliver

against

tho

to the King

in which

proof also, that

some of its

heresy

secretly.

Jan. 25, 1683 Henry married

He continued to treat the Pope, however, with respect

Archbishopric of Canterbury.
callod

immediately,to

theme

‘They were

be

should

confirm Cranmer's

guided by

forced to declare

on Hay 25:

appointment to the

In March the bulls arrived.
Crammer.

The

Convocation was

divorce was

placed

before

that all appeals to Rome were illegal.

Thus the Church of England had the right to
sentence

it relingui shed

in order to have even more cause for

clergy tho King acsoursged

because he needed the bulls which

gave

historia

(8)

Horeupon events began to move swiftly.

Ame Boleyn secretly.

the

decide on the marricge.

The King's marriage with

Cranmer

Catherine was illegal.

He also declaredjon lay 26,that the marriage with Anne Boleyn was legal.
excommmicated Eenry on July 11.

Pope

to the

future

bound

bishops

_%-

8.

them

were

April

Elizabeth.

year 1655

The
still

Queen

10,

and

'S4 witnessed

to ‘the Holy

to be

Boleyn gave birth

7 Ame

On September

‘The

presented

See.

The

to Rome;

Act not to go
15325

Some of the provisions were:

the severing

Act

of Annates

Peter's

pence

was

put

and all

Mo new canons,

effect;

into

other

into effect until one year

1.

tie which

after

of tie

no

payments were

later.

constitutions,

or ordinances

are to be enacted without'the King's license; 2. All the old Church laws
were to be submitted for examination to the King and a Commiesion of 352;

abolished; Archbishop of Canterbury received power to grant 11 licenses eri

dispensations formerly granted by Rome; the Commission of Thirty-Two for
examination of canons was made

the Pope mas heresy.

(9)

legals

it was declared that nothing done against

‘The clergy had to sign a declarationsthat "the

Bishop of Rome has no greater jurisdiction conferred upon him by God in this
kingdom of England than any other foreign bishop."

(10)

Hovember 3

parliament passed a short act declaring the King the "only Supreme Head on

earth
of the Church of England"
crom.
the

At the

crown.

seme time first

Lastly

This was Renry's

it wos

fruits

made

high

end tenths

treason

of benefices were

to deny

the

King

this

given ‘to
new title.

answer to the Pope's bulls of excommunication.

"Thus the
building was

(11) and added this title
to the imperial

edifice

ccmploted

by

of royal

suprezacy which had been five yeers

legislation."

in the English Reformation.

(12)

The jurisdiction

It was

the

first

of Rome no longer

great

in

stage

existed

in

the English Church.
Vas Encland
now one umited nation, free from every kind of foreign
rule,

having

one ruler vho was

supreme

in Church and Stete?

It was not.

There were still the large sections of land belcnging ‘to the Church, having

their om jurisdiction, harboring great wealth, and its snounbents,
Catholics;

antagonistic

to the

Consequently the
1640

all. monasteries

Ostensibly

tion",

(Hote
laws
0.

done

in reality

funds.
the

it was

Some

majority

amaller monasteries were abolished in 1555.
declared

because

of ‘them were
for

dissolved.

they were

the

ope

purpose

of these

of rewarding or

645 shared

of wickedness

end charitable
bribing

p.

146

12¢ Gairdner:

cite pe 155

op. cite pe 510.

See also Supplement I
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In
this

and

large territories

fate.

corrup=

ami their

institutions,

barons.

5. All laws found consistent with God's
in force after the King's approvel.
cit.

ope

Altogether

“oesspools

used for educational

10. Ibid: pe 149
11. Qualbenr

crow.

it was to obtain control

8 continued)
should remin
Geirdner:

were

strict

It

is these

and the realn's

“barons who formed the effective block in ‘olmost all succeeding parliaments
against
a return to Rome.

‘They became the political mainstay of the Reforma-

tion.—The chantries were dissolved in like renrer for the some reason in 15647.
1547,
we ask

ourselves,

abrogation

Was

however,

"Was Henry's

of the

it carried

marks the last year

Pope's

entire

temporal

power

and

from the

Church.

only

and wonleringly

concerned with

a subjugation

of the

an

clergy?

and not at all for religious

‘The answer is a disheartening affirmative.

fact of tho matter is that Henry was
abuses

Reformation

on only out of political reasons

purposes as many had hoped?"

the

of Henry's reign,

That

The

not even greatly interested in removing

some

of them were

removed

was more

incidertal

than intentional; the removal of such abuses happened to coincide with his
political
cere

plans

efforts

and

ca.

1536

it was done purely
King

of France

schemes.
to

dare

introduce

might

declare

war

reasons.

on him.

of Germary.

Confessicn.

we be

illusioned

new doctrines,

out of political

tho Protestant princes
the Augsburg

Wor

by his

1.6.,

seomingly

Lutheran

doctrines.

Ho feared the Emperor

Therefore

They, however,

he

sought

sin-

and the

an alliance with

asked him to subscribe to

Henry answored their request with the Ten Articles,

largely based upon the Augsburg Confession, but still far different, published
in 1536.

Crammer wrote

Lian" based om Luther's
In 1539

Gramer's

goverment

an English catechiam "Institutions

catechiam.e

Bible

(13)

Coverdale's Bible appeared in 1536.

(14) was published

and widely distributed,

the

even ordering every congregation to buy Bibles, while ‘the priests

were to encourage

the people to read the lioly Trit.

Tlonry definitely desired no ohange in doctrine.
a reformed

Roman

Catholic

Church,

naticnal

in character,

13.

It contained an exposition of the Apostles'

14.

He wrote the preface to it.

Ten Commndments, Paternoster and Aves

end

of a Christian

one

through

on purgatory.

seven editions

"What he wanted tas
strictly

= 16
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royal

Creed; the Seven Sacraments,

Also one article on justification
4

Also called the Great Bible.

in two years.

under

Qualben:

p. 510

It passed

control."

(15)

This was not always as evident then as it is today,
when we view hs
reign in perspectivee
German Lutherans
doctrines
But

had inspired

in many who were

leaning towards Lutheran

the hope: that Henry would also change the doctrines of the Church.

in this

alliance
towards

His action against Rome and his negotiations with the

they were

with

the

German

reforming

distasteful

disappointed.

the

to him.

For the

princes was

Church

in this

But he had "let

no

King,

lohger

respect.

after

he knew that

necessary,
In fact,

dropped

en

every pretense

Lutheraniam was

in the flood" by encouraging heresy,

permitting Bible reading ond showing a friendly hand towards Lutheraniam.
He now decided to check its flow.
years,

he

saw that this reading

produced

a great

opinions

and

(16)
the

As Henry looked upon England
of the Bible

and controversial writings

fermont which

ovidenced

itself

iconoclastic

reactions

in many

even

in his last

by a host
sections

had

of controversial
of the

country.

Henry sensed, probably realized, that since the one article of faith,
Supreme

structure
othor

Headship
of faith

articles

manner?

of the

might be

of the

Perhaps

Pope

in the

attacked.

Catholic

Church,

had been abrogated

Just what

faith were

not

assurance

was

to be questioned

the whole

there
in the

that
sane

Nenry realised that eventually this movement would probably

have to either revort to Catholicism or embrace Protestantiam more fully.
He felt

that England
was not ready for

bring about the former.
parliament

to pass the Six Articles

to be,

Catholicism

(Supplement

II).

dootrines

of

aT evee tee

eanecn caltna

and

‘These established that’ the

in 1659.

Church were

of the

it be wise
to

solve the vexing question by causing

English

dootrines

18,

He triei to

the latter nor would

almost without
‘The Act

of Six Articles

being

images were

exception,

destroyed,

the

was: not

miracle-

working imoges taken down and their orude machinery oxhibited to the

‘Dagon is everywhere falling,'
people on whose. credulity it had imposed.
Thomas &.
soid. the reformers; 'Bel of Babylon is broken in pieces.'

Beoket was
the realm
wholesome

spoken

of as the

‘holy blissful martyr'...

to France and the Bish. of Rome
ope cite 509
Trevelyan:
laws.

= 16 =

procure

to
.

0 rebel who fled

the

abrogation

of

Qe

—

unpopular for the majority of the people were neither true Protestants nor
convinced

Catholics.

lieithor were they offended at the severe punishments

ordered for those breaking the Articles.

Wo one in those days believed in

toleration.
All that Protestantiem had gained under Henry therefore was a Church
free from the temporal
by both

parties,

power

Protestant

of Rome and a somerhat more thorough understanding
and Catholic,

"Saoramentalism and Sacerdotalism
32 the

seven

sacranents

the Christinn heart,
justification.

was

as

the

of the

still remained.

chamels

involved.

thore

was

through which

Tho mass

remained

some

in all

its

grace was

idolatrous

God

and

glaring

still

glory.

infused

921
=

17=

in confession
of course,

of Popery had

Church when Henry "vas called

as his lips were murmuring faith in

V,

Christian -

(17)

authority that was any longer

Theo. Konthly:

into

towrd

The

Externally,

exorescences

remained."

resting in that of the "gontle and perplexed

Concordia

heavon.

condition of the English

the only spiritual

a King
of England,"

to

of the

but the evil tree

That was the
before

no access

difforences

been lopped off;

still bound

enabling him through penance to work his my

thom he had

some

For

Salvation was

still bound to seelz: his God through the ordained priesthood

and without

17.

issuss

founder

competent to summon
God and his hand was

of Anglicanism",

Cranmer.

SECTION
‘PROTESTANHTIGN

It

DURING

The

REIGH

of
KING

EDWARD

The

SIXTE

(1547 = 1553)
Henry VIII had failed to satisfy the hopes
in England, that also

some

of the dootrines

of the

of the Protestant element

Church might be changed.

This was not to be the case under the boy King,Edward VIe
his

reign

that

Protestantism was

permitted

to be

(1)

of profowmd

It was during

influence

within

tho Church.

So deep was tho impression of Protestantism upon England, that

not

fanaticism

oven tho

Henry

Edverd's

VIII

minority.

of Somersot,as
uncle,

was

tion.

This

had

of Mary was
chosen

These

in turn appointed

even before

choice was

to

erase

it.

sixteon ren tho were

Lord Protector.

knomm

able

to govern the nation during

the Earl

of Hertford,

It is significant that Hertford,

his

appointment

as

a great

in agreemont with the then

would be to the best interest

-

promoter

current

later Duke
the King's
of the Reforma-

opinion that it

of the nation to continue the break with Rome.

And many as we know were disposed to push the Reformation much farther than that.
It was during the tao
convocation and parlianent
devotional

and one half years of Somerset's
power that

carried

system of the Church.

out and enforced the revision of the
Towards the close

of his rule,

1559,

the

of
First Prayer Book of Edward VI was brought into use under the authority
the

Act

of Uniformity.

Reformation,

Yet,

while

he was

1t was really Archbishop

inclined

towards

the

Crammer who must be designated as the

moving spirit behind these first reforms.
1.
2.

favorably

(2)

‘Edward VI was crowed Feb. 20, 1547 at the age of nine.
Blunt:
Ref. of the Ch. of Engl. II, 27.

= 18 =

:

Tracing some of these reform measures, we learn that as their first
move

Somersot

and Cranmer

with thirty-nine

ordered a visitation.

injunctions.

Some

‘The visitors were provided

of them were:

"The Pope's power to be preached dow
clergymen wero
read

to provide

in English,

others that would

when mass

from the churches,

viz.

to be continued."

(3)

was

celebrated;

pictures,

images,

:

once a quarter;

ocform;
several

eto.3

all noncomlying

Gospel and Epistle to be
ornaments were

to be removed

custom of praying for ‘the dead

These "visitors" would upon entering a diocese examine the
delivor

the injuotions

Thus the

entire

and administer

the oaths

clergy was forced to recognize

of allegiance

clergy,

and supremacy.

the King as Supreme Head of

the Church.
In November
royol

Supremacy,

Artioles

1547 parlioment met for the firct time.

guarding it, by declaring

and many

other

Acts

against

the Act on commmion which forbade
ordered the celobration
chapels
the

was,

ond chantries

orown with the

of course,

purpose

Furthermore

Of importance

on the

out:

is

subject and

all colleges,

of enriching

the

royal

treasury,

severely opposed by the bishops, even by Crammer.

carried

being widened.

The Six

free

last five years were delivered to

evident that the intentions of the Reformers
wore being

repealed.

irreverent disputes

existing within the

express

its denial treason.

heresy were

under both kinds.

it upheld the

which

(4)

Act

It is

at the helm of the Government

‘The breach between England and Rome was

steadily

(5)

was to ~
of their program. The other
That, however, was but one part
reform the
8.
4.

5.

Church,also

along

doctrinal

Dodd's:
Church Hist. of Engle
Gairdner:
ope clte pe 261

The popular

give

ita

set form of worship

5

attitude towards papacy is described in the following
"the Pope, his compassion for sinners to prove,
Sends Bulls without mercy to bore ‘en,
Our Phillpotts to shew his more fatherly love,
Refuses

De We Duthie:

It,

lines; and to

The

permission

Church
in the

to

Gore

Pages

= 19=

'em."

of "Punch"

p. 49

‘verse:

in agreement with the new doctrines.
time,

for the grentest ocnfusion existed

Especially the Lord's
not only celebrated
muoh

This was necessary perticularly at this

discussion

Supper was a very vexatious

ina

sreat veriety

by high

and

Burnet

in his

on all these

points.

part of the liturgy.

of ways but also rade the

low alike.

matters worse by attempting to force
and people.

everythere

The

one

visitation

specific mode

"Reformation"

writes:

had

It was

subject

only helped

of

to make

of celebration upon clergy

"The people were wonderfully.

distracted by this varicty among their teachers.”

By Dec.e 1547 things had

cone

ea proclamation

to

stated

such

a pass

that noither

that

it wos

party

expressly in Soripturo.
Some

of these

it was

not

should

(6a)

said,

that

to curb

lenrthy discussion,

6.

anything not

it was

contained

Edict Against Religious Innovation)

hoped,

would

be

settled

to parliament

commmion

by the

had been

had claimed

First

(7)

given

evident,
up and

Curiously,

in the preamble:

though
that

it

perhaps
"The book

But discussion did arise and

seem to us plain quibbling,
6.g.,

it became

under both kinds.

of the Holy Ghost."

immovations,

sacrament

transubstantiation

the authors

were mado which

as monstrous

it was

‘Yihen sresented

intention to introduce

objections

the

in which

It had been prepared by a number of bishops under

was the

wms dravm by the aid

issue

preach about

problems,

of Cramer.

expressly

to

(63 vide: Suppl. IV:

Book of Common Frayer.
the direction

necessary

the use of Psalms

but loomed in their ninds

in Enclish was objected to.

There were other causes for confusion and dispute:
Since cathedrals and
chantries had been turned over to the crom, the Church's officials were at

a loss what Service
use?

lias

it to be

Book to use.
in Latin

Was the old Service Book to reminin

or English?

Were

innovations

permitted

or not?

any felt that the old Service ms totally obsolete.
The young clergy
- .
began to introduce all kinds of novel forms
== Concerning the Eucharist:
The “Presonce” was discussed in ale-houses; rhymes, ballads, and every
form of vulgarity were used to degrade the sacred rite. There was actual
fighting at St. Paul's, whether there should be mass or note
== C
clergy:

.

i

for

7.

j

rapidly becoming

boys: hustled

priests

the

object

the

Burnet:

of much

ridicule.

"The

in ‘the olty and Westminster Hall,

plucked from them their caps and tippsts."
6a. The word,

i

It was

'prentice'

London

and

Gairdner: op. cit. p. 264.

"Common" already is noteworthy showing that the Jalty was now
first

time

officially

permitted

History of the Reformation

to take an active part

(Wares Edition):

II,

in the worship.

p. 149.

The book set forth the full
Supremo Head,

the King.

authority
of Church and State as embodied
in the

It was

largely based upon the ancient iiissal,

Breviery,and Manual,

the objectional

"Romish"

features having been removed.

Yet upon examination

it will be observed that nine-tenths

of its contents

is taken from the old Latin Service Books of the Church
of England.
merely

"castigated

versicles,

and

new liturgy.

...

feigned

responses."

And yet we

It bore a remarkable

advocated in 1523 and 1526.
etc.

also

(9)

‘This book was

seem to have

Church and State,
Bofore

attempt
time.

legends,

modeled

proceeding

that

still very strong.

to

list

other

of the extent
Protestants

in the

Calvinistic

patterns.

and established as the law of the

waving bamers

bound

to

in England at this

of victory

Wothing of the kind had happened.

And yet their

to bring

it is necessary

over

the

van-

as to claim that the Pope had resigned hinFPapista were

voice was heard less and less when it

of Lutheran literature,and

The fact is that Bible reading, the

of late also the introduction

results

harmful

confessed

to the

Catholic

champiors

of Calvinistis

cause.

Moreover,

of the Protestant

cause,

It must not be forgotten that even Luther. had kept as much of the Catholic
The order of liorning and Evening Service in
Services as was practical.
is given here to show its similarity to
Prayer
Common
of
Book
First
the
O Lord, open thou my lips, and my mouth shall show,
the Lutheran services:
O God make speed to save ms, O Lord make haste to help me; Gloria
etos
Patri; Hallelujah; Venite, Ps. XCV; Gloria Patri; Certain psalms; Gloria
Petri at end of each; Old Testament Lesson; Te Deum or Henedictis; New
Testament Lessons Benedictus; Kyrie; Creeds Lord's Prayers; Versicles end

Response;
9.

and

of Protestant forces

were

both King and the Protector were
8.

influence

liturgies which Luther

reform measures

came to shaping the course of the nation.

was

collects,

July 9, 1549.

self to the loss'of England.

teachers

Lutheran

to the

upon Lutheran

quished Papists would be as untrue

spread

orations,

‘Formulas for baptism, commmion, marriage,

presented to parliament

an ostinate
To hold

oan notice

resemblance

(6)

been

superstitions,

They

Gollect of day,
Lutheran

Jacobse

The

Ibet

264ff.

De

followed by collect for peace

Movement

in England,

p.

247.

and for

grace.

nv |

while Archbishop Cranmer was continually in touch with continental Reformers,
especially Calvin.

(10)

foreign Reformers

Both Cranmer and the King invited former exiles and

into England.

brought from Germany

Hooper,

“infected nith Lutheranism by books

(11) had been forced to leave the coumtry under Henry.

There he, like many others,

in contact with(Zwingli .or) Calvin, saturated

himself with their views, and now returned
to England to "work mightily for
the God-sent azmkening

of the Church

from the evil drugs

Just then also the Interim was miking work on the
Reformers
Peter

and they were happy to find a refuge

Martyr,

of Arles.

any

chaize at the
advisers

Paul

of them

of the

King

the keynoto

Somerset.

be

observed

join

porplexing

accession

the

Lutheran

with its doctrine

of the

and vhen the Calvinistic

of

‘the pressure.

conscience.

were
10.

to

continent difficult for many

in England.
a Lasco,

of great

while

Ochime,

Peter

influence

and Oxford.

that,

Among them were

Others

at first

and

became

Lutheran

Alexander

evon occupied
trusted

doctrines

part of Edwerd's reign Calvinism becans.

This is admirably

-denonstrated

in the case

To a certain extent he typifies the English frame and chenge of

now King's

yielded

of Cambridge

during the latter

mind during these

him to

John

positions

in the Roformation.

of Cranmere

the

Bucer,

ond

also

predcminont,

Lartin

received

universities

It must

wore

Fagius,

of the Romish Church."

vagues

For

It was

Calvin was

these

convulsing the English Church.

to the

throne,

camp.

But when only

Lord's

Supper

Fox,

Barnes

and

In all

this

doctrinal
for

others

a few years

and Predestination

doctrines gained much ground

hard

not

struggles

he probably

matters

in his

later

the Lord

Calvinisn-

opnosed Lutheraniem,

in the realm,

and many

domineering personalities,

in correspondence with

influenced

Cramer

entertained but few

Protectér,

letters
with the King, and tried hard to influence

Upon

another

scruples

man's

mind

such as Hooper
exchanged

Cranmer.

five

We know

definitely of 170 letters written by Englishmen to Bullinger, Zwingli's
sucoessor.

ll.

Jacobs:

.ops

(Original Letters:
cite

pe

207

Vol. I, 1)

worse,these
the

foreign teachers were by no means agreed among each other as to

correctness

views

and

of the various

expected

;
by endless

pioture

to accept

take

little

them as divine truth.

Prayor by cll

it.

of Uniformity,

The

the

Englishman

(14)

It was

A religious

hoped by cthorse

demanding

the

in consequence

tried

use

to

of this

admitted:

conviction,but because
act

as

passed

15.

ope

error

in 1562,

episcopal

the course which

to be

sure,

which was

"The Archbishop

De

such

3659

to press

as

presexce

not

out

of

to have

far-

of Canterbury entertains
and

is

(Lutheran view)

as

in the

(Original Letters:

of the

other

past in divers

clit.

causes

s

it an

As we shall see he

real

errors,

presence

Supper,

I ps 73)

Cranmer

z

‘

ite use upon the Catholic Princess Hary.

enclosures

likewise

contributed

and others

to these.

Some

of mixed motives:
struggling for their

Should he

(Bishop Bonner, a Catholic) again be returned to his

function,

I shall,

I doubt not, be returned to my country ani

my Father which is in Heaven.”

I

as transubstantiation."

of the rebellinns were purely religious
economic and religious.
Tooper wrote:
"The papists are hoping and earnestly
Idingdon

found

Warwick persuéd

of Christ's

nature

in that

even attempted

Economic

of Common

it suited his political machinations.

by parliament

in a letter:

to the

"I was

was many years
14.

Book

that Werwiok

upon the nation;

now very friendly towards myself."
Fisher:

First

Catholiciem mms feared by some and

Protestantiam

to Bullinger

It was

Somerset

tas the Seocnd fot of Uniformity to which was affixed the

views

13.

order.

(Oct. 7, 1549).

But it did not come.

force

first

reaching results,

right

of the

only he was more ruthless about it.

a forvent religious
The

reaction towards

(15)

Somerset had taken,

Hooper

loves

consequences.

Then perliement tried to mend matters by

easy ratter to seize the reigns of govermment

12.

political

(13) there were frequent. uprisings and serious disturbances

everyrhore.

literally

in doctrinal matters,

by a perplexing confusion in liturgies:

to percelivo

fsrentily dissatisfied.

Act

favorite

Church.
study

had not been able to produce
the

rather each had his on

and disputations,

of the English

nation was

passing

doctrines,

charactorized by great divergenoles

controversies

It till
The

everyone

Thus a picture

is the

But to make matters

to influence mon.

(12), and powerful preachers, as Ducer,

Geirdnert

ope cits pe 2756

Second Book of Common Prayers

(16)

‘The First Book had been a compromise,

worded so that Lutherans and Catholicos alike might subscribe to ite
Calvinism had largely displaced Lutheraniom by 1552.
book was needed which would express more
the

nation

and

The
may

also bo

the

ruling

leader
called

povers

in the
the

Section.)

‘orwick was anxious,

there

remained

no

primate's

other

or fall was

course

convinced

avorsion
that

the Prayer

nct
for

inseparably

to the

Book was

(18)

in doctrinal

of part of

him,

to

mitters.

success

Kizg,

old religion,"

and

influenced

out

of the

cast

the "pure teachings of the Gospel."

(Cf.

note

12

in this

more

thorough=

pass that his political

Finally tho

Catholiciam must be

already taken

introduce ever new,

up with the

who

conviction but because

come to sucha

bound

John Hooper,

We havo

out of religious

Things had

Protestantism in England.
an utter

upon

shift

going Protestant measures.
success

accurately the views

first nonconformist.

of the

‘Therefore a new

in particular.

attack

cognizance

(17)

But

or fall of

also raised Protestant,
by Geneva,

Church to make

"with

was
room for

(19)

Thus the revisions of the Prayer Book were dictated by those in
power

and not

requested

from within the Church;
the

chief difference

by the

convictions

of ‘the people.

it was forced upon her.

between

Lutheran

and

Swiss

It did not

come

(20). In those days
Reformers,

if we are

to

teke

16.
17.

Issued Sept. 1562.
Since Lutheraniam had gone to
Trevelyan has this enlightening cament:
end Svitzerland were
Strassburg
princes,
German
the
of
Sleep in the arms
the hearth of the Protestent flame, and the gathering places for Ergiish
religious exiles, whence many now returned to speed the work at home.”
Ibid:
316.

18.

Blunt:

19.

op.

4nsistent

20.

cit.

II

pe

96

Strype reports in his book on Crammer
upon

these

revisions,

:

(II, 665) that the King was very

stating

"that

if the

convocation

to make these changes, the King would make them himself,
authority in parliament for the -purpose.”

This is not to be misunderstood:

4te own committee.
sone time

Convocation had this revision made by

In that sense the change was from “within.”

convocation would

have

refusod

using his royal
“
‘

opposed

it,

if it hed had

the

At the

power.

the subjects of their frequent debates as a gauge, was the Lord's Supper.
It is therefore
center

about

removed

natural

this

that

article.

the

greatest

The

sacrificial

not mere

recital

Absolution was

into

in the new Frayer

character

Bock

should

of commmion vas

(21), the communicants were still to receive it kneeling to show

thelr reverence, not adoretion.
that

changes

carnal

of words

pronounced

security.

(22)

In confession the thoughts were stressed

but true

penitence

in such a fashion

Also before

of heart must be there.

that

receiving

it would

not lead the

sinner:

commmion ‘they were to hear the

Ten Commandments.
The rite

of using o11 at confirmation and extrere

unction,

the prayers

for souls departed, both in the commmion servico and in the office of burial
were

removed.

Passages vhich

Lord's Supper were omitted.
Gutside

of a fow changos

seemed to favor the corporal

presence

in the

‘The cross vas no longer to be used at ocnfirmtion.

and variations

the Book of Common Prayer received,

due to this revielon in 1552, the seme form which it has today.

(23)

It will not be necessary to show in detail how Protestantiem tas
permeating

evidence
in the

the

Church

in liturgy

of this;then we consider

samo

year.

Cramer

had

and

doctrine.

Yet we have

the Forty-Tro Articles

previously

dravm

up

to which the bishops were required to affix their

some

still

further

of Religion framed
articles

signatures.

of religion

A year later

(1552) the Council asked him to submit them and to state on what authority
they had been published.
authorities.

Crammer now revised

They were accepted in 1553.

(24) and submitted them to the

It is important to note that many

of these articles were literally based upon the Augsburg Confession, but in
21.

Blunts

25.

Ibid:

24.

There wore
to 42.

22.

Burnet:

ops oit. I, 107

op. olt. II, 271

,

Il, 271.—- Cf. Supplement V for pertinent paragraphs from the

Second Act of Uniformity.

originally 45 Articles.

After revisions

they were reduced

ee

eS
ee

the @rtiole
presence
more

on communion the document repudiated the doctrine

of Christ's body in the

important,becauso

only a fer years

the Thirty-Hino Articles
the ochiof confessional

statement

of Eiward's

(25)

These articles

are further-

later they were revised and became

of the Anglican Church

There wore other
short years

sacrament.

of the local

of this

(26); vhich in turn have become

Church.

innovations vhich had been cromied into these few

reign.

There

is an Eiwardine

Catechism,

an Act per-

mitting the marriege of priests, acts dissolving Church institutions, acts
against Nonconformists.e

There was

considerable

persecution of e11 who dared

to denounce the policy of the govermment and oppose its rapid introduction
of Protestantism.
tried

to force

haste.

All these items

their

It had

of

measures

late beccme

The Reformer's tronbled
was

next

in

lino

decrees.

Tiarwick,

upon the
ovident

throne.

he

even

it.
his

attempted

on the throne,
Thy?

Because

Lady

There

that the

King's

She was

She had
career

to

need

of this calamity.

a most

for

health was

ardent

and life being at stake,

change

Jane Greys

was

Catholic

the Reformers
such

failing.

Mary Tudor
and had

fore

ccnsistently refused to bow to the Boy King's

as tho tool with which to realize his
Thus

nation.

at the eventualities

to the

to no pains te hide

show with what feverish haste

the

ambitions.
succession

But his plot,

had

chosen Protestantisn

He must win or lose allt
and

yes,

put

a Protestaxt

Queen

his entire work felled.

England was not ready for such a vehement,

rapid,

and unreason=

able Reformation.

England was 08 good as Catholic at the death of Henry WII.

It would

have been asking too much of any nation to turn Protestant in six short years.
It was certeinly asking the impossible in England, for the Erglishman frowns
an his

complacency and love for law and

to change his mode

26.

Fisher:

26.

We mey vse

order upon any act that would ask him

of life and thought almost

England without a

over night.

op. cit. 559
this

term

from the

separation from Rome and

characteristics.

tine

of Edward,

its assumption

thereby

of notional

pointing

to its

as well as Protestant

question was strongly inclined towards the Reformation, but it ms-made

distasteful, yes, hateful to then by these utterly inconsiderate, rach and
violent measures

adopted by the leaders

during Edward's

Reign.

King Edward the Sixth died July 6,°1555 at the age of sixteen, and
men now asked
icance
Queen

themselves,

some with hope,

many with

for the new Church of England will
to

occupy

the

throne

* SULARY

of England

Of whet

signif-

be the fact thet lary, the first

alone,

OF THE YEARS

trembling:

is a Catholic?

OF PREPARATION

(1509 = 1553)
Now horizons
nationalism,
possiblo

and

Tudor

in many fields
embition

inoluding religion,

to centralize

the

goverment

for Frotestantism to gain steady ground

Tenry VIII

At his death Catholicism was the religion of the

an insufferable

state

under

Edward.

Church from Rome ond Edvwerd made

that is trues.

It is

had made

Supreme Head
Church.

same.

said

in the Church,
it

in England and had encouraged

to broak with Roze by declaring himself

was much confusion and controversy within the

abuses

But already there

This condition reached

that

1% Frotestant.

of the Church.

lienry

separated

the

With certain modifications

Perhaps it would be more accurate to say that Edward permitted

Lutheran and later Calvinistio influence to overrun the country without being
eble

to cuide it into the proper

channels.

Even such important enactments

the Aot of Uniformity legalizing the Book of Common Prayer,
Articles were not able
Which it longed.

the injudicious,

The failure

to the attitude

Catholic,

olther
it

of the

simulating
could

also the Forty-Two

in religious matters

of these measures must be ascribed,

hasty and forced mamer

secondly,

reforms,when

that wity

to give England

as

for

Pirst to

in which they were introduced;

clergy which was to a large percentage
predileotions;or

Protestant

be done with
=

some degree
27

=

openly

of safety.

opposing

these

a

Likewise we note that the "English Reformation had gone on its course
gathering fruit off of many trees, old and new."
Lutheraniem had added fertility to this
papal

and nationalistic

caused much vogetation,
others,

the

fruits

feelings.

which

soil in which

Calvinien having

some were

of the Gospel.

‘The mother soll ms

Catholic.

slumbered age old anti-

aggressive

inclined to call weeds

leaders

had

of Satan, pub”

SECTION
THE

fit

REACTION

MARY

UJEDER

TUDOR

(1555 - 1556)
The

term reaction

has more

than

one

significance

when used

terize the conditions in tho English Church under Lary Tulor.
reactions.

The

first was

by King Edwerd's

and Werviok's

ting her to lead the
that

"from her

a reaction

country back into the

chapel

she

acclaim at hor accession,
to roturn

to the

charac=

There were to

the Reformation,

made

obnoxLous:

rulo,causing England to turn to lary,and permit-

had as

brother from his sick beds"

nation

against

to

(1)

little

Catholic

vision

fold.

of the

But events

real

England

shored

as her

She misinterpreted the nation's hearty

thinking that it showed desire on the part of the
Church

of Rome.

She did not realize,

oni if she

-

did,

sho ignored it, that the nation was not yearning for mass, papal bulls, Peter's
ponee,
ond

and

somber

disgusted

If ary

with

had been

the Churoh

clad monks
the

able

form

and priests;

cf Protestantiam thich

and willing

of England might have,

4t up to the

present day.

but that 1t was

simply tired of

had been

to acknoviledge this

pushed

feeling

upon it.

of her

subjects,

not only returned to Rome, but stayed 1th

Instead Kary only

extremely distasteful to her people.

succeeded

in making

Catholician

This was the second reaction.

This revolt against the policy of lary is of vital importance to the
cause

It will be necessary to trace its development.

of tho Reformation.

Mary came to the throne
bitterness

and

thoughts

(2)

of revenge,

in life, full of
as a woman disappointed
having

suffered hardships

She hated Protestantiam which had been the cause
1.

2.

Trevelyan:

op.

clit. p.

Dodd claims

518

she entered London Aug.

disgrace.

of many of her hardships,

She entered London July 31, 1553 at the age of 38.
1555.

and

3, 1555.

She was crowed

Oot. 1,

;

but espoused Catholiolen with bigoted. seal. (3)
Her first and second parliament was significantly opened with a
high mass in Latin.

In rapid succession all acts were repealed. nhich

had in the previous reign been passed in favor of the Reformation.
Supremacy was not referred
discuss
in all

doctrines.
points,

to at oll.

Their work my

except

to the old standard.

on the

be

But the

Convocation also met, chiefly to
summorized by saying that theology

articles referring

to the

Fope,

ms

brought bad

(Cf. Supplement VI for preamble to Act passed in 1555)

In 1554 Cardinal Pole was received as a special emissary of the Holy Father.
Pole in pointed fashion compared England to the Prodigal Son and urged a
complete

return to Rome.

parliament,

whereupon

He proncwmoei absolution upon both houses of

“many of them were

seen to embrace

and congratulate:

with one another, with tears in their eyes for joy/tc happy e, deliverance."
(5)

The same year certain stringent heresy lans were revived.

ment

in spite of several

uprisings

in protest

tween the Queon and Philipp II of Spain,

(6)

Kary's

leaders

of ‘the proposed merriage beits sanctions to this marriage:

which. begen to arouse resentment,

government.

such as Crammer, Ridley,

burnings,

open opposition against

‘The crowis who watched the burnizes

and Fajius upon Smithfield,
the

gave

Also parlia-

It was this-wpopular marriage and the ensuing persecution and ‘burnings

of Protestents

admiration

for

Latimer

of yesterday! 5 national

(7) ond the exhumed bodies of Bucer

did so with mixed feelings.
these men who had the

There was disgust at

courage

to die

for their

convictions, fear that the Queen would go too far and not only reunite then
Weltgeschichte

V,

245.

Hume

characterized her with seven MOUNS 8

3.

Beokers

4.
6.

Dodd ope olte II, 57 The first parliament sat from Oct. 5 to Deoe 6.
It is somewhat doubtful nhether these
Foxe: III, 91 as quoted by Dodd.

IDK

i eed!

(4)

6.
7.

“obstinacy, .

bigotry,

violence,

cruelty,

malignity, revenge, tyranny."

were tears of | sincerity or crocodile's tears.

The Venetian envy

wrote hone that "with the exception of a few most pious Catholics, none
of recantaof age, all the rest mike this show
are under 35 years
of whom
‘Trevelyan: pe 521.
tion, yet do.not effectually resume the Cath. faith."
Wyatt's rebellion Jan. 1554.
‘The marricge wis consummted July 25, 1564.
Others were John. Rogers, John Bradford, Ferrer, Hoopers

with Rome but force them to return the property to the Church, the
apprehension

of Spain,

that these

persecutions

were

sigus

of the

encroaching

power

doubts whether
the teachings of Rome were more correct than the

doctrines

of the

Reformers.

Ridley

collogue before his death:

is

supposed

to have

called

to his

“Be of good. cheer, we shall light a torch today

in England, which, I hopo to God, shall not be extinguished."

(8)

Philipp's indifference towards the Queen and the loss of Calais,
which: she

considered

to redouble her

efforts

good will

of both,

varicusly

estimated

The

news

a punishment

for

permitting

in the next few yeors.

hor husband

of thoir

of God

and God.

as from 500 to 400.

fate,

therefore,

even during her lifetime,

Thus

The victims
lost

aroused

heresy,

caused her

she hoped to regain the
of her persecutions

are.

of them were men of prominence.

much

attention

and

earned

her,

the name of "Bloody lary."

As it so often is in times of religious persecution, men ere
strengthened
themselves

by seeing those

of like

agairst all danger.

did Catholiciem become

feith put to deathyand will

This was the

case

steel

in England now.

:

Hot only

very unpopular but they who formerly had been for

the Reformation,again became firm end resolute in their stand.

(9)

Thus Lary foiled utterly in bringing
the English Church back to
Romee

Tho heart of the nation was not with her but against her. Even more

bitter and diseppoirted than when she ascended the throne,
Queen of England
sister,

died

on Nov.

17,

1558 to be

Lary Tudor,

succeeded by her Protestant

Elizabeth.
The Reaction’ against Protestantiem had turned cut to be a Reaction

against Catholician.

Dittmar:

Cranmer is
the flames

10.

Dixon

gesture

cit.

Ope

6.

9.

I

Vole

to have held
until it had

the

has

(10)
4

De 426.

his hand which had signed the recantation into
burned.
‘Trevelyan writes:
"In that magnificent

Church of England revived."

this

comment:

“Her

reign

justified

the

Reformation.

It

proved that there was in the Reformation that for vhich men might dare

(Hote 10 continued) to die:
and that there were men of constancy and courage
among those vho upheld the Reformation.
Before the beginning of the persecution
the

unbolief

gospellors,

was

prevalent

protestants,

that there

ese were

were

a horde

none

such:

of hypocrites

that

the

reformers,

and timeservers,

whose

only desire was to keep the booty for the sake of which they had cented:
and
vhon the threat of severity, or at most the mere exposure to dancer, tould be
enough to drive the Queen's wyeee.se In truth without the purgation of suffering,
the Englich Reformation would have appeared as cohtemptible a revolution as
ever alleged for itself the public goods"
Dixon:
Hist. of Ch. of Engl. IV,

781f.
"Erst aus diesem Schmolztiegel

4n England goroinigter horvor.”

Dittmar:

der Truebsal

ging,

die Reformation

ope olte I, Vole 4, 426.

PART

THE

It

RESUNHPTION

(1558 = 1603)

PRAYER
Lorde,

FOR
keepe

THE

Elizabeth

QUEER
our

Queene,

Deferd her in her right;

Shewe forth thyselfe os thou hast beene,
Her fortresse and her might.
Preserve her Grace, confound her

=A]

|

foes,

4nd bringe them dowme full lowe:
Lorde

turn thy hande

against

That would her overthrore.

Mayntaine

her

scepter

all

as thine

those

:

owne,

For thou hast plaste her here:
And let this mightioc worke be lmowme,
To nations farre and
A noble ancient Nurse,

In England
Her

Grace

nero.
O Lorde,

let her raigne:

among

us do

afforde,

For ever to romsine.

Indue her, Lorde, with vertues store,
Rule thou her royall Rod;
Into her minde thy spirit powre,

And shewe thyselfe her God.
In trueth upright, Lorde guide her still,
Thy Gospell to defende:
To say and do what thou dosst will,
And stey where thou doest ende.

Her

counsell, Lorde, vouchsafe to guide,
With wisdome let them shine,
In godlines for to abide,
As

it becommeth

thine.

To seeke the glorie of thy name,
. ‘Their countrios wealth procure,
And that they may perfourme the same,
Lorde graunt thy Spirit pure.-

:

;

SECTION

ft

ESTABLISHING
The

ANGLICAN

CHURCH

And

FIRST

YEARS

OF

(1568 = 1570)

REACTION

CHAPTER

FIRST STAGE

OF

fT

RESUMPTION OF PROTESTANTISH:

JURISDICTION AND WORSHIP.

FIRST

PARLIAMENT

1559
Elizabeth,
twenty-five

rode

daughter

from her

- 16635

of Henry VIII

country

estate

and Anne Boleyn,

at Hatfield

at the age of

to London to mount

the

throne of England, which throne had been secured to her by her father's "ill
and tendered by the
It was

in England.

Cownoill a few days before her carefully planned entry.

necessary

to plan

carefully,

for

An epidemic
had swept the land.

Caleis had been lost and terms

of peace

there were

troubled

times

‘The treasury
was exhausted.

had not yet been concluded with France.

Bary Queen of Scots had married the Douphin. ‘The nation was sick of Spanish
interferenco

and religious

sees were vacant.

persecution.

Cardinal Archbishop

yeer four other bishops passed away.
Beyond

i

and root of them,

all

the

political

and

lay the differences

Five

of the twenty-seven episcopal

Pole had died.

Before the end of the

(1)
economic

difficulties,

of religion.

at the

and

The alternate

heart

supremacy

of the two extreme parties had taught the nation to loathe them equally.
men were

in that

strange

state,

still

a remnant

of the

Medieval

mind,

Yet

that

they believed 1t an unquestionable necessity to have a national creed, in

spite of the fact that no third form of opinion was then kmow to them upon
which they might seize and in which they might believe themselves
Happily there were two points on which most were united:
'

of the papal, jurisdictions
le

|

We

He Frere

2.

1.

secure.

Dread
end hatred

good will towards the new Queen;in whom

(Stephens and Hunt) ;

The Engl. Church V,

- 36-

pe

1

all had

-

centered their hopes.

(2)

4nd who was this new Queen?

When two

anid
a half

years of age,her

mother was executed; she herself was declared illegitimate.
raised a Protestant and received a liberal

education.

she had been

It was knowm that

secretly she had been very much opposed to her sister's policies, but had
nevertheless

conformed and repeatedly declared herself a good Catholics.

The nation in turn was hoping for a change end indeed expecting one.
But they were

greatly at a loss what the

change might entail.

This,

contrary

to popular opinion then and today, was not the case of the Queen. She and

her olosest counselors,
had made

plans

and

chief among whom was her Secretary; William Ceoll

outlined

a program which

surprizes

us

for

its accuratensss

and extremely practical method of meeting a very complex ani dangerous
Underlying
antagonize

neither

‘the Queen's
those

entire

of the

(3)s

policy was the purpose

situation.

of trying to

old religion nor the Reformers.

For that

reagon she chose to “intermix papists and Protestants at the board

(the Privy

Council), that, by this means, neither party might despair of her favor, and
the balance

would

be best

kept

in her own hands.”

(4)

Yet

out

of these

selected a few Protestants who assisted her in shaping her policies.
this

group which decided to carry out ‘the suggestions

Alteration of Religion."

she

It was

in the "Device for

(6)

Some of them were:

:

le

to discredit the leaders of the Catholic party

2.

‘to intimidate the clergy by persecutions, especially enforcing
praemmire3

2.
3.

Froule: Hist. of Engle VII, pe 8e
Feria, the Spanish Anbassador calls him a “heretic.”
able

4

5.

man

of high

administrative

influence

Collier II, 411.

Sir Thomas

Smith

such vital

interest

qualities

and

He was an extremely

statemanship.

He was

a

in Church and State until his death, 1596.

is supposed to be its author.

It is altogether

that he had been seoretly commissioned to draw up such a plan.
and

importance that we

shall reproduce

possible

It is of

it in its:

entirety:
Supplement VIII.
(Frere holds that probably Ceoil himself is
the author.)
There was another paper submitted by Goodrich, "Divers
Points

of Religion."

But

it was rejected as too radical.
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—

3. to appoint a camittee of divines to revise the Hiwardine liturgy}
4. that the Queen should continue to go to mss while encouraging

the Reformers to celebrate unier both kinds;
5.

to publish an order against imovation in matters of religion;

6G.

to keep

see

from her

Device,

From this
we

all measures

definitely

that Elisabeth ws

seoret
first

until the
moves,

camitted

and

to the

developments

subsequent
cause

etc.

of Parliament;

opening

of Protestantia.

She had undertaken to resume the work of her father and brothere

she

However,

decided that all reform measures must wait upon political expedience.

Her

brother was a zealot, her sister a bigot, but Elisabeth was politician above
elses

everything

Taking up again the catena of events, we soon notice that, though the
certain,what

Queen was quite

course

she would pursue,

she would only occasionally,

and then very onutiously, drop indications of the changes which she was planning.
Thus when the bishops =~ a number of them Catholics,

(6)

themselves to scoret groans,

forced "to betake

since they durst not vent them in public"(7)

—

to
upon her entry into London to do her honor, she was friendly
met the Queen
all. of them except Bonner,

to kiss

for mich of the persecution

It is reported that her hand shrank from him as he

under her predecessor.
tried

who had been responsible

ite

of her
Her next. step was to inform all the princes of Christendom
sister's death and her accession.
(8)

‘The most important among these was the Fope.

‘The: Holy Father, however, was not at all gracious in receiving this news,

for he declared, "that England wis held 4n fee of the apostolic see; that she

could not succeed, being illegitimate, nor could he contradict the declarations
made

’

6.

in that matter by his predecessors,

‘

Te

8.

the Seventh,

and Paul the

This conduct seemed strange and inexplicable to those about her, so much
so that the Spanish envoy once suggested she wis an atheist.
Cenbridge
Modern

'

Clement

Hist.:

Burnet :.

Ii,

II,
De

562.

578.

Paul IV soon to be succeeded by Paul V.

Third:

he said,it was great boldness in her to assume the crow without his

consents; for which reason she deserved no favor at his hanis:

yet, if she

would renounce her pretensions, and refer hersdélf wholly to him, he would show
a fatherly

affection to her,

and do everything

the dignity of the apostolic see."
Elizabeth was
recalled the powers
the Pope to have

for her

‘that could

consist with

(9)

little perturbed at this haughty answer.

of her ambassador

at Rome.

answered even more roughly,

She quietly

At this move we might expect

perhaps with excommmication;

but from this he was restrained
by Philipp II of Spain, who had in the meantine
proposed marriage to his

sister-in-law and promised to secure the necessary

dispensation from Rome.

Elizabeth did not refuses neither did she accept,

her objective being to keep Philipp friendly as long as possible.
hoped to stay off excommmication.
for the bulls
when Philipp

In this

policy she was altogether

of excommmication were not published
finally became

Thus

until twelve years

she

successful,
later,

convinced that Elizabeth was disgracefully lead-

ing him about. by the nose.
While pursuing this policy in foreign matters
prudent

course

at home.

She

secured

Parker as Archbishop of Canterbury.
if any, who had

she followed an equally

for herself the able

- (Suppl. VII)

so securely grasped the

services

of Matthew

"There were few men available,

principles
that were to be those of

the reform
of the English Church, or who were capable of carrying
them through
with so much gentleness, moral courage and patient pertinacity.”

(10)

In

addition some of the exiles, who had returned speedily, filled with seal to
reform the Church, preferably along the lines suggested by Calvin's achicvensnts

at Geneva, were being placed into responsible positions where their services
could be used to greatest advantage.
9.

Burnet:

10.

Frere:

(11)

II pe. 579.
ope

Gite

pe

Te

11. Many of these men were of a factious
disputes and public disturbances.

type,

and at once

began

to inaugurate

Queen herself was

as the

As fer

Bishop Oglethorp, who was to sing the

more decisive stand against Rome.

mass on that day, had been instructed not to elevate the host.
refused,

ceremonies

alrendy

the meeting

is that the
appearancé

received

and

the Lord's Prayer,

and the

first note

calls this "the

from Catholic

ambassadors

To that end services

by law were

but the Gospel

of parliament,

the History,
One auther

used

coming alteration."

reports, which

the

Bible.

She

streets

on January 15.

received

it

a boy,

it

Certain

showed no small

(13)
Some decorations

on the

At Cornhill
an arch had been

show the change from superstition to true religion.
crovied

the Ten Commandments,

countries were not pleased with the

were to typify
the change in religion.

mation of the

until

Creed were allored to be in English.

of the

amount of apprehension and misgiving.
crowned

and.

to be maintained

ordered

and Epistles,

of things as is attested by their

The Queen was

é

This ms followed (Deo. 27) by a proclamation which
charity end concord."

universnl

"to restore

Oglethorp

(12)

the next day and thereafter

whereupon the Queen had her omm chaplains

cerry this out as desired.
was

a

chosen Christmas Day for

she had

concerned,

(14)

representing Truth,

graciously,

pressed

streets

erected
to

Under joyful acolatendered her a copy of

it to her bosom,

declaring

that

“amidst all the costly testimonials which the oity had that dey given her of
their attachment, this present was by far the most precious and most acceptable.”
(15)

The coronation ceremony itself had been carefully planned so that no party

would have much reason to condem the Queen.
12,

The host

"The bishop azswered that her Majesty was mistress of his body and life,
but not of his conscience, and accordingly she heard the mass until after
the
and

13.

Vass was said in atin.

gospel, when she
adoration cf the

arose and left, so as not to be present at the
host which the. bishop elevated as usual."

—

Readings in Engl. Hist. p. 365 quoting from the Spanish ambassador's letter.
Dixon:
Hist. of the Church of Engle:
V, l4n:
Ven. Cal. p. 1 “The
affairs of the religion continues as usual but I hear thet at the court,
-when the
with the

Queen is present, a priest officiates who says certain
litanies in English after the fashion of King Edward.

God ‘to grant that worse may not happen."

14.

Freres

15.

Humes

ope
Ope

cite 10.
alte

III,

217.

prayers
I prey
x

was not elevated, nor did the Queen commme.
read both in Latin and English.

(16)

The epistle ani gospel were

She was snointed by the Bishop of Carlisle

because Archbishop Heath and other dignitaries had refused to do it.

On January 25 parliament met upon the Queen's bidding.
with a mass

sung at Westminster Abbey.

When on that

-

(17)

It was opened

same day she was

received

by the abbot and candle-besring monks she exclaimed with some lack of gextleness,
the

"Away with these torches,

returned

exiles,

had the

for we can see well enough."

sermon which

during which time the peers were bbliged
impression the

lasted

one hour

to stand.

sermon made upon them, though

Dr.

Cox,

one of

and thirty minutes;

We are not told what

it was delivered with much vehemence

and treated the delicate subject of the existing system of worship, which in
Dre

Cox's estimation was

great impiety and

This parliament was
Sir licholas

Bacon,

Lord's Keeper,

progren of the goverment,
about,

2. penal

of momentous

asked
to reform the

importance.

presented

The three items which

in the name

of her Majesty as the

were 1, a uniform order of religion to be brought

laws to be mitigated,

We must pause and realize

idolatry.

the

3, and

significance

Church
but parliament.

government supplies ‘to be granted:

of this.

Not convocation had been

Indeed every step,

inaugurated under Elizabeth was first legalised by parliament.
it was understood by all, would oppose covery

every reform

Convocation,

single measure of this nature.

At the same tim, when Bacon announced her lujesty's program, ‘there were sit=
ting

before

him in the House

of Lords

some

sixteen bishops, who were

7g

their Jaws at the mere mention of reform and some sixty lay peers.
even

in the year

1559 these

(18)

But

respect for the

so that Jewel anxiously complained, “We have none there

clergy in their midst,

ee

lay peers had an unaccountable

setting

on our side (lay peers) to expose their (the bishops') artifices end confute

aero=

Ss.

ee

their falsehoods, they reign as sole monarchs in the midst of ignorant end

16.

Cambridge Ms Histes

17.

Frere:

18.

Ibid:

ope

clte

De 15s

p.

II, 565.
ll.

‘weak mene"

(19) As fer as the house of Commons

to belicve

it was

packed

in Tudor

fashion.

is concerned
we have reason

"Five

candidates were

nominated by

the Court to each borough, and three to each county; end by the sheriff's authority
the members were chosen from among these."
We may be surprised then that the
most

in the

list

of items

awaiting

(Hume)
Queen placed religious reform upper=

legislative

action,

though

that she must face abundant opposition in this matter.
nearly as strange

if we view the nation as she

no means

She must

secure.

several powerful
were

currents

therefore

of popular

those vho obstinately demanded

opinion

ready to

buildings,

the

in matters

some reforms;

fired by South German and Swiss Reformers
who were

support.

Her throne was by
But there

of religion.

a return to the old religion;

were many who desired most earnestly

awere

Yet this will not appear

saw it then.

gain popular

she was well

were

There

agein there

and lastly those who had been

to almost uncontrolable

impatience,

cast out of the coumtry almost everything except the Churoh

Bible

and their

now which rang loud above

particular

the demand

doctrines.

It was

their

voices

for sane end systematic reform.

they who implored the Queen ‘to admit no

just

"It was

carnal compromise with Satan, . and ‘to

regerd herself as a Deborah or Judith, raised up by Providence for the deliverance of the Church."
must overcome
of the

(20)

As set forth in the "Device", the Queen felt she

the opposition of the Catholic

perty in order to hold the favor

others.

For that reason Sir Bacon left no doubts in the minds of his auiience
that reform was desired.
them to avoid

But he evidently

"csontumelious words, which are heretic,

of seditious factions and sects."
captious,

expected

and frivolous arguments

opposition when he asked
schiamtic,

papist,

nurses

He exhorted them to avoid "all sophistical,
and quiddities,

wit than consultation of weighty matters."

meester for ostentation of

(21)

Business begeni The Act of First Fruits
was swept through
the house
192

Ibide

20.

Froude:

21.

Dixone

pe 15.
Histe
ope

of Engl.

cite

V,

Se

VII,

21.

:

|

amidst

the

loud

protest

of the bishops;

the Queen was

declared

legitimate

and

her title to the throne was made séoure; also large subsidies were granted to
the crom.

However

the Supremacy Bill encountered

great difficulties and de-'

layed parliament to such an extent,that not mush else was accomplished that
session.

YVhen the bill was

Headship of the Pope,
desired.

The

by an oath,

entire

at

last

passed,

it

once more

clergy

and

all

govermment

officials were

included in the act,or be deprived.

the "Second Book of Common Prayer of Edward."
Commmion.

the

Supreme

(22) while the Queen mis to take this title,if she so

(23)

Act was the Uniformity Bill which authorized,with

in the

denied

In the Edwardine

edition

to assent

to this

Attached to the Supremacy

some specific modifications,

One of these modifications ws

there

was

an express

denial

df

the corporal presence; this was left out "that none might be driven out of
communion of the

Church upon that account;

therefore the mtter ws

left

undetermined,

as a speculative point in which the people were at liberty.

Truly typical

of Elizabethan policies |

After trying

in vain to rush through

went

into Easter recess.

22.

Blunt:

Ref. in the Che of Engl. Il, 341s

Person,

Prelate,

State,

or Potentate,

several

(24)

other bills parliament

"That no Foreign Prince,

Spiritual

or

Temporal shall

at any

time after the last day of this session of parliament use, enjoy, or
exercise any manner of power, jurisdiction, superiority, authority,
preeminence, or privilege, spiritual or ecolesiastical, within ‘this
Realm."
The oath as it appeared in ‘the second bill of Supremacy after Easter is:
25.
"I, A. Be, do utterly testify and declare in my conscience, that the —
- queen's highness is the only supreme governor of this realm, and of all
other her highness' dominions and countries, as well in all spiritual ani
ecclesiastical things, or causes, as temporal; and that no foreign
prince, person, prelate, state, or potentate, hath, or ought to have, any

jurisdiction,

power,

superiority,

spiritual,

within

this

or

realm;

preeminence,

and,

therefore,

or authority, ecolesiastioal
I do utterly

renounce

and forsake all foreign jurisdictions, powers, superiorities, and authorities,
and do promise, thet, from henceforth, I shall bear faith, and true allegiance
to the queen's highness, her heirs, and lawful successors; and, to ny
power, shall assist and defend all jurisdictions, privileges, preeminences,

and authorities granted, or belonging to the queen's highness, her heirs,

and successors,
So help me God,

or united and annexed to the imperial crom of this reaim.
and by the contents of this book."
Dodd:
op. cit. Il,

. 3
ake Debi: ope Olte IT, 12.

=

To bring the nation
more into harmony. with "the tune that the govern-

ment was striking up" a disputation between the Catholics and Protestants was to
be held at Westminster.
use

Points to be discussed were:

1.

the

of vernacular

services;

.

2.

‘the authority of every Church to change

5.

the propltiatory character

of the sacrifice of the mass.

But

since from the very outset

it was the unexpressed desire

rites and ceremonies;

of the

govermment that this must turn out to be

a great victory for the Reformers,

the

as the adherents

to the old religion were

irregularities.

The disputation broke up on the second

"Karian opponents",

vocifercusly to several
day -- a complete

fiasco

as far as the

Catholics

were

concerned,

less, a victory for the Reformers in the eyes of the people.
P. Martyr,

"I+ cannot be believed how much this

in the opinion
of the peoples

they had ncthing to say."

celebration

issued

on the

of commmion

objected

but, neverthe-

Jewel writes to

conduct has lowered the bishops

They think that as they would not say enything,

(25)

Tke Uniformity Act had nct received
mation was

called,

same

day

under

it had

both

the royal

passed

kinds,

in parliament,

because

the nobility and gentlemen but also 6f the

signature,

"great

common people

yet a nrocla-

authorizing

numbers

not

the

only of

of this realm be per=

suaded in conscience that they cannot receive the holy sacrament otherwise."
If a pastor

or curate had no inclination to obey this proclamation the people

were to go to another churchwisre they might celebrate under both kinds.
Vhen parliament

Supremacy Bill must be passed,since
Head

of the

Church.

‘The new bill

Supreme Governor of the Church.

instructed by Cecil that a new

they were

reconvened,

the Queen had refused the title:

in consequence

contained

the famous

Sumeme
title,

(26) Another importent feature of this bill

was the provision for a commission to whom the Queen might delegate the
‘25.
26.

The bishops had refused to present their
be heard first. Dixon:
op. cit. V 86z.
Vd. note 25 for Supremacy cath.
=

44

=

government

side demanding that the Reformers

of the Church.

changes.

The Act of Uniformity was also finally passed with some mare

It provided heavy penalities for those not using the Book of Common

Prayer end demanded that all go to Church on Sundays and holidays.
The

work.

first

perliement

Her lajesty dissolved

to forty=two bills.
none.vere

of the

The

the same Mey &.

therewith

completed

its

On that day she gave her assent

About ten of these referred

"They are the foundation
Anglicon

importance

ment had feared
influence
Several

Elizabeth had

to matters

of religion,

but

of such vital and far-reaching importance as the Aots of Supremacy

and Uniformity.
-lishment

of Queen

Church."

They are

classics

serious

cannot be underestimated.

opposition

on the part of the bishops

of Lords.

The anticipated opposition

of the bishops
for

(27)

of this parliament

over the House

speeches

stone and the keystone of the estab-

Catholic

learnedness

power proved to be largely illusory.

did not fail.

and verbal bombardments by which

(Supple IX)

But their

Against nearly every reform measure they

But"their opposition represented only the last remains of a

spent reaction or the twilight of a day that was over."
It may seem strange
enactments

and dreaded their

against the Act of Supremacy have been preserved.

they hoped to overawo their colleagues in the Lords.

voted "en masse."

The govern-

(28)

that convocation has not peen

of the first magnitude

into the statutes of the realm.

in matters

mentloned,

although

of religion were being written

Convocation did meet.

It did hurl one thunder=

bolt into parliament when that body was in the midst of the Supremacy Bill.
They denied ‘to parliament the right to

old religion in every respect.
silent;

for as it-is

and bigness,

the

observed

other,

deal in these mtters and voted fa

the

But outside of that it “was very small and
in nature,

when

one twin is of an unusual

his partner born with him,

is weak and dwindled

strength
avey;

so here, this parliament being very active in matters of religion, the convocation,
27.

He Ne

28.

Frere:

Birt:

The

Ope

olte

Elizabethan
296

Religious

Settlement,

p.

94.

;

Lt

younger brother thereto, was little employed ond less regarded."

(29)

"After dissolution
of parliament steps were taken at once to put the

Aots of Supremacy ani Uniformity into effect.

Lettere~patent (30) were issued

to eighteen laymen who were to form a commission.
the oath of supremoy.
the false hope,

It appeared

thatyby concerted

soon that ‘the bishops were entertaining:
effort

in refusing to take this

might force the Queen to abandon this scheme.
one,

Kitchen,

took

it

brother to stand his ground).

deprived

of their

disgust of the

of his office to

they

persuade

Spanish

‘the weak

Of the six remaining bishops two more succumbed

to the pressure from above on a later date.
were

oath,

At first ten refused
and only

(to the chagrin of the ten and the

anbassador,
he had tried beyond the limits

form,

Their duty was to administer

sees

and

‘Those being not inolined to can=

imprisoned.

We

see

slowly but

system-

tically the government was undermining the Catholics party by removing its
leaders.

(31)

Tho next step was to order a visitation and to prepsre injunctions
which were

to

causé

the

remaining

clergy

taking up the work of the visitors,
must take

into account the populer

to

conform to these

acts.

But befare

also called ambulatory commissioners, we
reaction to the legislation of parliament.

Even before perlisment had accepted the Uniformity Act, large sections
of London
and the country were rapidly imitating the changes as they were being

introduced at the Queen's chapel.
taken dom,

After parliamentyorucifixes and imges were

altars removed and even services disturbed.

was sung in English.-

In the royal chapel mass
But jong

The prayer book was to be used after June 24.

before that it was again in wide circulation.

Nevertheless, at the same time there

were numerous instances where priests refused to bow to these new measures.
aoe

us

ees SS

Privy Council.
Sl.
52.

tty

acttoat

eatnieri

to carry out certain injunctions

<=

ein

ey

or resolutions

Issued May 25.

Frerer
ope colt. pe 55.
Of. Suppl. XII for complete

list of deprivations

~- 46 =

whom they were

of parliament
of bishops.

(52)

entrusted

or ths

i

EE

To make the work‘of

commissioners

to the

and visitors more acceptable

.

nation-the Queen felt it necessary to explain her new title, "Supreme Governor."
she

end

To that

issued

a special

proclamation

no moro than
euch title meant

that

famous memory bore it, that

it had meant when her father and brother of

great

care

avoid

forms

same thought appears

A second principle

for the visitation.

During these

by unostentatious

patently was;not only to

might be partly satisfied.
intention to stamp out

it was never the goverment's
provided their

any perty but to win them all,

prepared with

injunctions

cause unnecessary offense to the Papal

of expressions which might

first years

of Kings,
right

(33)

in the fifty-threo

but also to word them so that Protestants

party,

ancient

it was no novelty, but the

however much this had beon allowed to lie dormant.
This

her sw jects

she assured

in which

influence

could

=~ be removed

means.

It will be necessary to discuss these

injunctions mre

fully,for they

cover all points which parliament had neglected to act upon in specific terms,

ond thoy make clear the basic policies adopted for the goverrment of the Church:
red
terms:
to in general
Tho Pope is refer
Queen's

authority is called,

State Ecolesiastical."
been abolished.
33.

"the ancient

ed
power."
end foreign
"all usurp
jurisdiction

There were no injunotions

of the Crown over the

on pilgrimages for they had
(34)

But there was one against superstitious practices.

At

“The queen's majesty would...that all
Excerpts from this proclamation:
her loving subjects should understand that nothing was, is, or shall be
by the same cath to have any other duty, allegiance, or
meant or intended
band required by the same cath, than was acknowledged to be due to the
most noble -kings of famous memory, king Henry the eighth, her majesty's
father, or kind Edward the sixth, her mmjesty's brother...For certainly,
her majesty neither doth, nor ever will, challenge any other authority,
than that was challenged ani lately used by the said noble kings...which

is and was of ancient
time due to the imperial crown
cf this realm,
4s,

under
God to have the

that

sovereignty
ani rule over all manner
of persons

born within these her realms..eso

that no other

ought to have any superiority over them."

34.

The

Dodd:

"That no persons shall use charms, sorceries,
soothsaying, or any suchlike devilish device,

to the same for counsel.or help."
=

47

foreign power

ope cite

36.

or

enchantments, witchcraft,
nor shall resort at any time

Inp.s 52 -— Blunt:

=

shall

Appe

ope olt. Il,

365.

ee
wera es oa

"Plain-songs" were to be

(35)

peoplé were to kneel.

prayer, litany, eto.

But no "prick-songs"

continved in collegiate and in some parish churohes.
(elaborately scored music) were to be used.
common prayer,hyms

Also a complete inventory

(36)

be sung.

or anthems might

etc. was to be delivered by the chi ch=

hymals,

manuals,

of all vestments,

At the beginning and end of

5

;

warden.
Such were the liturgical

‘were closely defined.

injunctions.

Also the duties

It was no longer necessery for them to preach ageinst

pilgrimages and relics, for these had been abolished.
learned" ms to be permitted to officiate.
hold

masse

might

Bad

be done

readers

year."

at the

to read

least before

The

should

of the

laity was

of two

study the

contrary to the

viclous words,"such as "papist,

without
S65.

36.

suchlike

word

Prayer,

License.

Inje

om

oni every

parish.

justices,

Catechiam

the more

and

other

Sunday

in the

Wo one is to marry with=
of the

included

parents

in the

of the girl.

Prayer

Bock.

or maintain any heresies,

is not

heretic,

schismatic,

errors,

to be used.

or sacramentary,

Nothing may

Schoolmasters must be exemizned by the bishop.

4 ‘heomme! cone muaoli

encourage-

faith of Christ and His Holy Spirit." "Con-

paplistical,

of reproach,"

people,

so that it

the youth of the parish for ons

"wilfully and obstinately defend

or false doctrine

or any

of the

catechize

Evening

bishop,
to

But if they could read, they might

understanding

‘They were"to

Ho one “utterly um-

their materials beforehand,

Clergymen must remain in their

cout permission

None

were

to the "better

ment to godliness."
half hour

of the clergy

aGtasked ty. BuPLtands,

be published

They are en-

"In. time of the Litany,

and all other collects and common supplications to Almighty God, all
manner of people shall devoutly and humbly kneel and give ear thereunto;
and that whensoever the Name of Jesus shall be in any lesson, sermon,
or otherwise in the Church pronowmoed, dus reverence be made of all per=
sons, young and old, with lowmess of courtesy, and uncovering of heads
of the men-kind, as thereunto does necessarily belong, end heretofore
hath been accustomed."
Ibids
II, 557.

WMachyn'’s Diary 229:

"Master Barlow, byshope of sant Davys, dyd pryche

ee
aes cowrtt,

but

the

queen was not

vandlyriyies
wine:

ae
aie ‘S56n.

song, and ther

at yty..eamd

contenentt her

chapell

the crosse stood
on the auter, and 1.
ee

end after done a good

sf

sutems

2

(37)

meat or drink during church hours."
injunctions were

To these
the Queen's

appended three documents.

proclamation explaining her supremacy.

end tables in the Church,

one was
altars

‘The second was about

ing
former are to be removed and latter to be
how
stat

(38)

especially the prayer for the Queen.
Finally there were

added fifty-six questions

This was

the oath.

The

and
of the oath of supremacy
a combination

had been followed by violent disturbances.

such moasures

this time the result was very favorable,

clergymen

9000

probably bolonging to the
carried
extent.

only

about

400 were

old religion.

Under
But

showing that the people were with

government and quite willing to introduce
or

of this visitation.

government anxiously awaited the result

former rulers

other itens

injunction.

covered by the

of 8000

for examination of the

The visitors would, upon full examination and instruction, administer

clergy.

too

The first

The third deals with the form of biddings which precede prayers,

used.

the

of four is to keep record &

Ho "innholders or alehouse keepers were to sell

in each Church.

attendance

cabana

a

A committee

couraged to memorize Soripture.

the new Prayer Book.
deprived;

Besides

only half

For out
of these

these deprivations were

out very quietly and did not disturb the people to any appreciable
In

some

far by the

localities,

people

contrary to lawe

e.g.

themselves;

in London,
copes,

the

injunctions

vestments,

were

were

burned,

even carried
whichwas

"These first signs of nonconforming puritaniam made their

appearance wider the evil and tumultuous omens of an outburst of sacrilege

d and more" in the larger centers of
ecke
three weeks
which raged unchfor

population.

(39)

This ambulatory commission functioned until October.

In the meantime

37.

Ibid:

38.

“And herein I require you most specially to pray for the Queen's Host:
Excellent Majesty, our Sovereign Lady Elisabeth, Queen of
e Engen
yeemeas and Ireland, Defender of the Faith, and Supreme Governor

SO.

IT, seerr.

4a realm,

Frere:

as well in causes ecolesiastical as temporal."

op. oft.

pe 57-42.

ee ‘R,

2

5

aes

letters=patent had been sent out toform a permanent commission.

The meubers

were Parker, Grindal, Dr. Bill (royal almoner), Richard Cox, eight lanyers,
and eight laymen.

of all judicial and corrective measures a

ee

in the Church.

ee

eas

‘take charge

‘They were empowered to complete the visitation and otherwise

and was

soon
. widely

oriticized for its methods.

own business, try cases without
There

1569.
the

were

The first

Archbishop,

scarcity

tro more

jury,

and Imew no court

pressing

one was the necessity

problems

second

was

of pastors

in all

sees had arisen.

latter

of appeal above then.

confronting

the

of filling the vacant

the

The

that,

‘They had power to initiate their

due

problem was acute.

to

an epidemic

no clorgyman.

anid deprivation,

In one diocese two thirds

great

of the

(40)

‘The govern-

it, by ordering laymen to read in churches where there was

They wore

to be "sober,

bishop if unfit or disorderly."
to take such a position.
problem

discreet,

and

aa

removable by the

They had strict orders not to nedile with Bap-

tism, Holy Communion, or marriages

The

in

sees and consecrate

parishes were destitute; another had but two preachers in ite
ment tried
to solve

government

But such laymen were rare and many refused

Others accepted but were not at all fit.

concerning

vacant

sees

and

the

(Vd. Supp. X)

archbishopric

was

equally

embarrassing.

In order to consecrate an archbishop there should according to

ecclesiastical

law be

this rite.
Coverdale,

an archbishop

and

There was no archbishop.
Hodgkins

and others.

but some were suffragan

40.

41.

Dixon:

bishops,

(assistant)

cit.

V,

bishops ‘to perform

sent to Barlow,

These were not all bishops

possessed

(41)

of sees,

‘This was an event of considerable
The work

only elect.

by his

signify the

possible according to a statute passed under Henry:
under the great seal shall

to one archbishop and two other bishops, or else to

could not
?

4

195s

Some of these bishops were not yet consecrated,
letter-patent

Scory,

bishops. The four named performed the

course of Protestantiam
under Elisabeth.
ope

or four

But a warrant was

consecration of Parker on December 17.
momemt
in the

two

This was

“The king's highness
said election

four bishops within

possibly have been carried farther without a consecrated archbishop.

Secondly,

he was the first archbishop of England who was consecrated without the pall.

|

Thus 4¢ wus definitely proved to the nation "thet within the realm was contained
everything to confer the highest esoclesiastical degree.”

(42)

Parker, being duly invested with this office, speedily filled the
other bishoprics
been

with

consecrated.

deplorable

(45)

These

was

of disturbances,

often

unfit

or

that by March.

entered upon their

situation everywhere.

an abundance
exist,

new inoumbents;so

duties

Hot only was there

ignorance,

Catholic

at heart.

Some

sixteen bishops

at once

and

a great want

and wickedness,

the oath and were from now on styled "Recusants."
dioceses pleaded,

1560

found

had

a

of preachers,

but the clergy that did

of themstill

refused

to

take

Bishops fromthe northern

"For the sake of God and Church send us workmen.”

To their

further dismay these bishops

discovered that, while the Queen seemed to be:-liked

univorsolly,the

“compromise

government's

religion" was not.

Recusants

and their rivals

the disciples

of Geneva.

religious

policy of Cecil and the Queen was agreeable.

‘There were the

To neither

of them the

Rather the opposite

was trues; and in the course of the next few years their contempt was frequently

stated in very decided, often bitter terms.

‘The Recusants in particular seemed

to launch upon activities which proved to be a source of endless

irritation;

for they "retaining the outward habits and the inward feeling of popery, 60
fascinated
but

that

the ears

either

(41 continued)

the

of the multitude

and eyes
papish

this realm,

doctrine

still

was

that they were woable to believe
or at least

retained,

that

it

commanded them with all speed to confirm the said

et and consecrate the said elect person and give hie
election,
to him such pall, benedictions, ceremonies, snd all other things requisite,
any bulls, briefs, or other thinge at the seo of Home, or by
without seeing
"four bishops
It is to be noted that the
authority thereof in any behalf.”
are

not

necessarily

to be diocesan

merely "bishops within the realm.”

bishops,

or

possessed

26 He VIII G0. 20

of

sees,

but

5: Dixon: ope olt.

Jas Wells¥5 208, OF cotres, tis Ustholios ubtack tie wlldity of Mite gan=
seoration.

45.
J

2
1

Dixon

Cf. Suppl. XII

devotes

forty pages

to a defense

for list of new bishops end time
= §1

=

of the

of their

validity.

consecration.

|

eee

would be shortly restorede"

(44)

Another bishop desoribes them thus, “Wicked

imps of Antichrist, and for the most part very ignorant end stubborn, past
measure false, and scothly only fear maketh them obedient."

(45)

More yet:

There seems to have been springing up everymberse "a large and dnauapiolous crop

of Arians, Anabaptists, and other pests."
persecuted

at first;
Moreover

Bub not even these were severely

only attempts were made to restrain them from excesses.
there were

the disciples

opponents, because they desired to "purify"
Such vestiges,

in their

ceremonies,

etc.

authorities

were

at all,

at times

and

It

opinion,

seems

of Geneva,

the Church from every Roman ‘vestige.

were vestments,

according

to

called Puritans by their

images,

letters

and

statutes,

official

inclined to deal very leniently with them,
even

catering

to their

demands.

organs,

doocunents,the

often not interfering

In 1559

the bishops

up a document called "Interpretations and Further Considerations."

drew

Its purpose

was to have o set of rules by which the Reformers might be guided. Some of
these dealt with vestments.
uniformity
and the
tional

It was thought advisable to have even greater

in this matter.

surplice

The cope was

on all other

to be used at the

oocasions.

concession to the Puritans.

commmion service

Without a question this was an inten-

Also in the matter

of the

commmion heble

-

4% was deemed wise to yield to them. - The table was to be brought out of the
chancel into the body of the Church.

(46)

This freeiom of restraint was capital-

4zed upon by the Puritans who for several yeers,
their doctrines.

It also

gave them sufficient

practically whindered,

spread

time to define their position

to themselves and the whols country more clearly.
In the meantime
the Reform party greatly felt the need for doctrinal
statements.

Nothing, except indirectly in ‘the Prayer Book, had been stated

concerning dogmas of the Church.
44,

Freres

45,

Ibids

Pe

ope

67.

oite

46.

Ibid)

pe

59.

pe

56
’

i

The clergy desired some definite expressions

=a

eee

ee ee
as ae ee ag

ee +

as to the leading principles of the "Hew Religion" which would bind and guide
them in their

instruction of the people.

(without the sanction of convocation)

Artioles of Religion.
a declaration

the three

of faith

It consisted of eleven articles.

in the Holy

stitution,

the Sacraments

and

to change

the

Trinity,

in the

ceremonies;

of tho

Keys

stipulated

duly

and the Bishops

accepted

Prayer

Book

of

Common

as

commmicants

and

of Rome

to God's

as not agreeable

rests

the

superstitions

all

acknowledged

ceremonies;

to Christ's

both

they disavowed

people;

and other ancient

and enjoined the

lastly

in which

in-

of no authority in England;

nor grounded: upon doctrine Apostolic,
kindss

God is

according to Christ's

used,'

edifying

Baptiem to be perfect without exorciam
private masses without

Soriptures, and

that ministers must be properly calleds

declared the Queen supreme,
the

Canonical

They conteined

‘wherein the Word of

orderly administered

authority

published

the "Declaration of certain principle

creeds; defined the Church as a body

truly taught,

power

(47)

For that reason the bishops

branded

ordinance

commmication under

connected

with

images.

(48)

These articles probably prepared during the latter part of 1559 were published
in April

1561.

They were

in a sense

to prepare

the way for

a more

expression of Anglican faith, which was ‘to follow but a few'years
theless,

evon this

outline

of doctrines

indicates

comprehensive
later.

Never=

to us the then existing

Cut off from Rome and drop these doctrines which are directly the result

ip
af

sacerdotalism and sacramentalism.
Another
her best behavior,

belongs

interesting
viz.,

into the account

never

incident which happens to display the Queen in
to

of events

commit

herself

of 1569.

too

thoroughly

The old image

on any matter,

of a league or

religious. concord between England the Continental

Protestants, which had

47.

of Religion set oute...for

"A Declaration of certain principal Articles

the uniformity of doctrine, to be taught and holden of all parsons, vicars,
and curates, as well in testification of their common consent in the
said doctrine, to the stopping of the mouths of them that go about to
slander the ministers of the Church for diversity of judgment as necessary

for the instruction of their peopless.”
48.

Ibide

pe

S&80f.

Blunt:

op.

cits p. 380.

emused Henry and fascinated

Cramer was revived at this time with

smiling

attractivoness.

Who indeed can tell how things turned so wonderfully?
Majesty was not at all loath.

Diet of Augsburg

in this

selfsame year,

that

across the

Channel.

hands with the Protestants

upon at the

she might be willing to join
Complimentary dispatches were

The gracious Queen desired "nothing more than the pure faith and

exchanged.
discipline

to have the impression improved

But her

embodied

in the

Confession

that it should be establishei
sador reported to the Duke

of Augsburg.

in her realm."

Yes, she

certain

With many flourishes her embes=

of Prussia and Landgrave

would value a union with them highly.

felt quite

of Hesse that his sovereign

Cecil, however,

permitted the proverbial.

cat to slip out of the bag.

He suggested tactfully that all the Protestants

Europe,

ought to unite

including

the

Swiss,

‘the Gormans but also the Swiss objected,

firste

At

this

of

suggestion not only

the latter quite forcefully.

‘The

Germans pointed out that the Lord's Supper was the one great difference between
them, and the Swiss Reformers.

agreement.

The Swiss

No union would be possible without doctrinal

sent letter after letter ‘to England trying to keep out

the influence of the Augsburg Confession.

Querrulously Peter Martyn urged that

mo one would pay any attention to his letters if the Augsburg Confession would
be embraced.

(49)

Feria the Spanish ambassador was scandaliszed when he re-

ported this leaning towards Lutheranism on the part of the Queen.

(50)

Tisse

delightfully omusing negotiations continued for some time, though it seems they
of events.
the course
effect upon
had no permane
nt
49.

"Si, ut dioltur
foedus

60.

est vestratum,

Protestantiun

eambiant,

One cannot restrain himself

ut Augustanan Confessionem amplectantur,
ipse cogitare

pates

quo loco

meses

et

ac mei

similium literas sint haberdae.
20 March, Zumich Lett. II, 29:
Dixons
Ope cit. V, 260ff.
"She has said three or four very bad things in conversation
with mez one

was that she wished the Augustan Confession to be maintained in her
realm.

When I was much scanializsed, she

said that it would not be ths

Augustan Confession, but something else like it:

and that she differed

very little from us, believing in the Divine Presence

in the Eucharist,

and only dissenting from three or four things in the mass."
61, April: ibid p. 261.

Span. Cal.

:

Te

from indulging in a bit of speculation:

ee ee

Could it be possible that this

demure maiden Queen was playinga game of politios even more subtle then that
of the veteran European diplomats?
Thus

‘time moved

on, ever deepening the impressions

of the Reformation

upon the nation, yet without bringing about any new changes in the English Church.
=~ Resucants, there were still a plenty.

But they were watohed closely and were

frequently apprehended for holding mass in secret. ==
conciliatory measure

|

When the Pope tried

by inviting Elizabeth to send delegates

to the council of

Trent (Cf. Supp. XI), papal emissaries were not even permitted to enter the
country.

--

The Queen herself would oocasicnally

cause

considerable discussion

by chenging part cf the service or reinstating certain customs, e.g., having @
cross in her chapel.
introduced.

churches psalm-singing with tues

from Geneva

Bishop Jewel greatly rejoiced over this, for he felt that the

Reformtion was by those means deeply pressed into the hearts of the people.
incidentally,
challenged

a reply from Cole.

the Catholics

of the bishops and on three

on purgatory and other doctrines.

He drew

Jewel, wielding a very eloquent pen, made his position and

that of the Reformed English Church clear in his "Apology."

(52)

It is a

classic, setting forth in masterful style, why the Anglican Church ws
by the abuses

in the

Catholic

Church to do as it had done.

justified

It is his objective

to "shew it plain that God's holy gospel, the ancient bishops, end the primitive
Church do make on our side,

or rather have returned to the apostles ani old Catholic fathers."

(53)

51. Sometizes as high as 6000 people were heard to sing in unison.

"The

mase-priests and the devil like it not; for they see that thereby holy
sermons sink deeper, and at almost every note their kingjom is weakened

Dixon:

ope cite V, S15.

"Apologia Ecolesiae Anglicanas,"

53.

Frere:

Ope

clte

pe

91.

is the full title.

on

and shakene”

52.

i
ce

i

‘When Harding attacked him in his "Confutation" claiming to have found a thousand
lies in the "apology" Jewel wrote his "Defense." One of the most thoroughgoing

a

it

‘men,

end that we have not without just cause left these

eee...

Occasions

was by fer the most aggressive

a ae

Jewel,

(51)

i

maa

== In some

‘works explaining the differences between Rome andi the Anglicen Church.
In looback
kin
upong
the

(54)

first five years of the reign of Elizabeth

We behold that much had been accomplished,
but also thet much remained to be
done.

Protestantiam had been resumed.

The Jurisdiction of Rome had been

abolished, the supremacy
of the crow
in n
the Church and State had been
established,

ard a new highor

clergy,

favorably inclined towards Reform, had

been created.

In addition a form of worship,

Camon Prayer,

had been

introduced which was neither Protestent nor Catholic.

For that reason both Recusants
change.

The Catholics

no means

silenced.

Therefore by moans

based upon Edward's Book of

and Puritans denounced

had beon greatly hampered

The Furitans

in their activities,

had been permitted

of preaching, books

it and hoped for a
but by

to work more freely.

and pamphlets

written eat home and

abroad they attacked the Anglican worship as being altogether too Catholic,

Rone, to them, was a vicious weed which must be removed, root and all, before
onything else oan possibly grow.

(65)
(56)

lfuch had been accomplished.
The submission
of the

clergy was by no means perfect.

for doubt whether they had accepted
feelings

Yet muoh remained to be done.

end conviction.

the Elizabethan Settleme
with cordial
nt

The Anglican

Church must win greater popular

support.

a confession of faith;in which it must

At this
support

juncture some notice should perhaps be ‘taken of Elizabeth's
But since
of Protestants in Scotland, France and Netherlands.

these efforts were not for the sake of Protestantism but for political
reasons and because these efforts had practically no effect upon

55.

:
Protestantism in England we may well omit such references.
“Our religion is so abused that
Lord Sussex writes to Cecil (1562):
the Papists rejoice; the neuters do not mislike change, and ‘the few
zealous

professors

lament

the

lack

of purity.

The

people

without

@iscipline, utterly devold of religion, come to divine service as to
a Maygeme; the ministers for disability and greediness, be had in

contempt; and the wise fear more the impiety of the licentious pro=

God hold his
fessors then the superstition of the erroneous Papists.
hand over us, that our lack of religious hearts do not breed in the

meantime his wrath and revenge
upon use"

Froude:

op. colt. VII, 479

ch

54.

deel

a

Above all there must be prepared

The
was much
room
re

declare whether its doctrines are those
of Rome, or Geneva, or neither.

The question therefore is:

Protestantism in external goverment and worship

having been resumed by the Anglican Church:
of Edward's

Will it also resume Protestentim

reign in regard to doctrines?

Book
the Engle

Edward and
Ref. onto a

é

Prayer
raised

ie
i
f

by f

a

eel

ioe Oe

ee

.
C

,

rendered it possible for Elisabeth in 1559 to make a permanent
settlement of religion, a feat that no human wisdom could have achieved
4n the drifting chaos of opinion that still obscured the land a dozen
Ope Gite ps 512
Trevelyan:
years before."

CHAPTER

SECOND

Ir

STAGE OF RESUMPTION OF PROTESTANTISM:
DOCTRINE.

SECOND AND

THIRD PARLIAMENT

(1563 = 1567)
The

vary 12.
crinson

second parliament was

opened with magnificent

splendor,

Jan-

"The Queen rode on horseback from Whitehall, apparelled in furs,
velvet,

a rich coul."

and

ermines,

a collor

studded with

jewels,

and

on her head

It is significant, one is inclined to think, symbolical of the

type of legislation
to be asked of them: that there was no ccmmunion
or
offering of ony kind before these dignitaries and legislators of the realm,
but their whole attention was directed to the sermon by Dean Newell of St. Paul,

who at various times "glanced fiercely towards the bishops imprisoned in
the Tower."
ominous

Moreover, he not only honored ‘these unfortunate divines with

glances,

but made

them the

subject

of his

discourse,

his

ly being to persuade his aulience to "kill the caged wolves.
The Lord Keeper,

Bacon,

object

evident-

(1)

an approved and by this time tried

had the honor of addressing tho assembly in her Majesty's name.

orator,

He struck

the keynote by stating that religion ought to receive prime consideration.

He commended the High Commission for its work and lamented the want of ministers.
"God's oause being generously weighed and followed bringeth good auccess in

all affairs; but neglected, how oan anything prosper?

‘he greater the personages

who abuse, the greater the fault is to the damage of the whole
I camiot exouse either the spirituality or the lalty....There
of ministers,

1.

and insufficiency

also.
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The

discipline

cf the

|

commonwealth.
is great want
Church

has not

on this merucn duateaiereiarse
will do somsthing
of the sort."

|

been good heretofore:

whence have

lives as he will, without

fear;

the right ornaments thoreof,
of discipline
chief care
Go commons,

causes

go,

contempt,

and the

go choose your mouth,

Sir

(2)

to a fort

Thomas

over which

the

of heresye.eThe
of Spirituality.

your aider,

your instruc-

thus spoke Sir Bacon.
William,

answered Bacon in a very eloquent fashion.
settlement

growth

pertaineth to you, my lords

ter, your opener, and your Speaker,"
later

agreed upon, but

ore either left undone or forgottens.eeThe want

nether houses;

A few days

that every man

and that many ceremonies

obstinacy,

of which matters

sprung two enormities:

speaker

of the

lower

house,

He compared the Elizabethan

Queen had been

appointed

lieutenant.

This address was a preparation of the acts shortly to be passed.

efter thoy had been passed,
purposes:

To secure

For

it appeared. that nearly all of them had these

the Supremto
the
acy

crom, and to have more

laws to couteract laxity in church lifes

stringent

;

Parliament seems of nogligible importance, but convocation is that
much more to be

obsein
its work.
rved

This

is a complete

rever
of.sal
impor=

tance in comparison to first parliament and convocation.
body,

now almost

with government

completely

The

up

of new prelates,

policies, which prepared and passel

finish the Resumption
2.

made

address

It is this latter

knom

to be in sympathy

the laws designed to

of Protestantism,begun under Henry and Edward.

is a gem of Elizabethan

imaginative

oratory.

It is probable

. that there was great sincerity in these words:
"We have thought good
to move your liaje
to sty
build a strong Fort, for the surety of this
realm, to the repulsing of your enemies abroad. It must be set upon
firm ground, having two gates, the one commonly open, the other
as a
postern, with two watchmen at elther of them, and having one Govornor,.
one Lieutenant, four soldiers, and no good thing wanting.
Name it to "the

Fear of God: ‘the Governor whereof to be God, the Lieutenant your Majesty,
the stones the heart of faithful
eee
ee watol
at the
open
men
gate Knowle
and Virtue,
of the postern Merry and Truth, all being
dge
spiritual ministers.

Meswouteds
to seek GodUs

this Fort

For tuah ax depart
glory,

48. anvinol ble if every man will fear God,

out of tia Fert, let

her sister,

and His true honor and then shall ‘you have this

Fort well built, and by you well governede"

Dixon:

ope cite V, 375

Cecil had preparod suggestions beforehand stating the principle needs:
1)

articles of doctrine;

2)

the reformation of the prayer-book;

5)

disciplinary regulations for clergy ani laity;

4)

augmentation

Considereble

time was

Edwardine Articles were
been reduced

(3)

of benefices.
spent

discussed,

to thirty-nine

on the

first

amended

and were

But when they were published later,

suggestion.

and finally

the article

inserted to safeguard the

ceromonies.

(4)
of the

success”

it, is to be attributed to the

Church's

on the Eucharist was omitted
power

accepted

the

Protestantism had been resumed in England
it existed

established by framing

5.

its dogmas.

same tine the Council

Frere:

Ope

cit.

under

namely,

Edward.

to

of anyone.

(5)

practically

of the Reformation was

foundation

complete.

as

framed,

on the consolence

articles

a mamer

as one author puts

spirit in which they were

With these

3.

in ordering rites and

of these articles,

word thom so, that they would not be "hard"

4.

They had ~

:

The "secret

this

erent

submitted to the Queen in that form.

and a phrase

radical

‘The Forty-two

only not in quite as
Church

The Anglican

It is a remrkeble

had heen

coincidence that at

of Trent was defining the dogmas

of the Church of

97.

Ibid:
97, also Vd. Suppl. XIII giving comparison by Lingard of ThirtyEine Articles and dogmas of the ancient Church.
Fuller has this interesting comment:
"Some have unjustly taxed the
composers

for

too much

favor,

extended

in their

large

expressions,

clean

through the contexture of these articles...«Children's clothes ought to
be made of the biggest, because afterwards, their bodies will grow up
to their garments.
Thus the articles of this English protestant church,
in the infancy thereof, they thought good to draw up in general terms,
foreseeing that posterity would grow up, to fill the same.
I mean, these
holy men did prudently prediscover that differences in judgments would
unavoidably happen in the church, and were loth to unchurch
any, and
drive them off from an ecclesiastical commmion, for such petty
ences; which made them pen the articles in comprehensive words,

take in all, who differing in the branches,
same religion.”
Dodd:
oit. II, 161.

differ‘to

meet in the root, of the

Rome from which the Anglican Church had now separated itself in every respec
t,
definitely and,

as History has proved, irrevocably.

With regard to the other three
Gccomplish
posals

much.

made.

In tho matter

Sinco they were

of liturgios

not

accepted

so far as they show the very profound

the legislative body.

Prayer.

(6)

suggestions,

they

find
are

Gome very drastic
of interest

‘to us

pro=
only

influence of the Puritan party upon

No changes were effected in the Book of Common

A book of discipline for clergy and laity alike came to grief.

convocation and parliament did cooperate
cerning

we

convocation did not

holidays

of fish,

to be

observed,

hours

in framing certain oivil

of business

on holidays,

But

laws con

the

eating.

etc.
Although nearly all these

laws had very severe pendties

attached to

them, yot due to Parker's kindness, much. leniency ws practiced.

Parliament

had opened with the ory, "k411 the caged wolves" and many a one felt after

most severo penalties had been attached to existing laws, that now much suffering would be heaped upon Recusants and other offenders.
fact,

the

bishops

hazardous

in the

Tower were

quartors because
As mentioned,

parliament.

The

removed

to more

comfortable

and

less

of an epidemic then sweeping the land.

Puritan influence made

question

As a matter of

now arises,

itself felt in convocation and

just that

are the

principles

at

issue?

One of the basic ideas of Puriteniam is that "there must be a sorip‘tural warrant

for everything done

in the public worship.

denial of the authority of the Church to decree rites ani
is pointed out that
‘so as to include

such a demand for

anall matters

the second prosupposition,

ceremonies.

When it

of indifferent

detail,

vize that the matters

then recourse

in dispute

is had to

are not indifferent,

idoletrous, entichristian.

(7)

Some of the proposed changes-were to leave the posture of the communicants
to the

days,

discretion

Freres

of the bishops,

to abolish the

sign of cross in baptism, and use

surplice.

7.

involves a

scriptural warrant must not be pressed

being papish, and therefore superstitious,
6G.

This

ope

Cambridge

cit.

H.

Hist.

II, 590.

114.
= 61

=

observance

of organss

of Saints!

to do away with the

In this
way the objections of the Puritans really begin to fall into the
field of Church polity.

In 1565 there were as yet no doctrinal

volved, yet they ure kmom

as "Honconformists".

that

in his

a person

the Anglican

differed

Church,

not

but objected

the vestments of tho clergy.

circles.

to

This fitting name meant

of faith from the

some

in-

of the

ceremonies,

doctrines

of

particularly

(8)

By 1564 the vestiarian
highest government

articles

issues

controversy was arousing attention in the

An attempt was made by the

champions,

of Hon-

conformity, Humphrey and Sampson, and the archbishop to arrive at some unier=
standing.

The Puritans

held,

"tho

difference

of external

apparel between

clergy and laity is lawful but now expedient; things indifferent
may be

enjoined in worship, but only if they have a scriptural warrant."
of agreement was obtained.

(9)

The impoof
this movement
rtan
ceis plainly evident.
within the Church a group of protesting pastors,
woll trained

and ‘very sincere.

proportions

and becoming

of the populoce.

‘Two parliaments

the Church.

This

goal must be obtained

such was

decree

Queen.

old tradition knew no alternative:
Church of the people.

Therefore

popular with a large percentage

had labored towards

National

safety demanded

The Church of the
"neither

Under

unity and concord

in

in spite of Puritan oppositions
this.

goverment

For

And

century=

is the

:

made broad. 1ts phylactery,

inscribed thereon the golden rule Toleration.”
8.

little as far

‘The Puritan movement among the clergy was

assuming national

of the

‘There were

who were for the most part

But the latter fact mitered

as the government
was concerned.

the

Wo formula

and

(10)

Suppl. XIV we have reproduced a very thorough yet compact

statement

concerning the Puritans and their tenets, esp. in regard
to church govern=
ment and vestmonts.
It, however, describes the party when its position

was already well defined.
O.

Frere:

Ope

olt.

115,

5

,

10. Martyn:
ope colt. 160; "A man revered throughout Europe for piety declared
that "toleration was devlish.'"
This idea is exemplified by a proclamation
of the Queen issued as late as 1602:
"They (the secular priests) do almost:

For our purpose the study of this movement

is of importance,

for in

Puritanism we have the seods for several denominations which constitute the
Protestant

Church

of todaye

that, which he suspects
Church and
novelty,

Secondly

from the

it proves

start.

appenl,

stulent

of history

‘The Anglican Church was a compromise=

as such lacked the strength that

popular

to the

a new movemont by virtue of

and encrgetic leadership

Puritan movemont vas an attack upon this wealmess

and they hoped to remove the defect.

frequently onjoys.

That after sore years Puritanism allied

The first Puritans had

no objection to the episcopate, but when they saw the “hated papists"
to

continue

in office

while

their

om

forced out, when they observoi

the new Reformed

and corrupt as the

they decided

old clergy,

Church must be changed.

The

in the New Establishment

itself with Presbyterianism is an historical accident.
pernitted

its

champions

of the

=e

truth were

and feted
clergy to be almost as inefficient

that also the government of the

Since they had come in contact with the Scotch Refor=

mation they espoused Presbyterianisme
The disorimination against the Puritans began at the instigation of
the Quoon who

troubles."

issued

The Edict ws

acrimony of style)
renissness

on Jane

25,

1565

her

sent to Parker,

on theso diversities;

in him and in other bishops:

ance of other bishops,
should give

strict

famous

Edict

thereby reflecting

vestiarian

(not without

“requiring him,

that, with the assist-

commissioned by her for causes ecclesiastical,

orders,

that all diversities

brought to one manner of uniformity,
people might quietly honor and serve

some

as if they were the effect of some

and varieties,

the clergy and people might be reformed and repressed;

{10 continued)

against

he

both among

and that all should be

throug
the whole kingiom,
that so the
h
God.”

(11)

insinuate thereby into the minds of all sorts of people,

(as

well as the good that grieve at it, as the bad that thirst efter it,) that
we have some purpose to grant a toleration of two religions within our

realm, where God, (we thank
Him for it who seeth into the secret corners of
our hearts) doth not only know our immoce
from such ncy
imigination, but how

far it hath been from any about us to offer to our ears the persuasion of
such
a course, as would not only disturb the peace of the Church,
but bring

this our State into confusion.”
Church

I,

19n.

Usher:
6s

Reconstruct

of the Engl.

TSS ees

Thus Parker was forced to enter

heartily.

In March six bishops

disliked

(12) met with Ceoil and prepared a book of

Articles bearing on this question.
leaving the Archbishop

upon a task which he

But the Queen would not authorize

in a very embarrassing position.

them

He must suppress

Puritenism but had no weapon with which that feat might be accomplished.
the Primate was desperate

and delivered

an ultimatum upon his om

authority,

vise;umless they consented to wear the gow with the prescribed cap abroad
and’in Church surplice and hood, they would be deprived summarily.

into effect during February of

Grindal very relucantly put a similar mensure

the next year.

(15)

After Parker had failed twice, having asked for royal sanction

of his book of Articles, he took matters into his hands for a second time andi
issued the well know "Advertisements"

in 1566.

But it was framed in such a

fashion, that it appeored as though the Queen had given her full support to
thom.
At a conference

at Lanbeth,

world that she was

conform.

Fully one-third

"lr.

publicly she kissed a cross.

Secretary,

can it be thought that

sun and moon against me, can comoass this difficulty?"
The Puritans,

many of them deprived,

had oried out that their

affair.

of the

would

I alone,

having

others,even though conforming,

consoliences had been deoply violated.

‘The government

(14)

(15)

were put on paper and a literary war was thus inaugurated.
@ onesided

once more made

In the meantime the Queen wis pretending to the

still a Catholic;

Parker wrote to Cecil:

Parker was

situation confronting him.

to realize the desperate
clergy refused to

26th of Harch,

publish

ite

Their protests

it was
However,

own writing but

suppress

oite III, 460.

ll.

Burnet:

13.

Frere: ope oite 116. The articles were grouped under four heads: 1)
doctrine and prenching; 2) administration of prayer and sacraments; 5
certain orders of ecclesiastical policy; 4) outward apparel of persons

12. bide

ecclesiastical. In many respects it was a compromise.
Vide: Suppl. XV for excerpts from "Advertisements."
14.

Political

15.

Froude:

|

reasons motivated this acts

Ibid:

121 ==

|
|

She still desired to keep the

support and friendship offPhilipp of Spaine

ote VIII, l4te

!

those of the Puritans.
in and reissued to
secret mectings,

Furthermore all the licenses of preachers were called

conformi
men only.
ng

but they were

Sore Puritans now began to conduct

soon discovered and punished.

Thus in trying to enforce reform measures,

was

to provide

They initinted

of Commons.

very much

incensed

the

years

Resunption of Edvardine
opposition

from

that

1565

to

Commons

the

One of

Here the Queen inter=-

initiated

had

legislation.

such

ne
1567

Protestantism.

of the Recusants

impression in the house

of Religion a statute.

ase
Thus

not the

or six bills. about religious Reform.

five

‘them would have made the Articles
fered, being

This was

subsidies.

additional

1566

as far as the Queen was concerned,

Its main purpose

1567.

goverment was encounter=

The third parliament was called Sept.

ing more opposition at every step.
and sat till Jan.

the

saw the

complete,

though modified

They also witnessed the inevitable

to these measures

of the Puritans with the compromise religion.

as well as the dissatisfaction

"The Church of England gave

|

no pleasure to the earnest of any way of thinking. fo the ultra Protestants
it was no better than Romanism:
@ schism from the

common sense

commmion

of the country,

of Christendom,

while

or partial
the

Catholics

great middle

party,

of whom Elisabeth was the representative,

:

wnensy and

They

could

;

stitution which had borne the test

see no defined

of time."

principle

it was

in the

the

were

new con-

(16)

16.

Ibid:

IX, 172.

vosnieeniaisicieatal

.

dissatisfied.

to the Catholics

.
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THIRD STAGE OF RESUMPTIOMN OF PROTESTANTISH:
INTENSIFIED OPPOSITION.
(1667 - 1670)
During the three years between the third and fourth parliament the
dissatisfaction and opposition

of the two extreme

parties

continued to gain.

momentum.
When Elizabeth
must

certainly

have

Honconformists.

meetings were

underestimated

Her

Their preachers

forced the bishops

action

only

both

forced

having been deprived,
onlled

“Conventioles.”

but the Genem Ordere
without surplice.

the

to proceed against the Puritans
sincerity

than to unite

and

strength

for more

concerted

they would now meet in secrete

There was no question about it:

and power.

Puritaniam was growing

(1)

rendered them far more dangerous.

fixei, restricted,

sphere of

as if they were Apostles,"

They
had thus no longera

"They preached where they could get leare,

everywhere depreciating the bishops, denouncing Romish

vestments end exalting the system of church government abroad.

2.
3.

Freres

ond “exercising.”

in which polemical
ope

cit.

though Henenttodl

duty but had more the opportunity to preach over

the length and breadth of the country.

le

Such

‘They did not use the Common Prayer Book,

In fact the removing of the Puritan clergy from office,

mectings

action.

If any of them were apprehended, they would maintain their

in definiteness, boldness,

much "prophesying"

of these

One of the deprived preachers would speak to them

position ummaveringly.

bitterly
by them,

she

(2)

There was

These activities were something like prayer=

discussion formed the principle

element.

(3)

It is

155.

Blunt: oite II, 416.
"The mamer whereof was that the minister of such a division,

met together in some churche.e.eand there each in their
according to ability some portion of Soripture allotted
after all. of them had done, a moderator,
who was one of
learned among them, made his observations upon what the

order
them
the
rest

at a set time,
explain,
before. And
gravest
and best:
had saidesce

At these assemblies there were great confluxes ofpeople to hear and learn.”
Ibid: 416.
an

‘true that sometimes these would “degenerate into factions,
censurings,"

but more

important,

they resulted in an organized

Episcopacy,

the Prayer Book,

them it ws

true that "their minds were

oan scarcely say a word
the most absolute

There were
at this timo.

and certain rites

to

and

attack upon
Of many of

entirely set against the bishops:
of the bitterest

‘They

scorn and

(4)

reasons

for the acceleration

The first was that Bullinger,

formers were again taking a lively interest

Church.

in the Church.

about them, but it savours

hatred."

divisions,

of the Puritan activities

Beza and other

Calvinistic

in the developments

Re-

in the Anglican

They tried hard by letters and literature to encourage their English

followers
to make an ever more determined
stand against conditions in the
Anglican

Church.

The

second reason for new zeal was the party's

londer, the very able scholar,
and remarkable

prencher,

at Lady Margaret,
of the

party,

at

who

Cambridge
least

for

acquisition of a new

"divine of piety, eminence, and high character,"

had

been newly

-- Thomas

sented

Cartwright.

a time, when he in one

a most bold and open attack
on the episcopal

in the

chair

of professorship

He assumed the leadership
of his

first lectures made

government of the Church.

John

Whitgift, Waster of Trinity College, withstood him, although he himself was a
Whitgift

realized

and

expressed

it openly,

that

a return to

a step was nothing
able to point
wilful

equal and.

would mean abolition of the episcopate.

short of revolution.

out many abuses

where all ministers were

Such

On the other hand the Puritans were

even scamals

neglect on the part of goverment

in the Church,

and many cases of

of disciplinary measures egeinst the

ee

olergys
Another
was a stronghold

item of interest should here be inserted.
of Puritaniem.

It operated under a special

ting 1t to license twelve ministers
4-

Dixon:

ope

cite

VI,

Cambridge University

every yeare

159.

= 67 =

charter

mcrae Ee

chosen by the people,

Church,

permit=

‘Thus it happened that the

ee,

all were

in the Early Christian

siaeestenaeennenesmd

conditions

5) oe

So

oo

Nonconformist.

country always had some licensed Puritan preachers in spite of the fact that
the government was using all its resources to stop theme
The Reousants

likewise had

seen no reason at all to consider their

cause hopeless, but redoubled their efforts during these years.

This is partly

due to the fact that, while they heard much about a "restoration of purity in
faith and worship" they could only seo "destruction of altars, desecration of
churches,

burning

of sacred

ornaments

and derision

of the holy ceremonies.”

They saw empty Churches instead of daily worship in olden days; disputes instead of the "beautiful celebration of the mss."
There

were

two

types

of Reousants:

‘Those who

professed

conformity

but conducted secret meotings for the purpose of celebrating mass

(5) and those

who had nover given themselves up to such temporising practicés.

(6)

Both,

however, worked zealously to again establish the "old religion."
priests

Such

to be found

were

and in the Northern Provinces

in large

centers

of population,

Wales,

of the Kingiom.e The Duke of Norfolk writes from

the Horth, "I find this tow ond country hereabouts far out of order in matters
of religions

and tho

altars

standing

Queen's Linjesty's proceedings."
conservative,

altars standing
5.

(7)

undefaced

churches

contrary to the

‘The Northern provinces had ever been

clinging to old traditions.
in the churches,

Here and in Wales

lew

"images and

and undecent watches

end

"Hot only laymen, who believed the Faith in their hearts ani heard Mass at
home when they could, frequented the schismatical churches and ceremonies
Eo
even commmicating in them), but many priests said Mass secretly and
elebreted the heretical offices and Supper in public, thus becoming
partakers often on the same day.
(0 horrible impietyt) of the chalice
of the Lord and the chalice of devils. And this arose from the false
persuasion that it was enough to hold the Faith interiorly while obeying
the Sovereign in externals, especially in singing psalms and parts of
Soripture in the vulgar tongue, a thing which seemed to them indifferent,
and,

in persons

otherwise

virtuous,

the terrible rigour of the lawse"
6.

in the

De

worthy

Birt:

of toleration

on account

The Elizabethan Rel.

of

|

—

Settlement,

299.

"From 1558 to 1574 the maintenance of the Faith was due to the priests,
regular, but mostly secular, ordained in the previous relgnseceA.
large number remained steadfast at their post...Qne John Peel labored for
sixteen years in England at the peril of his life, reconciling to the

Catholic Faith those who had gone astray, and animating others to perseverance.” Ibid. 301.
7e

.

Ibid:

S04.

nt

more

still

vigils observed, much pilgrimage going, many candles set up to the honor of

sainte, sone relics yot carried about, and dll the country full of beads end
(8)

knots."

In Yorkshire things wore

about the same:

‘The Latin mss was said

daily often openly in spite of laws to the contrary.
"great backwardness
It

In Durham there was

in religion."

is from these

tion reached London.

provinces

It seoms

that

alarming

reports

of

organized

opposi-

some had bound themselves

together by oath not

to take commmion during the reign of the present Queen.

It was learned that

from Yarrington all along the sen-coast the gentlemen had withdrawn thenselves
from religion.

In this they were

then a letter.

In it they were promised absolution for having

the Anglican worship,

if they would aclmowledge

the Church and offer obedience.
in their

greatly encouraged by the Pope who had written

(9)

participated

in

the Pope as Supreme Head of

)

Thile these things encouraged the Catholics

opposition to the Anglican Church,

they did not succeed

—

in luring then

back to the bosom of the Roman Church.

In 1568 English exiles with the help of other ardent Catholics founded
@ college or Seminary at Douei for the purpose of preparing priests who were
to win back the Anglican Church.
began to overrun England
unless.

these

"sons

These fiery warriors

emi it was

cf the Pope presently

soon evident to the Privy Council that,

of Satan" were restrained,

they would be able to accomplish

much harms

But the greatest though temporary and tragic impetus yet was given to
the Catholic cause when Kary, Queen of Scots, entered England and cast herself
upon the moroy of her

"affectionate

but she found captivity."

(10)

cousin," Elisabeth.

"She

sought protection,

But Mery was a Catholic, in addition she had

charm end above all she took delight in intrigues, to which we may finally

i
|

8.

Frere:

9.

Dixon: ops cite
VI, 2165.
of Reconollement."

106 Freres

Ops

clte

pe

159.

Ope

Cite

De

14le.

Pope issued

;

encther instrument

in 1567,

"Bull

1

i

|

|

add that she resented her captivity groatly.
Reousants

of the Herth

sow a concrete

In her the recalcitrant

objective for which they might strive:

liberate the Catholic Gueen and make Mary Queen of England.
tock shape in Nov.

of

leadership disbanded

‘69.

They were

ignominiously.

- but all ended in a complete

fiasco.

An open rebellion

quite well equipped,but
There were a few more
These

uprisings were

for lack of

abortive
"the

efforts

last bit of

spontaneous revolt on the part cf the English people against the Reformed
religion."

(11)

We have thus arrived at the year 1570.

the turning point in the policy

ll.

Ibid:

De

146.

of the goverment

That year marks

towards Recusants

and Puritans.

DEFENDING

THE

ESTABLISHED

CHURCH

By

LAW

AND

FAGOT

ae

CHAPTER

WSE GUIDANCE FOLLOWED BY INEFFECTIVENESS.

Ts

:

;

I

FIFTH PARLIAMENT
(1570 = 1583)
February

5,

1670,

there

having been

some

preliminary

judicial palace of tho Curia before Alexander Riarius,
Causes,

officinl

proceedings were

opened against the Queen of England.

‘They

and if found guilty,

her.

against
Twelve

at the

the General Auditor of

were to examine the Queen for heresy and insubordination,
pronounce

inquiries

witnesses

Were mostly oxiles

were

examined

on a schedule

and could not be expected to

of questions.

speak in favor

(1)

‘They

of Elisabeth.

chargos hand been proved against here

(2)

Heroupon the Holy Father, who has

o

The process closed February 12 and the Fope was "dismayed" to hear that all the

the right "to pluck up, to destroy, to sontter, to plant and to build,” issued
® "declaratory and condermatory sentence against the Queene”
the causes

and disaffection of Elizabeth he declares:

After restating

"We therefore

give

sen=

tence, we declare and decree. that this alleged Queen of England has incurred
the anathema

of the greater

of those who

dare

such

deeds:

excommunication,
=

disable

and

and the other pains
deprive

her

excommunicate, anathematise, deprive, and disable her:
1. Some of the points to be examined
by them were:

of her

and penalties
kingdom.

We

we summon all faithful

"Whether the

Queen
of Eng=

Catholic manner, but contrarily after the Catholic manner; whether she
observed choice of ments; what heresy in particular she confessed, Calvinistic, Lutheran, or other; whether any by her authority had been fired or

imprisoned
for attending wars; whether

ments."
2e

Frere:.

Dixon:

ope

clte

ope clte VI, 26lf.

she denied any of the

seven Sacra-

149.

iene
ie

ssi

like a heretic not hearing Mass and the other divine offices after the

ok oh baltic cis

land had usurped the authority of Head of the Church; whether she had
deprived, whether she had imprisoned bishops and other ecclesiastics;
whether the had made visitations on her own authority, required any.oath,
made any laws against the Holy See; whether any schismatics not being
priests, had been made bishops or rectors by her authority; whether by her
authority any manifest and dammed heresies were preached; whether she had
the Supper of the Lord after the marmer of heretics....whether she lived

Christians, and issue letters accordingly:
allegiance:

as for her Onth and her books, we extinguish them, and order every
edition of thom to be burned.”
The Bull of Excommmication itself followed
February 25, "“Regnans in Excelsise”
Probably in June

Felton.

of

1570 by being

(3)

The Bull was published in England

affixed

to the

door

of St.

Paul's

by one,

(4)
The momentous

era

step had thus been takene

Catholics in England wore

forced

(5) From that momen
all t
the

either to acknowledge

as Supreme Hend of the Church.

the Pope or the Queen

If they decided for the former,

their lives

wero in danger, for overy Catholic became by virtue of this bull a potential
rebel.

It was a very deplorable

within the Church of England
stroke they were
tion a schism,

forcod

‘The Reousants

and thus win her back to Rome.

out of the

the Pope had

The first

situation.

Church.

had hoped to stay
But now with one

By declaring the English Reforma=

created a schism in the English Church.

victim of this

impolitio

act was Felton.

He did not deny his

guilt; wheroupon he ws "dragged, hanged, cut dow, mutilated, disenbowelled
and quarterod."

indulged

heeded the Pope's

in plots

against

the

command,

Queene

openly celebrated mass and even

But these

were,

nevertheless,

in the

mino
and the
government ms gratified to learn that the English people
rity
loved their

Queen,

excommmicated

or not,

the treatment of Felton was inevitable.
the arrival of the bull.
@ rebellion the deoree

it made

5.

Dixon:

4

Bull published.
Frere:
op. cit.

5

op. cit.

This step was

VI,

262f.

For text
150

Just how much

support would these

150.

of:

Catholics

These were fearfully

The Pope had considerable
of Bull

of.

trouble

getting the

Suppl. XVII.

only possible now because Philipp,

having finally realized

the futil
of aiming
by peaceful
means,
ityto gain influence in Engl
and
Ibid:

(6)

For that reason the government, thought it

had withdraw his shielding hand over Elizabeth.

6.

to them.

unite and carr
out by y
means

receive from the rest of the nation end from abroad?
important questions at the time!

difference

The goverment was very nervous before

Would the Reousants

of the Pope?

liétle

still

= 735 =

nee

Some Catholics

The government had been forced into persecution of the Catholics.

a le

ee a

‘

we absolve her people from their

necessary to show a firm hand in convicting Felton.
anxieties were unfounied.
‘the Catholics

were

not

The bull was ignored by the Protestants

satisfied

had no desire to put themselvos
amttor

of fact,

the

But, as said, their

bull

with

the

under

Queen's

policies,

they.

the hand of that “foreign prince."

of excommmication

it sho
them
that tho power of the
wed

religious

and while

was

of help

to the

AS

Reformers;

Catholic party need not be feared.

other point was evident to Catholics and Protestants alike:

One

The Catholic

Party in England was without leaders, in truth, they wero almost without
priests.

Certainly tho number

of priests who secretly or openly ministered

to their flocks ws not nearly largo enough to be able to arouse a Catholic
reaction.
That 1s the
1571,

otmosphore

in order to ccnsider

in which parliament met once more

the wolfare

of the nation.

clusion that this body would try to take precautions

on April 2,

It was = for@pne

con-

against Recusancy,

and

that, on the other hand, it would be forced to listen to many Puritan demands.

certain offences

to bo made

trensone"

"Bill

(7)

against

“Bill touching
in of

the bringing

abroad without License must be

bulls," and the"Bill that Goods of Fugitives
Forfeited to the Crom."
Tho Puritans were very aggressive,

on Reform

introducing many bills

reed
eaneenge ennai

In answer to the Fope's Bull three bills were passed:

But nearly everyone

the
of thom was squasby
hed

Queen

or prevented from passing into the books of the realm by some artifice.

It

became.vory evident that the Queen simply would not permit the Reformers to
7.

It was

6.

was a heretic, schismtic, or infidel.
"One, Pistor, was scandalized that affairs

treason

to declare

the

Queen was

not

lawful

sovoreign

of such infinite

or that she

consequence

(namely, kneeling and making the sign of the cross) should be passed over
so lightly," and left in the hands of the Queen. He felt parliament
should regulate

these matters.

"These questions,

concern the

salvation

of souls, and interost every one more deeply than the monarchy of the
whole

world."

Hume:

Ope clte

Ill,
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S426

A

(8)

oer

Cormon Prayer.”

re

Book of
theorm
of ceremonies, wiformity among clergy and even one to “Ref

g0 to extremes.

(9)

In the meantime

convocation was also busy redressing

certain abuses,

and, among other things, attempting a revision of the Thirty-Eight Artiolese
They were finally reissued with the article on the Lord's Supper again added.
These Thirty-Hine Articles,

as they wero named, are to this very day the

chief confession of tho Anglican Church.

preparation of bills

enactments,

transactions,

In all these

(10)
and execu-

tion
of orders of parliament, Parker was guiding the nation in the name of

Frequently,at

Often his difficulties seemed insurmountable.

the Queen,

just such times,Elizaboth would not strengthen his position by open support,
in spite

of the

fact

that

he wns

carrying

when she ordered the mon at universities
that certain sections
It was

@ measure which poured

grasp of the

92

orders,

to put amy

as

for

their wives,

of the Uniformity Act be carried out more

she and not the

But over and anon

out her

bishops

who

insist
oned
the

or demanded
strictly.

of certain vestments,

o11 onto the fire which the Puritans were nourishing.

it was Parker's wisdom,

sentimonts

use

example,

of the nation,

knowledge

of human nature,

of particular

parties,

"Religion was a point of which Elizabeth was, if possible,

and

or individuals

still more

jealous than of matters of statee
She pretended that, in quality of
supreme head or governor
of the church, she was fully empowered, by her
prerogative

alone,

to doctrine,

to decide

discipline,

all

questions

or worship;

which might

arise with regard

and she never would allow her

parliamonts so much as to take these points into consideration."
Ope

cite

III,

341.

10. With the acceptance
ment reached

its

Humes

of the Thirty-Hine Articles, the Elizabethan Settle-

culmination;

the

Resumption

shows no further

progress.

It would consequontly be justifyable to conclude this paper with an
account of the proceedings of the Fourth Parliament.
However, while

during

the

first

part

of the

Elizabethan

reign

there

is a definite

prog-

ress, a systematic ascendancy of Protestantism, this was not the case
after 1571.
Protestantism, after that time, continued in the lines
established, but no new, further changes were mide.
Yet the Anglican
Church from now on had to fight off many who were trying
to change it
to sult their omm peculiar tastesand convictions.
The difference between
these tro chapters out of the history of the Anglican Churoh is the same
as that

of an offensive

fought for:
the nation.

and defensive

struggle.

The

same

A Church which would unite ell the religious

But after the year

1571 the

principle

elements

struggle
isa defensive

is

of

one:

Trying to ward off extremists, Reocusants and radical Puritans, to preserve
the established order of things.
It is for that reason that we shall now
give
a brief

account
of the

|

struggle between the Anglican Church and those

who were dissatisfied with ite

|
= 75=

Which cau
himsed
to hew to the line which perliament and the Queen herself

had dram. Frere aptly oalls it the "via media", "tho middle way." Queen
and Privy Council know that only the "via media" would be able to save the
mation from civil mr.

In strictest

obedience

to this policy Parker with

wisdom and tact tried to endear the Reformtion to the people while restrain-.
ing the tro extrere parties.
Howevor,
creasingly more

—

restraint == even restraint by sheor force == becare

yield to the pressure

And

to Nonconformity.

duo

necossary

from abcve

even

had to

Parker

forcing him to put into effect

in-

some of the

severo laws against Nonconformists.

These were the days of plots against Elizabeth,
Puritan opposition to enforcement of existing

Frotests for mero sweeping changes.
and distributed

in

was

It was

published.

numbor

of changes

which vere more

groat

a very

in ritual

and

laws of Uniformity and vehement

Often these protests were printed
"An Admonition

tactless

ceremonies.

oven indecent:

proposal

to the Parliament,"
to

In it are to be

effect
found

expressions

the

(13)

"Prophesyings",

‘Their aim was

a great

‘The Prayer Book was designated

called and picked out of the papish dungh411,

Portuise and mss-book."
Furthermore,

In 1572

frank

and

than frank,

as "an imperfect book,

frequent.

numberse

(12)

(11) days of stubborn

or conventicles, became steadily more

laudable:

might become good preachers,

to brain the new clergy so that thoy

also to instruct the

laity more fully.

However,

as indicated before, the government soon became suspicious of these assemblies,
;

ll.

MYorfolk plotted to put Elizabeth out of the way, was discovered and
executed.
Spain
was trying to stir up the Recusants. The Fope was
attempting to onause trouble through Ireland.
12. Many of these cases were discovered by the Subscription Act, passed
by the last parliament, and demanding that every clergy-man should
subsoribe

13.

q

men:

,

to the

prayer=book,

the

and the Articles

of Religion.

Whitgift and Cartwright, respectively.
=

Se.

apparel

Robert Johnson, William Axton, Dean of Whittingham were punished or
reproved in various ways for holding erroneous viewse
Freres
ope cit. 179. A real war on paper was inaugurated in defense
and attack of these articles. Defense and attack was hended by leading
76

=

=

and tho Queen subsequently ordered them to be stopped.
As alwnys,
from the Supreme

it wos Parker tho

Govornor

of the

(14)

had to carry out these

Church.

with her in this nor many other matters.

But he was not

instructions

at all in agreement

Thus shortly before his death he

wrote sadly ard

apprehensively

conclusion will

undo her and all others that depend upon her."

concerning the Queon,

“whose

governance

in

He saw with

equal clarity the "anarchical character of Puritan individualism,

and pro-

tested that whet he had sought to enforce was not cap, tippet, surplice,
wafer-bread,
He it was,

but obedience

who

of change.

had

to authority.

steered

the

Church

‘This was his dying

on a sure

course

or

"apologia,'

through

the

hurricanes

"The Church which he so faithfully served and so adroitly stecred

has hardly

given

him all

the

eratitude

that

he deserves

for

preserving

in

the hour of greatest peril, its order of faith end worship, its ministry,
Sacremont, nay, even its very existences"
His

sucossor mms Grindal.

ized with one word:
set of canons

for the

ing laws rather

clergy

strictly.

(165)

His eight years

inefficient.

He

in 1576,

However,

of activity may be character=

onused convocation to produce a valuable
and also

then

the

started to enforce all exist-

Queen

asked

him to

stamp

"prophesyings" he balked, olaiming that they were of some benefit.
her an "epistle,"

its

-= epistle both in contents

end length.

out

He sent

In it he even had

the effrontery to urge her Majesty to improve her ways in faith and religion,
and he urged her to submit all religious mtters
was

4.

ina

rege.

Frere:
caprice

Grindal

wes

disgraced

for

the

to the bishops.

remaining years

‘The Queen

of his

life.

ope cit. 186 -— When "the meddlesome and impudent spinster whose
governed England learned that 'prophesyings' were used

out most cf the dioceses
oried she in this unique

she rated the archbishop soundly.
8S'
cancio ad clerum, ‘it is good for the

deatht
church

to have few preachers; three or four 'will suffice for a county....Commend.
me to the reading of homilies; it is enoughee.l charge you, put dom

the prophesyings.'"

16.

Frere:

Ope

Cite

De

Stryper

188ff.

Grindal IT.

He

died

=77-=-

May

17,

:

165765.

|

His inefficiency

is important if we wish to understand
the

renewed efforts on the part of both Puritans and Recusants to change
religious

conditions

in England.

signnture

to numerous

giving his

was lacking that firmness

Grindal

orders

of will,

tried

to

stem the

and warrants

tide by.

for arrest; but there

determination of conviction,

and per=

sistence of leadership, which mms absolutely necessary at the time.

Travers published the

weight of his personality into the cause of Reform.

(1574). which advocated the presbyterian

femous Book of Discipline abrond
ond was almost

form of government,

openly

ospoused

the

for

is responsible

to transform quietly churchwerdens
"deacons."

(17)

Church

Church

in the subsequent:

-- provincial,

and

comitial,

And all this not within the shadow of the

national assezblies.
but within the

and collectors into "elders" and

gradations

the

all

‘Thoy had

from the prayer=book,

of ceremonies

on omissions

docide

call the minister,

in each cure, which was to

‘Thoy had a "elassis"

of England.

sections

system in

of the presbyterian

introduction

actual

inefficiency

Grindal's

In fact

of Puritanism.

cause

the

like the Bible by some of the

prized

the Queen's favorite and Knolly, her treasurer,

Leicester,

Puritans.

throwing ‘the full

zealous efforts,

continued his

had

tion from Cambridge,

and his ejec-

of "Admonition"

after his publication

Carturight,

(16)

sessions

itself.

Again

of perliament,

and

again

the

introduce bills

Commons

would,

for Reform.

While they were alymys canceled by the Queen, her counselors, nevertheless,
Occasionally

deomed

it wise

to concede

after all of negligible importence.
16.

“In

1680

the

Council

wrote

a point which

in their

eyes wes

Yet these concessions were alwys

to Crindal

that

the

growth

of Honconformity

was 'to the great offense of her Highness,
who doth not a little
Sarvel by what means this relapse should happens having delivered
sufficient

authority

unto

your

Lordship

and

others

joined

unto

you,

by virtue of her commission Ecolesiastical, warranted by the laws of this
realm, whereby you might at all times have repressed..ethe disobediency
of

17.

suches..if

such

care

and

as appertaineth.'"
Usher:
Freres: ope cit. 225.

vigilancy had

been used within

Rise and Fall of the High

your

charge

Commission pe 40.

Great mistakes, for they did nothing to strengthen the position of the
Established Church.
as one of the

first

In fact the inevitable thing at last happened:
ones,

saw that

Puritan

principles

patible with those operating within the Church.

were totally

Browne,
incon-

The only solution was to

separate from the Church.

‘Thus between 1578 and 1580 we have the rise of

Imependents,

or Brommists as they were variously called.

Gibson,

Separatists,

Coppin,

and

Thacker

all

involved

in disseminating

were made to feel tho full weight of the law.
The

case

of the

Recusants

shows no

Similoer

institution

essential

difference,

founded

at Rome,

except

Both were

for

the

(20).

purpose

of

training priests, Jesuits, who were to win back the English Church.
Priests now began to overrum England

for

of religion might at once be

We recall the foundirg of Dousi University
ws

literature

(19)

this fact that eny of their actions in behalf

considered treason.

Browmnist

(18)

openly and in secret,

‘These

as the case

demanded, assuming that leadership which the Recusants had lost through
death and persocution.

They were

enthusiastic,

wholehoarted devotion to the papacy.
a revival.

In the peartiee

England from that vantage
Church saw only olouds

the Pope

point.

(21)

filled with holy,

Reousancy everywhere experienced

had sent

(22)

zealous,

soldiers

to Ireland to attack

‘The dignitaries

of the Anglican

of trouble appearing upon the horizon.

movements apprehend the priests," were orders from above.

"Crush the

(Suppl. XVIII)

18. Browne with his adherents fled to Holland because of the imminent
threat of persecution.
18.

Frere:

20.

It was

21.

ope

cit. 204.

later moved to

Reims

because

of disturbances

in the

Netherlands.

Sanders wrote to Allen (both leaders in this Jesuit crusade), "I
beseech you take hold of the Pope, for the King of Spain is as fear-

ful of war as a child of fire.
‘The Pope-will
give you 2000. If they
do not serve to go into England, at least, they will serve to go
into Ireland.

The

state of Christendom

dependeth
upon the stout

assailing of magiena
Cambridge Me He: IIL, 266.
22. Ireland, being part of the realm, naturally had to submit to some
Reform measurese But only the English officials adhered
to then.
Outside of them Ireland remained stark Catholic.

Some were approhended and even executed.

(25)

But Grindal and his colleagues

were either not capable or not willing to deal with the situation, and so "the
Papists did mrvelously increase in number and obstinacy."

Sandy urites, "a

more stiff-neokel, wilful or obstinate people did I never know or hear of:
doubtless they aro reconciled

imprisonments,

and

sworn to the pope.”

(24)

The few exeoullaue,

and fines,designed to quench this ardor of the Tasteantet were

far from adequnte to accomplish that purpose.
by these controversial,
ing the atmosphere

religious,

and

In fact the confusion caused

seditious

opinions,

thon, was only increased by the

which were electrify=

spasmodic,

inconsistent

injudicious orders that issued from the disgraced archbishop's desk.
Was tho Anglican
powerful
25.

currents,

Layne,

Helson,

Church losing

in its

Reousancy ond Puritanism?
Shorvwod,

all .esuits, were executed according to Freres

24.
25.

a ronowmed

Campion,

= 82

leader

and ten others

III, 13n of. Suppl. XVIe
Tierney in Dodd:
Frero:
Ope Site 2l4.
"The estate
Life of Parker II, 204.
Strypo:
and

sadly

(25)

struggle against these two

(1578)

Cambridge M. H. maintains only Mayne suffered this fate.
1581

and

neglected.

Tho

queen's

om

In

executed.

were

E
G
of the Church was now low

court was

a harbor

for

epicures

and

The inofficiency of the bishops is evident from the following
atheists."
"Vhite:
court procodure, typical for its complete lnok of judicial form:
Nay, Welle, holde your peace,ye
Bishop:
I beseeche you let me answer.
I beseeche you let me answer a worde or to
Wixson:
shalbe hoard anon.
lixson, you are a busie fellowe, I knowe your wordes, you are
Bishop:

I would be glad to
full of talk, I Imowe from whence you. came.. Hawicins:
Or the
op. clit. pe 57)
(Ushers
Smyth shall answer."
Bishop:
answer.
following:
please your

"Lord Chief
Ge
honour.

Who
Justice:
White as
Je:

1. White:
is this?
black as the Devill.

W. White and
Hot so,
We:

C.J.: Thou art a contemptuous fellow and
my Le, one of God's children.
Wot so, my Lord, I do and will obey lawes and
Wes
will obey no lawes.
therefore refusing but a ceramony of consclence, and not refusing the
penalty
Papists

of the sano,
CoJez:
saye

Why so the
Deane.:
I rest still a true subject.
‘Thou art the wickedest and most contemptuous person

that oame before me since I sate in this commission.

We:

Kot so,my Lord

Gerrand (Attorney General):
my sonsoience doth witnesse with me otherwise.
White you wore released thinking you would be conformable but you are
He would have
C.J.:
worse then you were. Wes Wot so if it please youe
If there were no Law, I hope I would live like a Christian.
We:
no Lawese
I say I would do no urong, if I
We:
CeJee Would you have no Lewes?
Hot so,
We:
Thou art a rebelle
Ce Jer
recoived wrong, so it wearee
Yea, I swear by God thou art a very
CeJ.:
my Lord, a true subjecte

Rebell, for I see thou wouldst draw thy sword, and lift up thy hand and
wouldst rise to rebell against thy Prince if time served. We: Ky Lord,
I thank
God my heart

will not

away."

er

condemme

(Ibid:

standeth right toward

God and my Prince and God

though your Honour hath so judged.

pe 659f.)

hs

C.J.:

Take him

CHAPTER

THE

FIRH

SIXTH

II

HATED

TOELEVENTH PARLIAMENT.
(1583 = 1603)

Strype (1) informs us that from the year 1573 to 1603, 128 clergymen
were put to death for religious matters,

records 187 executions

48 died in prison;

(lay and clergy) for that period.

corrections of religious

altogether he

Most of these judicial

"evils" fall into the period subsequent to 1583.

This is in narked contrast to the first part of the Queen's reign, and can be
explained only,
to some

oxtent

if we remonbor
of Puritans

to their own notions;
out the

statutes

for

first tho

also,

to

and secondly,

remodel

steady growth

a... 3° eee

"prophesyings."

Church

and

according

2

‘We havo

noted

of foreign missionaries.

inoreased

pressure

|

who stisossiied Grindal to the Archbishopric

already

of Puritanism under the

evidenced by their

the Established

of Catholics,

conformity.

in 1583.

under the leadership

efforts

that the Queen had firm leaders to carry

Such a loader was Whitgift,
of Canterbury

strenuous

the

sudden revival

We have likewise

leadership

of Recusancy

observed the

of Carturight and Travers,

upon parliament and popularizing

as

of

Obviously if it was the object of the Anglican Church for

reasons religious and political, to gather most of the nation within its walls,
then the policy adopted before this, of veering neither too much to the Puritan
nor to the
violent

Catholic

in their

view,

must be

demands,to

have

continued.
the

Church

strained,either by persuasion,or by force.

However,
adopt their

they who become
views,

must

too

be re=

Thitgift saw that Grindal had greatly

failed in this and decided not to fall into the same pit. He was convinced
that a wise but above all firm and consistent hand would be necessary to guide
|

the Church towards the goal which Queen and Council had

set for

it.

‘

;

|
1

1.

Annals

II, App. 152:

“Foxe's List of Catholics Imprisoned in Various Places.™

4t once he drew up a program of several articles which demanded

that the Book of Common Prayer be used, and sacraments be administed four
times a year;

also this program required a subscription of the entire

clergy

to the Supremacy, Thirty-lHine Artiolos, and the Book of Common Prayers (Supple
XIV) Finally he demanded new letters-patent for the High Commission to conduct the affairs

and

discipline

of the

sons cormronly called Puritans."

ext

Church,

to deal with

"disordered

year in parliament he saw to it thet an

Act against Jesuits, Sominary priests and all Reousants was passed.
The

Puritans

were

likewise

per=

told

in unmistakable

language

(Suppl. XX)

that

the

Anglican Church had an Episcopal govornment based on the Book of Common

Prayer and had no intontion of introducing any other system.
broke loose;when

confornity was

put into effect against the Puritans, was

loud, menacing; but it had soon spent its force.
his sides besides

he,

clear that he aimod

though

The storm that

Whitgift had the law on

showing frequent moderation,

to remain firm.

made it perfectly

All this was highly disconcerting,

|

but

it was better than languishing in prison or adjusting one's neck upon the
executioner's
example

block,

of Jesuits

as they had off and on occasion to observe from the

and

Reocusantse

Turning our attention to the Catholics we find, that,led by fanatical
Jesuits, they had of late done much plotting against the Queen.

(2)

‘The

object in nearly every instance was to dethrone Elizabeth and put Mary Queen

of Scots upon the throne.

‘The situation due to the frequency of such occur=

Frances became

and in 1587 parliament demanded her execution.

very tense,

Queen Elizabeth seemingly hesitated

for a long time before placing her signa-

ture upon this dangerous

But, nevertheless,

Feb. 68, 1687.
quite

document.

Mary was beheaded

After the defeat of the Spanish Armada 1666 Recusancy was not

as active.

Yet

only a few years

later

it experienced

which was, of course, immediately followed by persecutions.
In fact Recusancy was never again permitted to receive

2.
:

a recrudescence

(Supple XXII)

any considerable

One Parry oame to England with the express intention of assissinating
z

|

momentum during the romainder of the Queen's reign.

‘Their power had been spexty

their leaders wore systematically executed or discredited; their lay adherents
Were not faithful,or lacked the moral courage to remain with the "old religion"
in the face of persecutions
betweon the secular

Finally their om ranks were troubled by quarrels

priests and the Jesuits.

This became

a scandal

of such

magnitude, that the press gleofully made use of it and the government intervened.
To change

conditions

England once more

within

the

Anglican

Church,

at the feet of the Pope,

or to place

the

Church

of

might have been the dream of some

zealots and a few pensants who were blind to the signs of the time, but it was
certainly not by the remotest
party.

It sighed

#ighed in vain.

stretch

for the times

of Henry VII,

Those times wore never

The case of the Puritans
wre

activo, their disciples

Thus, when after
bishops

still

of imagination within the power

But they

to return.

is not as lightly dismissed.

zenlous,

and their methods,

‘Their leaders

at times;stertling.

of sincere struggling: they saw many of the

oll these yoars

entrenched

or even Henry VIII.

of this

the

behind

conservative

practices

of the Anglican

Church, they devised the ingenious plan of writing tracts against the bishops

poignant with humor and piquant with libel.
of complaints

about

to the

the. bishops

Queen

(3)

They moreover

end Privy

Council

sent a flood
purporting

to

show how corrupt these were and how unfairly they were treating the clergy.
(4)

Elizabeth and the Council ms

deplorable

state

of affairs.

impressed,

never having suspected

such a

At this the Puritans were jubilant and saw

visions of abolishing the entire episcopal system.
Great was

their

surprise

then,

when

suddenly,

for no accountable

Ballard ani Babington Executed Feb. 15, 1565.
Elizabeth.
(2 continued)
;
were discovered in 1586.
The first one, "The Epistle", was issued in 1588.
3. The Larprelate tracts.
Their author is not determined to this day.

4.

The following is a sample:

John Penry writes to parliament:

"liy cause

of the Church and so the cause of many thousands of the most
is the cause
trusty, most loving subjects that her Majesty hath, whose hearts, by

the repelling of this my suit must be utterly discouraged end throm."

Usher:

Reconstruction I, 19.

i

Treason,

the Queen turned

against them.

cold to them and the Council

As they lonrned

primarily due to one man:
virtue
the

of provious

Puritans

and

all this mischief to their

and

training he was eminently

aspirations.

He

informed

entire kingdom in a sermon at St. Paul's,
by very reprehensible,

throw Episcopncy and

cause was

Benoraft, an employee of the Archbishops.

contacts

their

later,

issued new orders

ulterior

motives;

institute

the

fitted

Queen,

and

to imow
later

that the Puritans were
that

it was

Presbyterianism,

their

By

desire

the

actuated
to

over=

and that not many hundred,

but only one hundred hed written these many petitions, that in fact some
of these

had been

as

the Puritan cause.

good

as forged.

It ms

Bancraft's

a severe setback,

thoroughly

discredited

from which they did not

effectually recover before the Quecn's death.
But before

work

(Suppl. XX)

this evont had enveloped the realm in mourning
we must

briefly note one more tendency which is altogether new, but nevertheless
important

for future developments.

at Cambridge were
to discard

tho

radical

lenders

Calvinism

Hooker at Oxford,

in this new movement.
and

to arrive

Andrews

and Overall

Its chief tendency was

by an appeal

to pure

Scriptural

doctrine to a "more mature conception of the position of the English Church."
In short,

it was a rebellion against Calvinistic doctrine.

between members
Puritan

leaders,

to perpetuate

form,

of the faculty.
to restore

the

order,

Calvinistic

emong other articles,

Vhitgift

and some

Trouble

of the conservative

issued the Lanveth Articles,

doctrine.

They

the Calvinistic

set

forth

doctrine

in bold

of this the articles were withdrarm.

i

there was further

evidence
of a more

he
.

rigid

for

But thitgift

«=

84=

‘In consequence

Frere holds that these

of the decay of Calvinism in England.

t

L

end

There was a violent reaction to the articles,

showing how strong this new movement had already become.

mark the begiming

which were

of predestination,

this was the chief source of contention at the University.
misjudged the situation.

arose

sane

articles

Besides this

conception
of the English

Church:

eee Tee

Ve Se a Ot a

OSS

Pe

During the last three years
more beautified,
literature

higher then,

sold.

orgens

of the Queen's reign some

installed,

In fact

the

level

daily services introduced,
of spiritual

than it had beon at any time

life

of the

much devotional
masses was

since the accession of her Majesty.

Thus the policy of Elizabeth and Whitgift,
last bearing fruit.

Churches were once

firm but considerate was at

It was a great misfortune

for the Church that this

wise policy of Elizabeth terminated with the life of the beloved Queen on
March 24, 1605.
multiplied,

"vhen her strong hand was gone, its troubles speedily

and in spite

of its growing

spiritual recovery,

position became more than ever the subject

professing godlinesse"

5.

Frerer

ope

cite

(5)

285.

its ecclesiastical

of hatred and attack from men

**e*

CONCLUSION
* ««&

The Church of England is like a plant which sends out both roots, to
find nourishment deep in the
purposes.

Its

characteristics

roots

are

deep

and have

oppose the papacy,

soil, and ‘rumers
in the

absorbed

upon the

soil of English

such tendencies

foster nationalism,

centralize

Tuners were sent out in the Fifteenth and

surface for similar

thought

and national

as would intrinsically
the government,

Sixteenth

etc.

Its

Century
to new systems

of thought in religion and otherwise, such as Lollardy, Humanism, Lutheraniam,
end Calvinism.

We have traced the growth of this plant under Henry VIII

Edward VI.

and

We havo noted liary's abortive attempt to graft "the old religion"

upon the new tender

plant.

We have

finally

observed

Elizabeth,

nursing

it

with wisdom and foresight, so that the Anglican Church received strength to
subsist and obtained those

characteristics which distinguish

other Churches of Christendom.
When Elizabeth
while Protestantism,

:

came to the throne

though present,

She decided that for the

3

there was a strong Catholic Party

was neither defined nor very strong.

safoty of nation and throne the English Church must

be established upon broad prinoiples,

upon principles

be accepted by all without "ruining of consciences."
the nation
to be members of
chameleon:

it from all

and dogmas which could

Consequently she asked

a Church which turned out to be a veritable

Viewed by the Catholics,

the Church was

still quite

Catholic;

viewed by a Calvinist, the Church had definite Calvinistio traces; viewed by
a Lutheran,

he could likewise

reached her objective:
in a poem.

see marks of Lutheraniem.

In this wey Elizabeth

"Zo teach peace, still peace to crow," as she wrote

She succeeded

so that in ‘the year 1605 the greater part of the

nation was living peaceful, . religious lives based upon the Bible, Thirty-

Wine Articles,

and Prayer Booke

In the meantime theologians of Rome, Wittenberg, Zuerich and
Geneva viewed

the

Reformation

and

resultant

Church

of Elizabeth

with

disgust.

That Church, in their opinion, was "neither hot, nor cold, and the Lord

would surely spew her oute" Tad they know that the characteristics which
‘the Church had received
be permanent,

in the hands

of Elisabeth would to a lerge extent

they would have had renson to be still more disgusted.

however, who arc privileged to see the development
perspective

can readily

wholly Catholic,
threo.

Place recognized those

Church in

understand why that Church to this day is neither

Reformod,

‘hat we marvel

of the Anglican

We,

or Lutheran but has retained features of all

ot, however,

is the fact that Elizabeth

deepsented tendenoies

in the first

in the nation and then secondly

utilised then in such a way that in spite of troublesaze times, violent
roligious

controversy and radical

to establish
of subsequent

a Church which
times.

The

has

fact

proposals from everyvhere,
stood

that

the

test

of her

om

later

this

Church

had to be reconstructed

in its outward government detracts neither
work nor has

this

reconstruction

she was able

changed

reign and

that

from the value of the Queen's

the

features

of the

same

to any

extent.
The /nglican Church of today, neither wholly Roman, Lutheran,
nor Reformed

is therefore

the product

eke
End

-87 =

of the age and efforts

of Elizabeth.

SUPPLEMENTS

———EE——EE———

The Supremoy

ist, Aa De 1534.

"Sloskt the king's rjesty

justly and rightfully is ani ought to bo

‘tho supreme hiend of the Ghureh of Tuglond, and co in resoguised
by. the
Glergy of thie recln in their Gonvocations, yet nevorthelacs for corroboration end confirrtion therser,

and

for insroase of ‘virtus in Christ's

.

religion vithin this roiln of Garlands and to rogreszs snd oxtirp all orrors,
herorien, and other enormltdes and abuses herebofora urei in the sers3
be 1¢ onceted by orthority of thie present Parlioxent, thet the king our
Fovireien lord, tiles heire and sussevrors, kioze of tide reoln, cnxll ba
taken, neceyted, and rogrted the only cuprema head an earth of the Oaursh

Eoelering and shall have and enjoy, annexed
of Sagland, otllol ineliosna
and united to the imperinl crom of tinlo realm, a6 vell the title and

Parla thereof, a7 211 honourn, dignities, ore-eminonses, juriedistiona,
privllevor, sutiorLijer, lorunities, profits, and co:rmodltiss to ths said

Gienity ef eugrome head of the rams Ghureh belonging and appertsinings

realm,

eholl

Fropreors
Grrore,

have

full

poser

ond

helrn and succescors,

nic

OM Ghat owt culd cov:relym lord,

suthority from time

rocrass,

reform,

order,

orecies,

aluset,

o:rences,

correct,

roctrain,

contexste,

and

kings of this

to ties

to vacit,

and oxend <1] cach
enorzities,

=hatecever

they bey riddoh b> amy warmer cpirituol authority or jurisdiction ougkt or
ray levfully bo reformed, represcod, ordered, rodreseed, corrected,

reitreinsd,

or amended,

mort te tha pleasurs of ilmichty God, the incrozes

of virtue in Girict's religion, and for the consorvition of she pence,
ualty, and tranculllity of thie recles any usage, cuctom, foreisn lez,
forelen auwihorliz,srecorlotion, or any other thing or things to ‘the
contrary hereo? not=ithctionding."

Geo ond Hardy, Docusente Tlluctrative
of inglich

She Giz 4rtioles ist,

1535,

Gaurch

Fistory,

pe

22tf.

Juna.

after stealing ths questions to te taken up by the Articles tue

decunsnt continnes:

"The king's =ost royal mijenty,

ost

ms

prudently pondering ond conelder-

ing, that by osencion of varicble and cundry opinions ani juiguonts of the
esld Avidoles,

srext diccord and variance line arleen, ac coll emonjet the

Glersy of this hin revlm, ac amonget a grext mumber of vuleer people, kis

loving rubiecte of the cum, and being in o full hope and trust

thet
a full

and perfect resolution of the acid ardioles chould :xke a. perfect concord

end unity gonereliy omonret nll ie

mort excellent eoodnerr,

loving and obediont

eubjeotr,; of iis

not only commnded that the snld irticles should

deliberstely and. cavierdly, by hie euld srohbichops, iicshopr, snd other
Iearnsd ron of ide clergy, be debited, argued, ani rensonrd, and their
opinions therein to te undereteod, deelar-d, oni knom, but aleo sort

graeioucly vonohes.feds in hie om prinsely yorson, to descend ani com

mbtors, sad quertions, for 2 unity to bs hed in tho sesy choreugon, efter

@ grost and len, golibercte, and edvlsod dicgxtetion and coneultatiun, had
and made constrning the culd articlos, a5 :rall by the consent of the klug'c

highnoze, as by the o2rent of the lords spiritual and texporal, and other
leernad nen of hic olercy in thelr Gonvosxtion,

stroagth ond efMosey of Guries's righty cord (1¢ bein apokon by tis priecs),

ds prorant resliy, wuler tho form of bread and vino, tho mtural body and

lool

of om

Savlour

Jocuc

Gurlei,

soncslvad

of ths

Virgin

iaryg

ané that

aftsr the conccarntion ‘thera rominessh no cubrtanss of bread or uine, nor
Smy other eubeicnes, bws the cubeiance of Gurlet, fod and ran.
"Sosomily, thet cowcwlon in both kimnde is not’ ncsessary fa coditars

by the lev of God, to nll porcouc:

doubbad OF, Wit that in the flesh,

and that 1% is to ba believed, snd not
under tao: form of breast,

1s tha vory

blsods end hth the bloo!, unter ths form of cine, ic the vary flsehy x2

TOLL nysrt, 7c touch they ware heth torethor.
“Tirdly, thet prlerie efter the ordor of prlorthood rsseived,
my Ret srry, be the les of Cod.
"Tomthigys

Gel nivicoily,

aie from other
nleht cnler.e
“ELTthly,

tivt

out

voce

of chastity

or ridowheod,

by ean

or wormn

ac afore,
mde

to

to be cheesved ie the lev of fod: and that 1¢ exezpia

litertics of Gurietinn people, which sLthout thet they

thot Lt ie mev

and moceceary

thst private mnces

be coutinued

and atedSted in tle tha Ging": Suglich Ghureh ani consregzidion, as shersty.
geod Giriciicn peovle, ordering thoneelves socordingly, do receive both
eae & goodly convelistionn civil banefite: and 1t ic egrecsble xlzo to
u

Se

L27.

Gee end Yardy: po. Sc4ff.

He &. Ronicon,

"Tie Trus Boligion,”

curarizes the encronch=zent

Grthoile Gumch cnd other problems of the tice 29 follove:

of the

Recent intruecion of aera Se
aietiaeeteeh eens ee benefices, such
© beins frsquemtly
(to put
z
| Boner
.*
"3. To sonatast ond Teseeinae mecarrity for appeale to Rozs for xatters
thet conld have besn, and oucnt to hava been, settled 2% hone.

"8. Gide by side vLth this, 29 Professor iLhitland hes cho:m, tho es=
teblichwent, 2% the wL11 of tho pleintiff, of a yarticuler of ‘origins!
courts of firct incianes «nychore in England uider Papal comilecion, ousting
the losel courts Ghrictian,

and slth,

ageln, an sppenl to Rome.

"4, The privileges and irsmnitien of the Religious Orders

=

-

(notably of

=

ce

oneness)

"“Qinthly,
that amiouloar confession Le oxpedlont and neosesary to ba
reteined svi coutinued, used and frenuonted in the Ciureh of Cod.”

i.

ao

and by the concent of ths

Corona in thic srocent Parlisnent ascombled, 1¢ wan snd io finclly reSolved, aecoricd, and serosl in rumor and form Zollozizg, thet is to says
“¥irct, thet in the ost blecsed Saernment of the alter, by tho

Se

i

into his sind Tach Sourt of ivriicrvent ani aonnell, and there, like a

Brinse of rot hiph prudenes and no Lacr ioarning, ofeuct ani deolared
muy thine ef hich learnine ani prov Imowledge, touchiug the cald artlolon,

|

‘

the Temiicant and Prosohing Friars), vho vero excepted

fro
of the Tichops, and rub direotly under the Popes
_. ase four great cbures stand
lvec. Thay sere obviour and
muifest, and thoy procrod hocvily onby thotherse
1ifo of the Ghurch hero in Zaginnd,
Eué clengside of there
: Lhere vores
other things that imroused
mon. Sush rere —

‘there :lves on tho wind
of thouzl
s

"(s) The ignorance of tho "oly Scriptures. This vas a reel evil, though

it my bs questioned vhether

it vas. not ozaggerated.

Tt is hardly posrible,;

for inctence, to cons
of poople
oimore
grossl
ve
"
of the Sible than
. y
the Snplish people of today. Still, an for as it vont, it was a real evil.

_

___"(b) Tho alleged groving dociro that vorship snould be "in the vulgar

‘tonguo,"

instead

of, ac ieretofore in the “est,

in Letin only.

"(o) “int tac Imovn as "tho supsrstitious uce'

genulnenses

of thie erlovance is considerably

of iseges and

Sc. The

discounted by the fact of the:

Pilleging of shrince, snd tha transferring of their gifts and treasures into
the pookste of tho king and hie favourites. “uen se have accounted for the

gresi of ‘nin, there ray resmin cumthing,
miture of a prisvaneo on this score.

_

though probably not mich,

of the

"(d) Bio ‘nyplicztion of the porer of tho keys in ite coarsest form," as

Frofeceor ozley onlls it, in tho gprovalling practice as regorde incul;snces,
Gulrinsting in tha crons cosndal of ths sale of indul-vences largely carrisd

cn by the Dowlmioan Friars.

"(e) Tse wmduo proportion of Clergy and Religious to the populacien, and.

the consontration of wealth in tho
‘
f
emi
have more So cay on tis hend vhon va core to think of che ninetoencon
th
tury. lenmhile, it my bs eald to be & renal and doap-sented svil, tough;
Ggeing 1é mint be diccoussod by the greed of gain on tho garé of ‘chose <i0

wichsd to divide the spoil."

Denison: True Religion, p. 287f.

:

SUPPL aEE XY
Trying to ctop religious disceat and controversy, Somerset published

in 147 "An Wilot Agsinst Religious Innovations." lio imovations are to be
POrnatted. Tnglond must acoept the religion unich government sanctioned:

_ _ ime King's figimers by the advice of ile rost entirely beloved uncle,

‘she Duke of Somsreet, governar of hie moet royal person, and protector of

all hie réclen, dommions and subjects, and others of his Counsilj coneidcring nothing go much to tend te the disnuisting of hic realm, an divar-

See

ee

Toren

Lass, EEG VaRA SEY OF FAnes

wilch can Se

icnty

aireer

God

Sereecetieds, Solee aie rele
all

) waye:

Eanes

cen Caml » and the cure committed to cis Highness,

in one and ort true doctrine,

:

Bi

erefore studying

rite and usage.

;

F

"Yet it 10 advorsieed, that certain private curates, preachers ani other

laymen, contrary to their bounden duties of obedience,

do rashly

attempt,

of their own and cinguler ult and mind, in some parish churches, and cther-

wine, not only to persuade the people from the old and a*customed rites and.
|

:
3
a

Gerenonles,

but also ‘themself tringsth in nev and stranfe

ordars,

every ons

in their church, uccording to their phastasies; the vhich, as it is an
6vident token of pride and errogancy,
= §l=

co 1t tendeth beth to confusion ani

»

@serder, und also to the high dliepleasure

ve Mere
;
Lora

eg Tar ant

obedisnae.

ef Almighty

*

Ef

leweth

Seti eet 2

5
octy straitly chargeth and cormandsth, of vhet ectate, order, or degree forever he be, of his

;
ee mide

ee fantacy, do orlt, leavo down, change

, eliar, or innovate
order;
‘te, or coramony, oozmonly used and froquemted
in the Ghuro: of inland,
"
and not corrande
to d
be left doon st eny time in the reign ef our liste:
advice srizse
niay
rorcen
id, te tana,
cS LEJje ety!

4 citer

kitee iestatuteas,
Glamidons, hxih slreuly, or hereafter shallEp cainar
comand to be omitted,
ed, or changeds but that thoy be

thay Were accustomed,

ante
sproor

left,

observed after that sort es befors

or eles now olth presorihed by the authority of his

thjecty and"by tho meauc aforescids upon pain, that whosoever shall offend

sontrery to thie prosiczation, shell incur his Fighnecs" intien-tion, and
a
izpriconzent end othor gricvous punishments at his thjesty's rill
r

Ge

“And to the intent, that rach smd seditious preachers chould not abuce

.

bis fhgimers" psople, it io hic V>josty'a pleasure, that whosoever shall take

upon him to preach opanly in any porich church, chopel,
Blase,

other

than thons

nesn' visitors,

thich

be licenced

by the

the Arclibichop of Canterbury,

ting's

or any other open

lajesty

or his

High-

or the bichop of the dlocere

vhsre he doth prasak (excest 1t be the bishop, person, vicar, dean, or provonct,.
in hie or their ovn curs), choll be fortirsith, upon cush attarpt and preaching
contrary to tule sroslarntion, committed to prison, and there remain, until
such tire as his 'njecty by the ndviee aforesnid, heth taken order for the
further punishwont of the esr.
"and thei

the

premices

rhould

be mare

spasdily

and diligently

dono

and

Perforred, his ‘Hghnes: givoth ctrsitly in comandmant to all justices of
pezea, rayors, chorifirs constables, head-boroughs (petty constables), churchwardens and cll other hit Injesty's officere and ninieters, and rulers of
terns, perieh
and heowle
ts, thst they be diligent and eatteniant to the true
es

and faithful execution of thin proolamtion, and every part thereof,

escording: to ‘tha intent,
their prosoodinres hersin

port; and. offect of the name; ani. that they of
(or if any offender ‘be, after they have cormitted

the sam to pricon) do certify his fighnose the Lord Protester, or his

thjocty"s Council, ith oll spesd thereof eccordingly, 20 they tender his
thjesty's plescure, tho vealth of the realm, and vill answer tho contrary
at their uiterzort

porllc."

\

Oolby: Selections from the Sources of =nglish
Strype's

fenoriales

Orford,
wai

1508, Yol. Ii, Furt Il, p. 464.

28;

Hictory cuotes:

The Second Strardine Jot of
.

Uniformity,

A.D.

1552.

"A. grect mumber of people in divers parte of thie realm, folloming

their o=n concuality, and living either without knorledge or due fear of God,

eH

wilfully and dermbly bafora Almighty Cod abctwin and refuse to corse to

perdeh churohes end othor placer where cormon preyor, administration
scersmente, ond preaching

other days ordained

of the cord of Cod, iz used upon the Sundays,

to be holy days.

"For reformtion hereof,

bo 1 enacted by the kin: our sovereign lord,

0

a
"4

5

EB a
i
ii
ff i F

th tho ascent of the Lords and Gormons in thie presont Porliament accermbled,
authorit
of tho
y samo, that from and after tho foust of 411 S.ints
» S11 and every person and porcons inhobiting within this roal=,
tle

Elnge's

majocty's

dorinions,

shall

dli‘contly

and falth-

He No l=viul or reseonable oxeura to ba abesht) endenvor ther~
resort: to their

porich

chureh

or cliapel assustomsd,

or upon rea-

somble let thercof, to rome unuil place there common prayer and such ser=
vise of fied ehell be used in sush tim: of let, upon every Sundsy, and other

eye ordained enii ured to kept ac holy days, and then and there to ablde

:

orderly ani coberly during the tim: of the corn prayer, preschings, or
Other cervion of God thors to be ured and minieters¢, upon psin of punish<
ment by the cenrures of the Ghurch. « . «

“and beasnce there hac arisen in the uss and exercise of tho eforsenid

Soman fervice in the church, heretofore cot forth, divore doubts for the
Zathdon and semisr of tis ninieirwiion of onca, rather by the curlosliy of
the minicter, ond mirtaker,s than of sam other vorthgy cauces
“Therefore, se well for the wore plein ond manifest explanrtion hircol,

a¢ for tha vers perfoetion of the esid order of covzon ecervios, in some

3

Placen “hare 2% de acosrcery to rmke vho eaco prayers oni fesklon of cerviee

tore enenren smi (2%. to chi Owactian psople to the true honouring of

Abdrchiy Cod, the i4uc'sc mort excellent mijecty, wlth the accent of the
Lorde and Gomonr dn this prerent Porliorent aecsnbled, and by ‘ths aathority
of the cures ize enused tha aforesvld order of
service, ensliled,

Tie Nook of Coron Frayer, to bo faithfully and godly perueod,

oxplainei,

and mide fully porfeots ond by the aforcossid authority hee annexed and
Joined it, co oxolainsd and perfected, to thio prosent ctatute: adding also

8 fern snd ssmuer of micing ond conscorating arohblehopgs, bichopc,

ariectc,

and dtneont, to bo of like forsee, authority, and value as the came like
forecaid book, Tho Look of Somiou Prayer, use before, ami to bo accepted,

recolvel, uted, enuf eetsened in Like sort ani mamoer, cud vith tha ence olauces
of provisions

ond

exasivtlone,

to all

intonts,

constructions,

am purgzores,

af ty tho dot of Forlicment mido in tho second year of the king's sajesty's

relg¢n wns ordoinesi ond lirdted, oxprecced ond apeoimted for the unlfernity
of service ond sduinuletestion of the sacrcrenta throughout tie recla, upon
Sueh ssveral

paine

as in tho

solid ast

of Farliarent is

oxprescede

«

« «

"ind for the nore Inovlsice to be given hereof, end better observation
of thie ler, ba 1t cnastad ty the authority cforecnid, thzt all and. gineuiar.
Guentes shell upon one Simuiny every quacter of the year during one whole
year naxt follocing the Zorersid feast of 311 Selnts next comug, ron thls
prosent 40% in the church zt tho tire of the most ersecbly, sud likevlse
once in avery yaar Zollovivgs; ob ‘the care tino declaring uzto the psople,
—
by the authority of the Soriyture, how the reroy snd goodnese of Cod hae in

ell ager ‘bson shoved to Nic people in their moaoseltles and extrexLtiles,

by spans of hearty and feithful oroyerr mds to Almighty God, espesizlly

vhere poople bo evthored tomether with one feith and mind, te offor up
thelr hearts by prayer, ac tho bast ceorliices ‘tht Cnrictian =on oan yield."
Gee

and Hardy:

pe. S6Cff,

.

Guerin are Vr

_,, ue following de tho greacnble of the Jot paresd in 1555 (Jcn.) com

pleting the rertitution of the Shurch to Gxtholicien. It ic embiblods

an jst reponling 211 Srtloler nnd Froviclons mule agzinct the Seo

“portolie of ors,

sinse the tcortieth year of King Heury VIII, and for

tho entablichent of oll Sairitusl ani Moolesiastieal Poscecsons and
MeredLiaxente sonysyod to tho ielty."

“Morancs tinea tho tventieth yeor of king Ranry VIII.» of fasous

rerery, father ute your majesty,

our mort autural sovereign, and sraclous

l2ey sud quoony rush falco and erromour dodtrine hath bean taught, presohad,

Gnd weltions

scrtly iy divers the nrtural born enubjects of thie reai=,

and

portly, being brouchS in hither from sundry other foreign cowrries, hath,
beam comm ond spresd abroad within tha

camer

br ronson Tuereof,

ac Tell tie

epirltuslty ac the texporslty of your highmesc' realms ond dominions hove

evarved from the obedience of the cee nportolic, ani declined from the unlty
of Chrict's ehuveh, and co heve continued, until cuch tins as your majesty

belur firct reised up by Sof, ani set'in the cent royal over uz, and then

ty his Givins «ni grvolour grovidenco knit in mrringe with the most noble

And virtuous prince, the kines our sovereign lord, your husband, the pope's
holinare and tke ses sportelio sont hither unte your rajesties (a= unto
yercons imiefiled, and by God's goodness yrezerved from the comzon infection

sforeroid), and unto the whole reqlm, the most reverand fatior in God, the
lord. cnrdinal Pole,

legzte de latere,

to oll

home ogain into the right

Tay, from chenes ve heave 211 thie long rnilo wandered and strayed abrond
oni ve, .fter cuniry long and grievous plagues and calarliles, cetLing by
the gootiness of fol ow

own errors,

have knovledged the

sans unto the enid

mont reverom! fathor, and by him heve been, and are, the rather at the
eomvexjletion of ;cur mjectice, recelved and extreced into tho unity and
boron of Shrirt's: church, and, uzon our humble subeicrion and promice, made
for 2 deelarction of ou repentance, to repeal and abrogate such acto and
ates es had been ado in parliomnt, since = = trentieth year of
e enid kine Horry VITI., aginst the cupremacy |
sea opoetolic, ac
in our submission exhibited
to she esid most reverend
father in God, by

your rijoriier, apzeareth."
Dodds Ghuurch Mistory of Sngland,
Appendix

25,

Vol.

Ii, 5.

125.

—

archblehops of Canterbury and York during the reign of Elisabeth
scsording to their

nocsenslon

Canterbury

Tork
Asoacaion

Regimd
Pole
iktthes

Porker
:

1556

1575

doin

1528

Lie llt

:

a

Hicholac

155°

Edrund Orinda

Ve

cies

Hos:

1561
1576

ee
Edvund

1577

Sérin Sundys

1559
1585

Young
Grindal

:
dohn Pliers
Patthez Hutton

SUPPLE oe VIE
Tno Devies for (ben

Seas}

of Religion

"I. Then shall the alteration be firct attempted?

"at the next porliowents

~

so that the dangers be foreceen,

a:

ae

and renedles

therefore provided: for the sooner that religion 1a rsctored, Cod isthe

-

more glorldied, and, 25 vo trust, will be more =arciful unto us, snd better
eave and defend her highness from cll, dangers.
"II. “hat dancers may ensue ugon the alteration?
Be
"The bishop of Rom,

all that he ray, wlll be incansed. Es will com

Tanioate the queen's highness, intordict tie realm, and give it to prey to
a Prinser, thas vill enter pon ity and incite them thereto by all rauer.
means.

"The Frenoh ing vill be encouraged more to the vary ani mke his poople

more recdy to fight against us, not only as onexies, cut ae Laretics. He

rill be in groxt hope of ald frou hones, of them timt are discontented cith

this alterevion, looking for tumult and discord. He rill also stay concluding

;

’

‘pease uson hone of coze altoration.
:
s
"Seotland sll havo come cause of boldness; ani by that cay the French
King vill secm coozost to attempt to invade us.
zh
;
“Iroland aleo will be very difficultly staid in their obedience,

by

reason of the clergy that is #0 addicted to Ros.
ese
“Thay psszle of our om till be very wich discontented; especially these
rhry's time, and vere chosen
Sorte: 1. All such as governed in the lete quasn

|

bi

thereto for no other cause, or cere then most esteexed, for beiug hot and
earnest in the othsr religion, and nov rezain unplased and uncalled to credit, will think tnomelves disoradzted;

study oll they onn to minvain their

=

‘alteration,

ees

and all their doings daf:oeiy and

tine
alles
former doings, ani despi

- 95-

ae

"8. Bishops and all tha clergy till soe their
om ruin. In confession

‘ee

i

that wlll a:ternpgt

ss

E

3. Ton Witich ba of tho papist sect, vileh late varo, in manner, all
Judges or tne le, tha justices of the pesce ahosen out by the
quesnh in all ths shires, such as were belasved so be of that cect, — and
the more earnest thorean, the mors 2n ootammtion. These are like to join

and conspire with the bishops and clergy.
"4. Sore, when the subsidy
shall be granted, and money levied (as it.
eppeareth thet nococesrily it mist be done), will be therezlth offended, and
like enough to conspire and arise,

if they have any head to stir them to it;

@r hope of gain and spoil.

"S. Ibny such os would gladly have tho alteration from the church of

Rome, then thoy chall

goa,

poradventure,

that

old coremonier

shall be

left still, or tht their doctrine, cixieh they ombraco, is not allozed ani
Gomennied only, but all other abolished and dieproved, chell be discontented,

|

and oal) the alteration "2. clerked papictry,” or “a ringle congle."
"ITT. ‘Mint romedy for thece radters?
"First, for Franses, to prectice a
neos, or, if it be offered,

an ie

rot to

ha(sierc among then, to‘ holp to

af aontrovercy of roliciion

"Rone is lece te he doubted, from phom nothing ic to be ferred,

wn Saactland
ponco.
force
Fran
oz meee
a ett, Sele

but

to
But there uxz; be practiced,

hel; forverd their diviclons, and especially ‘to augesnt ‘iis hope of the,

Tho insline then to good religion.

Yor certainty,

to fortify Ssr-iek,

ani to

emley deni-lences snfi horceren for tho esfety of th: ‘frontlerss ond som

expence of ~oney in Treland.
"The fifth Glvided into flve parte: = The fire is of them which rere of
queen Tary's counell, oloctsd and advanced then ‘to authority, anly or citlef-

tho sare. Every aug=
inst
ly for beine of the pope'n religion, and oarne
rantetion,

or consorvation of cuch zon, in authority

io an
or reputeiion,

ensouragerent of thore of thoir sect; and givoth hoze to ‘them thet 1t shell

revive ond continue,

S.eing their pillors

(rill te) a confirmtion to them that sre vevering

Popists, end a dlcoouragerent of such, that ere but half inclined ‘to that

elterstion.
These

met

Dun in dublo est animuc,

be coarched

by nll lav,

paulo momento hua illuoc irpellitur..

an fer ns

justice

my

extends ani the

queen's mnjosty's alerency to be extended not, before they do fully acknor,

"They muct be based of suthority, dincredited in their countries, so
their om
long 25 thoy seen to repugn to the true religion, or to mintain
Procestings. And of they chould esem to alloz, or to bear with, the nev
alteration, yot (they ars) not likely to be in credit, quia neophyti. ind,
he oan,
no ren but he loveth that tice therain he did flouriehs: end chen

ani sc he o2n, thoze ancient

he Till mintein and defend,

lero

i

|

i

|
GLO,
with vhom and in whom he wc in a
ran naturally loveth that, chioh is hie o=n work end creature.
old
"And contrery, as those men =ust be based; so met her highrere's
last
in ‘the
and cure cervants, tho have tarried with her, and not shrun
k

etorms, be advanced cith authority and credit; that the vorld my cee thzt

her bigimens ie not unkind nor umelndful. Andy throughout all Zugland,

such,

perrons ee sre imovn to be cure in religions every one, according to his:
whom,
ability to serve in the comonzeslth, to be set in place
: if in the
ezine of religion, God's caurce, thay shell be slack, yet their ocn safety

Ee

a ee

ledge thameelvec to have follon in the lapse of the loz.

i

-

althouch. it have a contrery blact.

to etand still. untouched

i

.

conepiro wlth whomever

de Goll m onerifice in lettang the altorivion, thvusi 25 be vith mmder
af christian HOM, OF trencon.
;

.

|

it. Diey Till

i

Fre menshings and all othor rzys they can, they will persuade the

end state sill onucc io be vicilant, oavotul, und osrnect, for tie contorwettoa ae acer om eadnt
a tenance of tills altcration. auc, in sll Bea

tabs : her

‘hd, Rare
altglon.

the

ae

lve G cxqugwm lay
lary

‘to matfntain

Gid,

i ox=

ce
cesond of those livs in the bishops and olergy, bell
in manuer,
ell mie mani choron, cugh os vere ‘thougnt tho ctoutort and rigitdast chaz

pions of the pope's chureh, ~ho, in tha lste tines, (by) taking: for tho
Gorn, impsoverichine it, extorting from private men, and cll other meanc

porrlales

per fac ot nefes,

hava though’ to cnrich and advanes thoemcelvec.e

thsce her imfarty, being inlined to co much olonsney, yet mist cosk, as well.
ty gorlierent, az by the jurt lero of Unglsnd, iu the bracumirs, ani obner
fueh perl

err,

to tring spin

inte

order;

enti, being Jounc in default,

not

to yarton, till they confers thelr fault, put chomcelves choliy to her id¢hek ms
ee ano Ope
ae conform themselver to the naz
:

» 4

rh

thie

means

+!

ed,

may bo comecnct relieved.
the ‘bid

is ta bo amonded,

her

sajesty's

;
sven

Of Queen iary taught, thet mone auch,
of peree in the chiver, bart rather

ee

oF sll

the

ract

nessasli;
above,

avery chires
tlie,

mertly do favous

and

atgtolno

her hichnecss

ae

such

@ chort lac made end
licutenants mids in

ona or tro xen imown to be cure at the queen's

wucters

by

29 motr as may be, be in corecion
rsaner in cubsianss, snd youncer in.

yearesy £0 that thay have dicerekion to be pit in plasse
executed ommingt aceepblies of people =Lthou euthorltys
man

of

a

spnoimted,

vize,

young

devotion:

in the

gontlemon thle:

oar=

no offLee of jurisdiction or axthorlty to be

dn any diccoutonted san's hend, 25 for ac jurtice or lez my

extend.

"The fourth ir not to he remsdied otherzice than by gentle and dulce

handling iy tic comierionorc,

nnd by the readiness and good clll of the

Leutennute nui enpiaine to regrons thers if ony ehould begin a tucult,

E

EMTSM,; OF provide aly accosbly or storsness to tho contrary.«
"Tie fifth, for the dleconmtentstion of such ne could ba content: to have
religion altered, but vould hava 1% go too far, the strait la=s ujon the
provulgstion of ths book, oni covere exsovsion of the came at the Siret, sill
80 ropreze them, that 15 is great hops 16 shall touch but a fez. and better
Lt -ere thet they did cuffar, than her higuness or the corronrenlth
should

cho
or bs
in fonger. Ani to this they must well take heed that draz
ke,
onivereltios

muct

not

be

nogleotedy

the late vicltetion,

in queen Ihry's tize,

Sten ond “‘inshestors

thet as well the cnorease hereafter,

did,

met

beokx.

q TT;

“And herein the

and the hurt, :

be amended.

li

such colleges hers children be inntructeds to coms to the university,
ac at this

tim, bo providad for.

-

i

FIV. “hits .euall bo tle miner of the doing
of it?
"Tuls consultation is to be referrod to such learned.
eo be
chev thelr minds herein, and to briug = plat, or book hereof =
ler hichneres whieh, boing approved of ber eajos:;,; my be oo put
parliament housoj — to tha Tileh, for tho tim, it is thoucgst shat
am

ir.

Pik

==

Plliington.

Dr.

FLll,

le.

Ferkor,;

Dr.

Ley,

Dre

Cox,

to
to

ee ore

Ire seitebenis ba

And Sir Thoras Salth to e211 shea togetler,

a

_

BLD,St
tham and, efter the consultation with these, to Grey in other ami. =m ‘tc of learning
anl gravity,

and apt men for tlt

purpose and credit, to have thelr oscente.

"ae for that ic nesenosry to be done before, it ia th-ugic most nocersary

that a ctrelt proliibztzon bo made of all iinovacion, uncil such tizo an the
beok coze forth, as vell. that thors should be no ofsen chan
in ges
religion,
Shich vould take azoy atiority in the cosron peo;le's estimtion, as alco
to exeraice the queen's majsety's eubjoate to obedionce.
—

*Y7. To the fitch, “hot may be done of har highnoso, for her ovn con-

®eionse, openly, before the chole alteration: or, if we alteracion mist
tarry loncer, viet order bo fit to be in tho whole Tealm, a0 an interin?

ee

"FN ee ee

o,

~~

"Yo alter no further than her rajemty imth, except it be to receive the

Sommnion
ac ier highness plesesth, on high Foastes and that, where ‘there be:
more chaplains at mse,
thet they do clrays

ate in both kinds. Ani,
for her highness'n oconocionso till then, 4f Gommunic
there
be
soze other davout sort
ef preyors, or merory, ceidy and the seldomer
mize.

#

ei

oe

kee

"VI. To the sixth, “imt nobleman be moct fit to be mde privy to these
Proceedings, before 1t be oponad to the whole council?
"The lord mrquess vorthampton, the earl of Bedford, the earl of rex
broke, and tho lord John Grey.
;
"VII. To the ceventh, “ist ello™nes those learn:d rei ehall. hsve, for
‘the tize they are ebout to revie: the book of Oor=on Fray
ander
order of
Ceremonies, and corvice in tho church, and vhera they sh2ll moot?
:
"Reine so many bercond, whieh ract attend still upon 1t, tro mess of
met in thongitt yet indifferent, to cuffice for ‘them ond their gervants,

"The place is thourh: =ont =nst

(to be) in some set place;

sir Thomas Srlth's lodgings in Canon Rov. At ono of thass Pplseos,
vicion be laid in of wocd, ani coals, and drint:,"

Dodds

aDpp

‘88, Vol.

or rather at

TI,

must pro-

Bs

.

as0rt«

SUPEL
SI Ta

4 S5ceeh of iLcolao Fanth, archbiehop of York, in the House of
lerés, agninst tho Goiri-tual Suprenasy. in the Grocn. 1559.
9

Toric,

wath all hurble

‘

cubricslon of 17 shole GLlesoureo to your =lede=xt,

I

i

of tiis

;
i

purgece to speak to tho body of ticle sot, touching the suprerscy, ‘thet so,

vhet thie honourchle arcembly ic no= a-doing, concerning the paceing
act, ray thereby bo botter salghed, ani considered by your wiedone.

"Firet, then, by the virtue of thin act of the supremoy, te must for=

sakes, snd fly from the sec of Roms,

1t would be

sonnidered,

therein, and chet matter of danger, or inconveniences

chet extter licth

or else wisther there

te nono st sll?

"Scoondly,

if th: intent

of this act be, to gr-nt,

or settle upon the

queen's rjecty 2 supremoy, 1t vould be coneiderad of your wiadoms, zhst

tide suprexsoy is, ond t:chether it doth consict in epiritucl government, or
terporal? IZ in terporol, thot further authority cnn thie house give hers —
rere than chat ehs alrondy beth, by rigtt of inheritance? — and not by our

gift, but by the appointment of Gedy being our covoreiga
lerd and lady, our

king end :ueen,; our omprees and omperor. And if, further then this, <s
_
asknowledre her to be hend of the church of England, co ought aleo to gant,

that the experor, or any othcor prince, being ontholic, and their subjects
protetants, are to be hesin of their clurohi whereby =e shall
do an est
as diesgrosable to protectents, an thie seem: ‘to catholics. If you say, the
supremoy

coneiete in cpiritusl concorn=exts,

‘then 14 rould be considered

what the spirltial government in, and in what pointe it doth chiefly son

eiets chich boing firet egrei upon, Lt rould be further sonsidered of your

her highness be an apt peswon! ‘to raceive ‘the same. So, ty ‘thorough examination

;

ee

parto, your horouro hell proceed in tis mtter groundedly,. upon
knomlodge,

or not to b+ cecolvad by ignornnss."

aiE

Tizt is hic introdustion
and outline. This he foll
vith
o7n
a very

oe
eee Sen
Fopos,
chor
his method.
(uote the folloving section

eee

anes Gounolls, Church Fathers,
h ic typionl of such knrangues
out of the sum epecch:
5

"Koz, to the second deliberation, vhorein I promised to rove your
to coneider, wimt thic cupremey ic, “hich <e go about, hy virtue

|

of

thie ast, to give unte the quecn, and rie1trei
doth consist;
n -- casther
in
aa

governrent or tonsorsl? fut if epiritual

EOI,

ent,

Sus

OF

19

Omirc

pf

Imgland,

(an ‘these verds in the
Janedi-toly

God), thon 4% “ould be considered, in cimt poimte tiie spiritual.
dcth sonrict,

ind thace

pointe

belug tell

kzown,

1t =ould

urnte

next

end

t

be conciderec,

Thether thic houses hnth authority to grant them, and hor highness ability to

receive them.
doth coneiot;

Ani, 12 concerning the points,
I inva, in randing the rospel,

wherein epiritual govornzent
and the chole cource of divinity

‘tiereuzon (se to =y voorkion balongeth), observed thats four, sc chief

Smong Many otierc; siorso’ the firct is, the power to loose and bind cing,
Then our Saviour, in ord:ining Pster to ba ohief, and kenad govecnuor of his
churoh, exid urto him, Tibi dzbo olaves repni onelorum, etc. tint is, To thes
TALL I giva the kere of the kinedom of hatven, ote. Nov Lt could be songlderad

by your eden,

“iesher you have cutficient suthority to grant umto her

mijecty thie firet point of esiritusl covernrent, ani to cay unto her, TLbL

cokiimc, wie.: to then will ve give the keys of the kingdom of heaven. If

you cay, Yeu, thon je "ea raculre the eliekt of you carrant snd co==lacion,

ly the virtue of Go's cord. And if you cay, vo, then you my 3a well a:mured,

and precio

jcurcclvans

tiet you nave not cuffielent sutherity to mie

iivmere cuproxs her! of the ohureh of Ghrict, hers in tic r-aln.
“mie second joint

of splrituc] goverment

le cethere!

nar

;

cut of thess words

of our Snviow: Girint,; epoxen to Foter, in the tventletn ohagter of St. Join's
gorzel, Fires, and Fason, aid Purasy tit is, Feod oy lerbs, feed yy lexbo,

eed ry cheap. “or whether your honoure have authority, by tlic court of par

Harent, to ray unto om: sovereion lady, Fasec, nd Foss, aud Fasoo,

sto.)

tit ie to cay, Ssed you the flook of Cirict, you mict chez jour verrant, and
oomiccion For 1%. And further, 1¢ 10 eviders that her meajecty, baling « womn
ty tirth and mvtura, is not qualified by God's vord, to feed the flock of

Christ; nz aysears rot plainly by St. Pinl in thio wise: Taceant mulieres in
dixit. Let woren bs sllent in the church; for it is
et lex
ecolesiis, slo
ut

saith.
as the lav
them to speak, but to be in subjecti
not permito
tted
on,

4nd 1t follo-cth in tho cers plsce: Turze ost enim milierl loqul, in ecclesia;

a wom ‘to speck in the oburch. And,
forsly
‘thst io, For that 1+ 16 not res

in his first epistle to TMrothy: Doosre autem millerl
virur, cod eree in silertio; tix ie, I do not alloz 2 vomn to
inerd
donin
one
bs a toseher, or to hevo nuthority over har imcband, ‘bt to |

‘Therefore, 1 apszarn Like-ias, as your honours have nob authority to clive her
highnaess this sscond point of sxirituel govsrucent, to feed the flock of Unriet,
#0, by St. Paul'e dostrins, hor iieimes: ray not intermddle horcelf ith the =
oars. ind, therefors,

cho oamiot be euprese herd of the clureh here 1a ioclend.'
Dodd:

4np.

35, Yol.

Il,

9. S65ff.

RPL

ae

_ One Molerd D=rter (hora 1515) daceribss ths doplorsbie conditions

onused by unfit

"Newers":

"Ge lived in © country

that hol but little proscking ot all. In the

village (near Shrevrimry) whers I ess bern there core four Readers cusceselvely in olx yourn'

tlre, ienoramt

nen and tro of thes dscoral in tholr

Liver, who sare oll ~y cohooleurtercs In the villece chore ay fathor Lived

there es a tender of about elohty yeors of nee, that nover preneked, ond
bn tro ohureice cbowt tventy ellen dictuxt: hile eysriaxt failing tm he:

eld Gorcion Frayer ~Lthout book;
Geptoere he wos 3 comcon thrarher
euothe: yoor, for the clerk could
mn Of hic om, th: ersellsntert
gomister

ami good

fellov,

the’

but for tho reading ef tha Pealns and
and. Gay labourer one year, and c: teLlor
nut read wells And et lact he had a iizeetscepgleyer in oll ths country, and & good

rot

Orders

ani

susplied

ons

o¢ hls

Placcr.

After hi: angsher yoy kinsman thet could erits ami read got Grders: and
at the same timo snether nelvhbour'r con, the had been acthile st school,
turn! Minister, ans tho “ould nocde go farther than she rect, ani ventured

te wensh

(ni sfter cot = living in Oterfordehire),

and then he hod been

& Procehor slows teclve or sisteon yorra, he vas fnin to give over, Lt being
desovernd thvt ile Ordorn wera forged by tho firet incenlows stageplaysr.
after hin anotlisr nolchhour's son took Grdere, then lia hol been ozklis an
attorney's

elerk and

2 common

drunkerd,

and tispled nincelf into

co gront

poverty thet he hud no other cry to live: It me feared that he ani mora of

then ousn by

their

urdsrs the cnme vay wlth tha foresontlonsd

wore “he tehcelssctors

perron.

sss

of my youth (ixeept tro of them) cho rend Jomon

Peayer on. funtay and oly Days, ani taught sohool sud tignlec on the soekGaye, end ~idsped the beye when they ware drunk; zo thxt'ce changed then

very oft. Within a zou ellen eboul us were near a dozen more ministers, thet

wore meer eighty ya:re old and never prezcueds poor ignorant Readers, ond
moss of the: of cosnizlous livoss only three or four constent ccmpstent
grenshors Livad. moar us, and. thoro, Giough conformable ell cave one, ‘ore

*

the oormen rerkes of tho people's obloquys and any that went to hear then

vhon he hed no precehing 2% homo, cae mde the derieion
of the vulger rabble,
under the odious

me

of = puritan."

Conclliz:

Le

I¥ to
pe
Plus
; of Fo

Eby 5, 1560

Seta aiteabeth =

"Deer deughter in Chriet, helth and apostolical benediction. 'loz great-

ly ve desire (our prstoral charge requiring it) to procure the ealvation of

huant of

and tho extablic
and to provides likevice Zor you honour,
knoveth, ani you my
hearts,
all
er
of
rch
gea
‘the
God,
withel,
Kingdon
your
‘wilerstand by what re heve given in charge to this om: beloved son, Vincen4ius Forpalie, abbot of 6t. Saviour's, a ran rell mom to you, and rell
‘your eoul,

= 100

=

SS

a!

Strypei ammols, I, 179.

‘Qppreved by ue. Thersfora, ve do again nnd asain exort and admonish your
hdpimers, wow: deny daugintor, that, rajecsing cvll couacellors, =nich love

‘mot you, ius Ghomelysz, and nerve thelr om lvsts, you would take the fear
ef God into counsel ‘ith you, and, asknozloiiging tho tins of your vieltation,.
chor yourcelf

obediext to our fatherly

percucsions sné wholesome Gounsele,

and promire to yourself from uc 211 things thxt mxy nos cnly mks ta the

eilvation of your soul, but alco cheteosver you chall. decira from us, for the

L

F

establiching and confirming of your princoly dignity, acsordin:
to
authority, plnoe, and offices, corrLtted unco ue by God. Ani of so be , as a8
desire ani hope, you chell :zturn into tho boom of the church,
a

the ¢espel

dld his con returning to hims

to be gronter, in tims he ™9

altuourh

joyful for the ealyation of

@reving clong with you all tiie paople

of England,

whole company of oc bretliren (rho are shortly,

o:

ehall

God willing,

o

s thas the
Lae
oy ic Lise
9 bert
.

i e5 Boa
pes

a

fy

be ready to rcooive you with the sau love, honour, and rejal

tho

ascexbled

da.2 gomercl council, for the taking c
of tierozles, and #0 |
tie sal=
‘vwetlon of yourself and your whole nation) £111 the universal church vith
rejoloing ani ¢lodnecce yea, you aimll mke glad heaven itecelf vith euch a

rerercble fect, and achicve sdsarsble reno:n to your cama, such more glorious

than the cromn you wear.

Hut,

shell deal =2th you

Isscely,

rore

concerning this matters. the same Vincentlus
and

ehall

deslare

our fatherly =ifezvzion

tocard yous and vo entrext your wcjosty to reosive hin
hin dilirentiy,

and to five ths

would to ouraeli.
“fiven'at

Nora,

«6 GL.

lovincly, to hear

same orsdit to lic spaschas,

Feter's,

Tsay 5, 1560,

cnleu jou

10 our Yarst year."

Dodd: App. <7, Vol.

Il, p. Sal.
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Lact

Dlosece

Prolates

of Deprived and Nev Pichose
ronoved

Freintes dexrived

Susesscore

Gonsecarc:ted

Canterbury
Chiehastor

Nov. 15, 1553
John Christopherson

Foreford

Robert Farfe7,

dan,

Sent.

Londen

1558

ae

we

Joun Seory

ae

on

Eizind Fonner,

ae

se

Tieme

ee
“Hiliem

St. Dewid's
Iinoln

as
Glyn,
Thy Bl,
as

Henry

ue

ae

Thorns

fpril,

ss

Vorgan

daly 2, 155¢
ae

oa

Thoms

Oeld-vell,

Griffith,

26,

15,

on

me

as

we

Jemse Turberville,

Honton,

Téitin Sandye
;

Des,

1, ane

é
Revland

©

. Dso. 21, ua
ea

Young

op

ioholas Bal=

wins al;

ae

doin

dans 21,

1360.

Linghen

Jezel

Bauwuad

_

dune

24, 1558

Hov.

16,

ea

Deae,

Davies
Guest

io"

dais

ai,

a0

ters

a,

eT

Gilbert Berkley
Thome Benthen

ir. 24%, ite
Pare ay

‘Zllian Alley

duly 14, age

John

Sept.

1558
Ci

Parkhurst

1553

.

ae

as

David

as

oe

John

oes

en

#icholas

Poole,

as

oe

aes

as

Gren

os

oe)

Gathbert

Tov. 11, 1559

"Jhite,

duly

16,

Sopt. 20, 1559

Sept.
7,. 1558
:
1558

_

Oflethe

is

dime 21, 1559
Scot;

June 21, 155°

a2

Zderind

Scanbler

Robert

Horn

‘Thoms

i,

a0

Feb.

16;

‘L56L

Feb.

16,

2561

Young

eb.

20,

cee

Tare:

Rs

aed

Lar.

&,

1561:

iby

4,

1561

1552

Feath

Suthbert Tunctall,

Prookes,

Hote,

21, i

Richard

aa

Gilbert Eourne
Ralph Paynce,

donn

Dec.

1559

ae
wa

dames

5.

se

1558

se
ne

“Winchester

Richard Coz

Moms

Tixtaon,

duly

zohn.

dl,

1550

Fat & Tells
ddehfield ond
Cove
Eorzish

eo.

Grinds]

1558

ae

Pov.

aa

1558

23,

os

21559.

0,

1558

on

Hhurice

Dec. 20,

Des.

Hinman

Tiirlby,

“as

ee
Confirmed

Parley

ss

Richerd Fate,
dune 20, 1558

Gardinel Poyte,

Ste doavh
Roshester

22,

Ylliam

Hove

Weroecter

Salisbury

155¢

se

dune 2,

Ely

Eangor

3,

ce

«|.

;
games
dohn

_-

¥

‘ton

Beat

‘allism Dormnam

Z

se

on

Richard

28

ae

The

g fie,
eal

Cuencsy
an

:

;

ie

ea

u

otinea
of

able, Lz,

ages

ADEs
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a
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Gexparlron of tho Greed Gontainesd in the Thirty-nine
derticles, sith thet of the inclent Ghurch

“Dy the adoption of the thirty-nine artialen ths geal wa
in “nelend. A nev church me built on the ruins o
.

7

ir

to

) olds and

hoz far thoy @licacresd,

in their recpestd

"1. Tiey both tougirt that there is but ono Gody that

mM

Tlercby ran rmcG be envade
"8, Thoy equilly adeitted the ¢ire2

Ghosts that

thet he offered kimolf

fico for nll ein of ran, both origin: ond eotucly
oyrbole,

Aventles", ‘the “Yeone, anid the ithanasion eresac.

:

ty of

‘the Godhend, src thre: perrona, tho Pathor, the Son, and the Holy
the Son took to hiesel? the n=vtura of rany

: these:

i

it rill
te the ohjec
of this
t note, to point cut to the r
agresds

the

eae Ri
aF i eeFa

_

« eacri-

and thet hia is the only

usually

denomiuxted the

;

:

wee They enunliy rsvered the holy Soristuras as ths true vord of God.

Ret hore thoy bamn to Giifer.
Were

prongs’

dovl tr She oli,
Temist by Girde$

njoorypial

church,
and tc

1. Spvernl hooks of the Jewich scriptures

it the

nev,

whilie thay

were

adzltted

as

canon

2. ths former mintainued that «11 dootrinen,
apoctles, nad boon rosorded in tie Seripturssy the

latter thet muy things, mush ac tho tayidem of infants, th: ouligetion
of
obtrorviny tie Sunday inehead of ths Sebletl, Sos, hud been taupit bg Girdict:

or hie sgockler, “ni sot had nob hoon rzeordei: in ths Gera,tures, but vere

known onic be irsditaon.
"és Foth arroed

;

thet

"She clureh hath a rick’ to deares rites and osre=

Pomler, on? licth antewty in sontroversies of Lolth" but the articles

Feermeé to muliity tide authority by reemiewlonc. Ta churel could decide
noting but whet Le contained in she Seripturesy could nct a-sextle in general couneil rithouwt tho commnd snd. will of princes; ami, when £0 sorexblads
ras licble to err, and ind actuzlly erred. The old ciurch alloz
no ed
such
suthorlty to irincon, and wmintained tint Christ, according to bie jronleas
dn the Seriztura, vould co “ute over hie church aecsembled in general counell
ae not to curlfor 1% to fall into any essentiel orror,

eitkcor in faith cr

élecijlins.
__. "Ss Bot anueliy required voontion ana =lenlon in their rluisters) and
both intrusted

tho zovernment

dn the hisrershy.

of the church to bichops,

a6 the Highest. order

"ub the old olunohy cnille it sdmitted no ecclecizstic=1

cathority in tis princg,

se prinse,

acinorledged in. the blehoa of Sons, ac

susoacsor of 3%. rxter, o orizecy of order ond juriediction throucuout the
walvercal churehs

the nx" refuned to the bdehop of Rorme any juriediation
within the recim, and coueldered ‘the sovereign as supranma, even in coclesi=asties] sovernrent.
:
:
"6.

Toth

owwnliy

taucis

thot

tha justiflection of the

be

annnat

sinner

Seqtuired or dorerved by sny naturel ofioert, and that 1% in glvan crotis,

on

Secon: of the marits of Ghriets but in this thoy differed, or perhaps
seemed to differ,

tint the one inoulested jJustiflention ie

f<ith only, the

other, in sdiition to faith, remuired both hope end cimrity., ==

"7, Thrt the saercrente are. efMlesolous siens of gence, by

pi

ich Cod

vorketh duvieibly in us, cae tugs by both: bus the ecven ssoraxente of tis
ontholier, == vin. baziien,

extrexe motion,

oinfirmtion,

and mirimony,

vis. baption 2nd the eusherirt.

econ=riet, penance, holy order,

wore by tho articles reduced to to,

ke

—

"3. Tho mort important poiute, in shieh they dlifered, regarded the

ouohorict. Te Gnglich referrere teugirt that in ths deorsmente “the body of

Garist dc given, teen, rnd ccton, only after 2 hoswonly ond spird
bunl ssnnors'
'afier c rent. Ghough spiritusl and eserscrental
eame
s! the
forrer doslars: tis the dostrina of trenscubstantdavion
could
not
be
broved from the “ord: of Cerist

‘the ontholios,

ure; the latter,
Lt nsosérerily folloze:
froz the worda of Sorizturey the firet, that tho thet
covzum
rimictered to lsynen imder hoth Limie, secordini, to the ion ougnt to be ad—
Sommnd of Chrinty the otherc, that communion under both dastitutzen ind ths
doos not .
folle: from the inctitution, ani ie not precorLbed by the kinds
comand of Christi.
"ts Ty the artdoles tha mcs “am proncmesd a Glarp
s forgery, on
‘the prowmd that there ean bs no other rsorifice for cin, homou
than thet thich was

:
j

Offered upon tho srenn;

pitictory ovorifies,

nosoraing to the ontholice,

the mnzc is 3 true,

sro-

conexerzidyve of that formerly offernd on the eroze.

"10, Tne aréioler condermed, but in general torms, and sLthout any ex
Slemtion, tie dostrines of == 1, purgaterys; Gy pardonsy £, the vener
ation
end scormiion of relice ani imeres: sn 4, the dnvoextien of the snizte. The.
extholios tuurixs == 1, inet

|

£0 vicke:

the could of Hen; sho depart thie life, nalthe
ne to dacerve the punishment of hell, nor so pura ea to ba sd= r

mitted thers, "““nera nothing dofiled oxn enter," aro irrsdietely after death,
plrocs inn state of sergnéion: 25 that pardona of ‘the temporal puniehsont

Of Fins orlled indulgeneor,

are uceful and to be retainedy

3, that 14 19

le=fal to chor on in?orlor respect or veneration to tie romaine of holy :er=
FOnS,; Smi ‘bo Lie images of Shrint end hie esintes 4, thet it ie cleo isfal
$0 coliel+ the desarte: cainics to join their prayors cith ours, ‘to bes for

we Gensiits from Cod, through hia Son, Jesus Gurlet,
Redetrox.'

Gon.

Trid.

Sann.

xxv."

Dodds

Neale,

an Englich

historian,

agze

oux only Saviour aud

56,

Vol.

TI,

be Szaft.

bas prepared a requzo of ogreexenta

diecrrancante beteon the tro Frotestant parties, the Oonforniete and and
tie
Pari

ns 8

"ile court roformrs believed tht evory prince hed authority to correct:
all aimecn of doctrine and vorchip within lie om territories. Jstuzted by

thin prinsizls, Farliexent cuvclvted the consolenaso and relicion of tho _

whole miiion to the dioporal of tie king, ani in caso ofa minority, to nis

souncil; eo that the momreh wes sole reformer, and might =odel ‘tle doctrine
and dicclpline of tha churel na he pleased, provided hic injunctions did not

exgrocely contradict the ctztuto laz of the resin.
, “sna Puritans disowned oil foreign jurasciction over the church equally

with the court, but they could not adrit
of timt exteneive
povor thich the
Grozn Glain:sd b> the cupremey,

appreheniing
1% to be uurearonable
thet ‘ths

rolizion
of a state should
be ot she diszocal of 2 single ley-perron. Hor

.

ever, they took che onth, ith the queen's explanation that it only restored
to her mijesty the anolent
and mntural rigivs of sovereign
priuses over their
Gmi subjects.
.
:

_

"6 vas rduitted by the court reformers that the church of Soxe vos a

‘rus oinroh, theugh corrugt in'muny yoints of doctrine and covernm=ent; thot

hor mimetrations
vero valid, snd thas tho pope tas a true bishop of Rome,
though
not of vhs umivers:1 olureh. Tt cus thourirt nsceseary tb; sore
to min
eee

eE

ee eee

= 14=

SSS

tain thin, cinen sheir tichops thie derived theis guscession Frou she:
ai
=o
"Ens the Puritans affine) tho sope to bs antichrist, the olrmsh of
Homa

to be no church, ani har ilmistrations to bo supsretizicus and
Gtroug, ‘choy reno"nocd her co ranion, and cared not Sack the vludztyid6iof
therr ordanetions uson an wilntorrupted ling of cucesse.on frcm cue Gsor-

Slee ‘throurh ‘choir fonde.
_
"aU TAe Mgrend by 211 thet the Holy Seraptures wore a perfect rile of
Lthy but sue cours reformre did not allow them to be m ctand=rd of disoivling or olmren fovornsont, affirming that the Gavidur and his cgostles left

it s6 whe daccretion
Ganity

siculd

obtuin,

of tho civil ragietirote,
to nesoMcodnte

ths

Li those plases wusre Uuris=

cuvernmens

of

sOlicy oF una <tr.t0.
_ "Tho FurLitane held the Scragturce to te a clandard

Tell sc doctrine,

tha churei

+o the

of Giseil;line as

or st loict, ‘thsy thougis tiat nothing shouldbe imposed

6 nescrtery which wae not oxprecsly

comt ined in Holy “it,

or dorZved frou

a8 by dneviteble cequence, And if 1% could bo proved that all thlugs necesanry
to the governrent of ‘the church could not be daduced from Scripture, thay

saintadned thet the dicerntlonary power wac not vected in
teate, but in the epiritucl offisere of ths ckurch.
"The court raforrers mintained thet the prasties of
Sireh, duving the firet four cr five Ghriction centuries,
etenicrd of church rovernrant, and in e.cs regge0te better
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<nly sesovrodeted

to the
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“ac under pergecuiion, Thorens theirs tas culted to the crandeur of a na=tlonel persesréion ond agiolliciusws. Therefore they only pared off the latter
eerrations of the pipaey, from the tim the pope usurped the title of
tilveresL bichop, and 1eft thore inetitutions etanding vaieh they could

tenes higher, ac srohbishose, matropolitanc, archdescone, suffra:scc, rural
Geinss tixich wsra not inom in tho agostelle age, nor in those =hich Lio
wadincely

cusoneded 13.

les
"Cut the Puritans wer: for admitting no churol officere orS ordins
zees

tut cush a ure assointed in Seripture. Toy asprohended thet the form of
fovernrent ordsined by the apostles «mo theooratic, accordirc to the constitutien of the Jezich canhadrin, and was derigied us a pattern for tho
shurshen of after agony not to be departed from in ite main featurse; ond

sherefors they usdd no regard to tho cuetors of the papacy, or the prootice

ef the earlier «ges of Surictianity,

oxcept i: so fsr cs these corresponded

with the Soristuros.
5
"fhe court reformers mintoine!:taat things indifferent in their om
neturs, thich sre nelther commande! nor forbidden in the Seripturesz, cush
as riter, scramonice, habita, richt bs settled, detarminod, aud onde nacerasry

by the comend of the civil mn iensel end. that in suoh enser 1t vac indin-

Pmneableduty of rocd citize
to cvesrvns
:
as
e the=.
OTe Poritane dueiated that those things vhioh Chrict bid left indificr-

eat, ourht not to be mde nosescery by kuzen lace. They affirmed thot if the:

migictrate might im:osa things indiffermt,
Service of God, he might droes up roligion

and mks thom necessary in tho
in cny ehapes and inetend. of one

cererony, ho sight load 16 wlth 2 lumdred. Hosldes, 1% “aa urged that auch
riten ond coramonies as had been eabueed to idoletry, snd tended to lead cam
bao: to pogery, ware 2o Longor indifferent, but vere to be rejected a3 unie-ful.
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miformity, escorting 40 ons, “7c
ins eosordins to che ather, to
Odes eliossd end anforasc by ths
‘shat Miberty of concoleres, whieh

the cusen's PULremeg ant the sieiute
dzerees of provinaial oné notion. eys—
olvll saclotrntes “elthuer party comLttec
is evar; uan's rlent.”
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oodectr, of hor godly sel, salling to remsriranse how
the stweneement

of God's plory,

and to the ostablichons

of Girict's oms relicien for sll hor loving mubjocte,

aeoloriarticn1,

to be knit together

orpecially the stato

in uno perfect unit; of dostrine,

and to

be conjoined 2n one wnifornity of rites and manners in the winistration of
Ged": hely cord,

in cyan grayor snd minictration

of sacraxentc,
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as also to

|

bs ef one desout usheviour in their outuard epporel, to bo imozn yartiy by
thelr Cietiuet habits to be of ihvt voostion (rho should be roversnosd the
rethir iu their offiesa,

ar

mindeters

of the holy tldnuge vhercurte tar be.

evlle!), huth by hor letters directed unto the drskb-chop of Genterbury ead
motwopsoliton, roquirei, sojolned, ani etraitly charged, tat wlth azeletanes
and sonierssea

i
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hed vith ether blehopn, namely, euch ac be in comilerion for
Oouret gcclstizstienl, seme crdire wiciut bs taken, shereby all diversities

fm vardviiee are: Shem ef tha elersy aud the psople

(ne breeding sothirg.

tut contewilon, offenes, and breach of corwon aharity, and be agningt tis
isnt, S00 unas, cui erdinsnees of ‘ths realm) right be reformed mid reprocrad,
acl trougizs to one canner of uniformity throughout the whole real=, th2t the

peogle my therely quietly honour and e¢rve Alcdchty God in truth, coi

Gord, wilty, psroo, cid quletnaces ac ty her mjorty's cold lettora wore ct

levee doth spperr. “hersujon, ty diligent conference and Go:z unioslor 3:1
the care, snd st Isct be aceont end consent of the: percone beforeesic, theno
ordere xf rules sieniug neva becn thounirt mect and cenveniext to be used and
:
“firch, thet

"sotiolee Ter dgectrina snd presohing
oll they, chich slall bo admitted to presoh,

Giligestly exrdined for their conformizy in uxlty of dostrine,

ri:cll be

establichad

Uy publie authority; and sdrmonished to uze sobriety and iverstlos & Seno
ang the people, uel, in uetters of controversy; end to sonsdiar ‘the

gravity of thoir offieo, snd to forezsa with diliposea the matters wilch they

wALL cpeak, to utter then tu the edifiention of the auiienco.
the hol> rsersretts

of Papiies nud the Lord'c Su por,

exoltdiug the people to

the often and sven’ veosiving of the Moly Co-zamlon of tie Fody aud Dleod

of Ghrict, in cuch formas is slready preccribed in the Sock of Jormun Frayer

aml as it ie futher declared in a “oclly conceruing the virtue ond offioscey
of the eadd ssorsronts.
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of dostrina, or by the vay of oxior

n, bat only study to read
wely nnd ootly, —~Lihows any locaine of thetetio
82m, or any aiciiions, the
eee Gireniy rot ort, or other cush neqenrsry dectriue as is or shall
Prescribed Zor the erlet inctrusiion and ediflestio
n of the peodle. « «e
Tten, in the rinietretion of the Moly Gormamion in exthedral snd
col=

logiate Shurchss,
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llor and
spintcler neroseblys snd wt cll other preyers to be ssid at thatgoese
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Ttom, thet every
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in
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ise a ellk hood
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riniste: saying sn public
s, or ministering tue
ELCMASNGS or otler rlter or the Gauche shall vesrprayer
1 comely surslice vith
sleaver, to bo provided st the Gnarsen of tie parish; end that the pariah

brevide = deaon’

table standing on 9. froze for the Co.mmion Table.
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"Item, tit thoy shell decontly cover with caryet, ellk, or other dscoixt
Sovering, ond vith «, fair linen eloth (at the time of tho ministration) the
Saree Table, and to eet the Tor Commandments uzon the enct call ever tho
al

te

Ge

“Item,

thet all soususleswts

do raceive

nealing,

and ee is sp polntsd

by the Jerr of the real end the quem's mjesty's Injumotions.
"Ztom,

thnb

the font be not rexoved,

nor thet the ourste do baptize in

yerich shurshes in eny bsrene, nor in ony other form then ie alreacy preceribed, withows elarcing the parent to ve present or absext st the ehricten-

dnr of his shild, althonsh the porent. ray be present ar eb:sat, but not te
Snover 22 roifesher fur his child. « se «
“araiolor for certain orders in eccoleciacticsl policy

“Firct, neiues

the d:y of giving of orders appointed, the bishop sill

Five open monitaons to all rea to exsopt against such an ciey imoz uot to be

vorthy elther for live or convaresiion. and thore to give notice timt none
shell cua fox orders but vithin their om dloceso where thes were born, or

had their lon:

univercliiloze

tina of dvellinc,

oxoept such ac ehall be of dogree in ths

eeea

"4rtzoles for outcard apsarel of persons ecolesiastio=1
“Zier, that thoy and cll ecoloriastical parrons or other, having any
foolesiastiont living, do ear the cap a;jointed by the Injunerious. And they
hets in their

Tear no

journoyinge

‘tins they in soar

"Item,

iia

do wesr their olcake vith zlesvas

put on, ani like in fashion to their corms, wichows guarde, welte,

as

or cuts.

“Item, thet an thoor private houses ond etudles they use thair o=n

ercy OF Gemgly ansarels
"Itom, that cll inferior

coclesiactics1

yoreons

sholl vear Long Focus

of the fashion sforee.id, snd caps ac afore is precoribed.
"Item, tliat 211 poor parscne,

Tiesrs,

~

aud curates do endervou= then

Selves co conrorm thesz apparel in i1ks sort co s0con and es conveniently
their ability be
serve to t ho sake. Provided tint bee

* ebilzty will
an thozr

Ju‘ced by tno Wdstop
of vhe dicssoe. dni or shedr ability vill not suffer
thon they
eee peerrive
to buy their lorg go=no at
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thet shall hereafter be sdultted to any office, roo, or
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bishop undcr ie
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"I shall road the servies appointed plainly, dietinstly, and cudibly,

‘thet ell the poole my hear and under
a
_ . “I eholl keep the revister book sccordizg to the quo:n's

Tajunctionc .

xajesty's

"I shell uss soberly app2rel, and sapeolully in ths shurch :«tb comeon

Prayers, nosording to order aspointed.
"I eholl rove tha parishioners to quict and concord, and not give then
cnuse ef offence, inf ehall help to ‘reconcile thom vhich bs at varicnes, to
ty utterrozt povtor.
"I shell resd daily «tb the least one simpter of ‘the Old Testacent, and
one othe: of the Hor, wlth good ndvieerent to the incresea of ny knozlodgo.

"I do also foithfully promise in sy person to uso and ezorsice =; office
end plnoe to the honour of God, to the cuist of the queen's subjects within
ty Sharce, in truth, soncerd, ami unityy and alco to observe,
tain cush order and uniformity in all externsl policy, rites,

of the Ghursh, a: by the levz,

kesp, and mminand csraxonies

good usages, and orders sre alresdy roll sro-

Vided and ortsbliched.
"I choll not openly intormeddle slth any sartiflecr's ocausaclone, az
sovotounly to sook 2 guin thorby, niviue in esclesiustiosl living to tha cua
of tventy nobles or shova by year.”

Geo and Fardy: op. cits, pe 467%T.
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rookine,

they vont no furthsr with him. but

framed

their

accordingly) ebout:

dexonds

wae eo cruelly torn snd. rent uson the torture,
of his, that
told a frient

they meant to
ured to call
2012 to fod's
penting oftrn

tex: of

tha tco inet times,
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found mecns to speak tith him ‘thet ne

rack, ho
ho went to the
rmke hin a=uy in thet manner. Ssfore
dom ct the rack-houss dear ugon both imeoc, to ccmrend bin
moreyf and ugon the rack he oxlled comtimmlly upon God, ro-“
the holy momm of Jasuae « = =

"hen thar Tere oom

to the places of exeowtilon, were

divers

of her

Thfecty's honorable counsel, with many osher porcsone of honor, beriden ond

infindte rultituis of people, a:tendst thel= cominr, Mather Grmpien ras
firct brourht

up into tha carts

vhers,

citer

corms omll

pours, he

began to

speek uson thet taxt of Gt. Peal, 1 dor. 4» fr “We are mic a cpeotasle to
the sorld, eko.s! but vac Interrupted by Six Feoneie Nnovles cme the cheriizs

urging him to oonfacs lie tresnon egpinct. hor Imjacty ond to colnowledge—

hiesolf cullty: to wuem he enever'd, "For the treasone vilol hays been Loyd.

to iy charge, and I a: cose here to euffer for, I desire you cll to bear

witners tith ma, thes thereof

I am altogether incosent.*

“mareuzon fecae

ie
of the council, that ho should not acento deny |
was made to him by
3
“ell,
objcotions agaiuet him, having been proved by sufficient evidence.

beve I
ord," said ho, "I ama Ontholic mun, and a pricety in thet faith religion:
my
esteex
you
if
Javed, ond in thet faith do I intend to die; ond
traacon, then om T guilty; a2 for any othor treason, I never coucdtted it),

es

and

=~

him,
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thieh cis the thins they mort dosired, thay thougat good to.
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vhen thay eszr he could not bo ron to comicceend sconechat ct 1

God de ry judg.
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Put

yo

;

euffer me to ppetk a rord ot tuo fon Glesmo
ae aE tyicer
not

being euffer'd to fo forvard, he wa forded to speak
“aon Ghey
urmeis orotseiinr thet he imo innosant.
fe to the teenpeas
ee CouNsaraey; zort
dordrin
e orodit to be given to hic ann ere
ie
iE
inet Snecar mule Mjon Nie denth andi
of al} oa

« « »
a Dio cidled to hin to mecy an Englishcowl.
; to tiom ho anzver'd, tint.
Pict a ursy ins lnnenice he v2ll underrtood. .ib ‘the upsiet of thie con

er

a
“=o vilied to nuk the quacm forgivences,
to pray for kery he
= My snewereds “iurein hevo I offended hor? In and
thic I ar dnnosonts this
The, Aint epseoh;
an thie give ma oredit: I have end Go yeay
the Low: arles Norard ock'd of him, fo> chieh quosn be for her.'
DPAyGt,
oY Sor
inabeth the queen? Yo whom ha anewere, "Zen, for Slimbeth

Four queen ruil Ter muses nd the osré belng Graen nny, he meskly ani
ce
ee hir soul unto ile Gevlour, protesting thet be dled
par=
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Bull of Dopordidon of Wiscboth, A.D. 1570
bichos,

ecrvm

of Ske

servants

of fod,

For the future marory

ee

She “Flut,

of ‘the imticr.
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“Tra ~he veimin in the highagt, to shou hie bron given ali power in

ond ourth, in the plenitude of hin porer has

ona holy Gubholis ond spertolie church, ovtrldo of
vation, to one upon esrth, thet in to aay, to Peter,
enti to the

Roman

ponidiv,

the

cucocecor

of Feter.

given she governance of

ih theres ic no s2lsrinss of the ezostlaa,

Mim clone

has

he a;s0iutsd

prineo ovor 211 nzxtlons sui all kingdoms, to pluck out, to ovartiro=, to
fouSier, to dictroy, to plant, to irLld up, in order tkxt he my keap his
with the bend of sarbusl.
in the umlty of the spirit, bound
people 2sitiful
Love, and thet te say celiver them unicrsed to thoilr Sariour, In tha ful=
filirant of thic duty, 73, o2llsd by the sraece of God to the sovsrnmext of
the rane shureh, hive neelected no inbor, striving vith oll our ctrength
thet the unity and entirety of thet chureh chould reccin unbroken, virleh

its founder has for the t-mting of our felth and our correction perritted to

bs oritter by co mony ctor=s. fat the nusuer of the wieked has so incrensed
in strength thai there in no place left ugon earth virleh they Imve not tried.

to sorrust “ith the =ont evil tazohings.

is

"Aseletenoe kas bean given thon omong others, by Elisabeth, servant of
evil docrs; protonde® quorn of Sncland, to shom an to
:
OES
sr
ee
ees eee
wieked of 211 have com for rofuce. Sho; after Be ee
neurpod to horcolf ronctrcusly
the place of supreme head
of the
ia al
inglend ond the prinoigol nuthority ami. juriedlotlon in ts end ozLled back iz
@gain to miserable dertrusction that realm which hed bees just then restored

to the Grtholic iclth ond good fruit. For cho has tren auay by& vicient.

Lend tne uco of true religion whieh ind beon previousiy‘overthro=n by sho

apostate Menry VIII, tit restored by the legitimate juesn tary, of dictinguished rorery, wlth tho help of this cee; cho las folloved and. emursceti
fs

ee

= 109 =
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howwen
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Tete,

eS el
‘the errors of heroties } che hen diceips

= eae

2 >

ability, and fated a with phooers Gar oie esa keneeians

be and deslern
——
ors of bic Ontholie Pai:
ctored aglte=
tors
in iendotions che hen abolished the onarities or Sa
niu

peavert, factingr,whiehsholen of footie, eslibney, and Oxtholie ritocy eis aa
contain manifest heresy to

Gorrended boo!

be spread thrown

the
Eels Kinrdo= eho hee required corvices chish mre dnglous an. instituted
oe
to the uresorigtions of

C=lvin to be nsosgted and obeorved iy
calf ani to he solnovledgod ‘by her cubjectc.

Oathe ae hen venturad to eject bichops, rcetors of churches, ani othe:
priorts

from their

olun-shee and banefices,

2nd to confer their

mreds ani other coslerinriiesl poresssions ujon herstios, and to give de=
rion sonorrnine eoolerineiionl eaucot. Sie han forkidden proiates, cloray,
and yeoyle to nelnorledge tho Rormn clureh or to obay its precepts end
:

eanenionl *aietions, Sic is comelled t& an oth very rany to seres to
her
wieked Jove nd ko ebjure the authorlty and obedlenes of the Roson ponclfr,

and to regoqniige her nlone as misirere in somoral snd spuritual arfsire)

she iins dmveced stino and pennies ugon thore “ho were not obedient to ior

Ferd snd thors sho sorrevored dn tno sforersid obedience and in ‘tha unlit; of
felth. Oxtholic bachoss nai isctere ef churcien she has cast Lnto UOnGE,

There ming, Torn

out br Long=-continuse wearinese snd ssdnses,

heise dire cin rably.

have fini shoa

"Sines al] ‘thers thince ere femilisr and vell imozn snoug all netions
and co tell acteblieked by the ctrongest tostimony of any
Giat thera is
no ginse lems for any oxcuce, daronao, or denialy and clues other Grimso
ani indetior aro being multiplied, end the persecution of the faithful abd

the affliction of religion dealy crozing by sue iuflusneo snd the action
Of che znac Glarabsthy ond eines ficr mind is, co undorstand, so confirmed
en herdened thas not only hos she treated vith contim;t the plous prayers
aud niviee of Scholae przneos for mer tell boang and convoreion, birt ins

not pornitted tho anbaneniore of this seo to com to Magland to ter on this
matter; “2 have bron compslled to turn the arm of justice against her,

=

though «e cansot ‘cuudue om grief thet we ere re ured to take astion againet
one Toes foreintiers have merited so mush from tho Giristian comon-ealth,
_
"ind no, supjorced by the awslority of iisi cho nas villed thas we should

bo plased
in shia suprexe throne of justice, though uncqual to cuch = burden,
Omt Of tus plouztude

of apussclie power =e declare the aforomaid Sizsabstii

& Dirsvie
sna Zavorer or norotics, end thoes tho adhere to har i=

va

eforessid =xtter to hey. incurred the sentence of enathern, and to be cut
off froz the unity of the body of Ourict. lorsover she is deorived of hor

aretendod right to the afcrensid kingdom end to nll dominions, dignity, en

privileges ciatcoover of svary kind. likewise the nobles, subjects; cnd pso-

Ble of the enid iingdon, and all othsre who have taken oxth to hor of any
Kind
te absolve

by the cuthority

of these procents and deolsre tiem absolve:

perpetually for.thoe future from ell duty, fidolity, and obedience dus. “Te

deprive the stze Glisnveth of the pretended right to the kingdom and to all

the things barod cboves and se require and order each and ell noblen, subjacts

People, and others

above caid, not to venture to obsy her

i

ve bind with the ence rondstes, or levs. Thorns cho shall act differently

tense of anethern.
"Beoauas, horever,;

son

it vouldte

to

exbbienlt
j

o

:

cherevar there Je nosed of ther, ce will thet coples of them, signed with &

seal by the hand of a rotery publie and of a prel:te of the olureh or of his
court, should owtnin the e1m> confidence in court and out of 4% s=or5 ell

nstions ne these protetts could if they 7 ould be exirititied or show. ee

"Given 2b Norm, at St. Peter's, in the year
of the Lord's incarnation, —

1570, the fifth of the Oslende

of I reh; in

i

,

_

Froolssntion

for the ses11 of
Students fron ths Foreign
Sexinoriec, and for the S-rdohneAll
nt of All Sseulta, and Geximory

Frierts from Zagland, Jen. 10, 1581.
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“aacrean ‘the queon
‘to uiderrtand that cert:
i
’
shelation, :id:r the mre4s ofriven
seriuaries, have beon of inka ‘yaeea ‘eenekod| te
ths Uishop of Norm, co Tall in thst city of forms, 5 in the dexinione of other
2rinoes, onvsoinlly for tha cunjeocts of her kingions and dominions,
vith intent
ee ee train
and nourish ther up in false

meine

verted, net

nly in mtters

of religion, but ates

rant of thoir nvjural dutica ute

a

7 Pom

mae sae

uict
2 Pecks oy
rebellion within tier

her higimess, ac

prines,

er Hor roJjerty's
nturel Sede

to have

truth ond ciwdetice
Bron

nen'r

Zonader

drama from the noknovle

their orince and ceovereiz

neeete dn eres iviaced praotiosc, tending to the dis~

"She thinn it vary oxpgediext
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